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Summary
During the first servicing mission (SM-1) of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) in December 1993, the
two solar arrays that power the telescope were replaced. Photographs taken of the new solar arrays dur-
ing SM-1 showed geometric (or static) twists in the arrays. The estimated static twists ranged from 11 to
31 inches. Ground simulations by the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) revealed that the static twist
could grow due to on-orbit induced loads, and the structural integrity of the solar arrays could be
compromised if the twist reached a certain level.
In April 1995, the GSFC HST Flight Systems and Servicing (FS&S) Project tasked the Image Science
and Analysis Group (IS&AG) in the Johnson Space Center (JSC) Earth Science and Solar System Explo-
ration Division to perform photogrammetric analyses of the motion and static twist of the HST solar
arrays during SM-2. The requirements for static twist measurements were for three-dimensional (3D)
positions of the eight solar array tips before the first extravehicular activity (EVA) and after four EVAs.
The positional accuracy requirement was _+1.3 inches. The solar array motion requirement was for the
2D out-of-plane amplitude and frequency of the tips of one solar array during a firing of the Shuttle
vernier reaction control system (VRCS). SM-2 plans called for a partial reboost of HST using the
Shuttle VRCS. The amplitude accuracy requirement was _+0.5 inches. The results were required within
8 hours from downlink of all video data to allow the FS&S Project to make critical decisions regarding
potential risks due to upcoming EVAs and the planned reboost of HST.
Post-mission analyses were also performed to determine the "best and final" positions of the array tips at
the conclusion of SM-2 to support future HST operational planning, and to analyze the motions of the
solar array tips from five separate array excitation events for use in structural dynamics analyses.
Accomplishing these static twist and solar array motion measurement objectives was a significant
undertaking and is described in this report. The methodologies for performing the near-real-time analy-
ses were adapted from technologies IS&AG has utilized for numerous Shuttle and ShuttlelMir
investigations. The method for determining the positions of the tips of the arrays required a two-camera
phototheodolite approach using the four video cameras in the Shuttle payload bay (PLB). The orienta-
tion of each camera was determined independently from images containing features of known position
on the HST. The position of the tip was then determined from the intersections of two vectors, one
determined from each camera image, from the perspective center of the image to the conjugate image
point of the tip. The method for measurement of solar array tip motion utilized a single video camera
solution for each tip. The motion, in image space, was converted to object distance with a scale factor
based on the distance of the object from the camera.
An extensive amount of pre-mission planning and development was performed to ensure that the
required imagery data acquisition and analyses would be successful. This planning included performing
viewing and lighting studies, simulations, testing, and flight crew and ground control personnel training;
selecting cameras; developing HST reference control point data; and creating operating procedures,
flight documentation, and training aids.
During SM-2, all required data were effectively acquired, all required near-real-time analyses were per-
formed (except for the positions of two tips on one array on Flight Day 5), and all results (except the
initial static twist result) were transmitted to the FS&S Project within the near-real-time requirement.
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The static twist results for all four tip pairs were consistent for Flight Days 3, 4, 5, and 8. The results for
Flight Days 6 and 7 were significantly different from the other four days, and were attributed to factors
associated with the HST being placed in a different orientation on Flight Days 6 and 7. On the basis of
these results, the FS&S Project concluded there were no significant structural changes in the arrays
during the SM-2 mission.
Two motion analyses were performed during the mission on a VRCS-induced motion event and the
motion from the aidock depressurization on Flight Day 8. The VRCS results for tips A and B included
analyses of 180 video frames at a 3-Hz sampling rate. The results showed a peak-to-peak displacement
of 0.6 inches for tip A and 0.7 inches for tip B. Both tips exhibited a dominant frequency of approxi-
mately 0.1 Hz as predicted for the first fundamental out-of-plane frequency. The airlock depressuriza-
tion-induced motion involved the analysis of 161 video frames of the solar array tips G and H. The
results indicated a total slew of approximately 22 inches, after which the array oscillated at a frequency
of approximately 0.1 Hz. The initial peak-to-peak displacement was measured to be approximately 6
inches for tip G and 7 inches for tip H.
Post-mission analysis of static twist used a photogrammetric methodology commonly referred to as
"bundle adjustment." The bundle adjustment methodology simultaneously uses multiple images, control
points, and common pass-points to determine camera position and orientation parameters, and subse-
quently to determine the position of all object points of interest simultaneously. It accomplishes these
calculations through a weighted least-squares adjustment and the general law of propagation of errors to
provide an overall best solution for all points. It has not been adapted for near-real-time analyses. The
post-mission analysis of static twist was performed for the solar array tips on Flight Day 8. Different
images were used than those used in the near-real-time analysis. The results for tips A/B, C/D, and G/H
were consistent with the near-real-time results for Flight Days 3, 4, 5, and 8. Results were not obtained
for tips E/F due to the limited number (8) of control points in the image.
Post-mission solar array motion analyses were performed for the VRCS-induced motion on Flight Day 3,
the HST start- and end-of-rotation on Flight Day 5, the airlock depressurization on Flight Day 8, the HST
start- and end-of-pivot on Flight Day 8, and the HST reboost on Flight Day 8. Several refinements of
methods were developed to provide more precise determination of the peak-to-peak displacements and
their accuracy. The peak-to-peak deflections for the VRCS-induced motion were 0.65 _+0.05 inches (lt_)
for tip A and 0.73 +_0.08 inches for tip B. The magnitudes of the peak-to-peak deflections for the airlock
depressurization event were 6.5 ___0.4 inches for tip G and 9.7 +_0.4 inches for tip H. The next largest
deflection for a solar array tip was 1.4 inches. All solar array motions exhibited a dominant frequency of
0.1 Hz.
In addition to the solar array motion and static twist analytical results, several recommendations are
made for improvements to similar analyses on SM-3 and the International Space Station.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST, Fig. 1.1) was launched on the Space Shuttle in April 1990. The HST
is the first space-borne observatory designed to be serviced on orbit and is intended to be serviced by the
Shuttle every 2-3 years. During the first servicing mission (SM-I) in December 1993, the two solar
arrays that power the telescope were replaced. The new arrays, which were designed and built by British
Aerospace, were a semi-rigid design, deployable from a central cassette, with structural rigidity provided
by two interlocking metal bands called bistems. The arrays were designed to be able to be unfurled and
furled multiple times to facilitate servicing and reboost of the HST. Figure 1.2 shows details of the HST
solar array.
Figure 1.1 The Hubble Space Telescope.
During planning for the second servicing mission (SM-2), it was determined that the arrays should
remain unfurled throughout the servicing and reboost by the Shuttle. This strategy was adopted to avoid
the risks associated with retracting and redeploying the arrays. However, structural dynamic analyses
indicated that the solar arrays might not be able to withstand the induced loads from the Shuttle primary
reaction control system (PRCS) jet firings during reboost, and this could result in unacceptable stresses
in the array bistems. These analyses also showed that the bistem stress could be directly related to the
out-of-plane solar array tip displacement. As a result, a reboost test was proposed that would measure
the dynamic displacement of the solar array tips in response to a prescribed set of PRCS jet firings during
SM-2. Shuttle payload bay (PLB) video cameras would be pointed at the array tips and would record
any induced motion due to the jet firings.
Solar Array Drbe
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Figure 1.2 HST solar array details.
Photographs taken of the new arrays after their installation on SM-1 showed a geometric (or static) twist
in the arrays. It was later discovered during ground tests, which simulated on-orbit load cycles on the
bistems, that the static twist could grow due to induced loads, and that if the twist reached a certain level,
the structural integrity of the bistems could be compromised. The result of this information was the
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) HST Flight Systems & Servicing (FS&S) Project's decision that a
planned PRCS reboost should not be performed. It was later determined that a partial reboost of the HST
could be performed using the vernier reaction control system (VRCS) jets. The significantly lower thrust
of the VRCS jets would allow acceptable loading of the arrays.
In April 1995, the HST FS&S Project tasked the JSC Image Science & Analysis Group (IS&AG) was
tasked to analyze the solar array motion and static twist of the arrays using imagery obtained during the
servicing mission, and to report this information during the course of the mission. To accomplish this, a
significant amount of on-orbit video imagery was acquired of the arrays, and was analyzed both during
and after the mission. The primary analyses of this imagery included measurements of solar array
motion due to a nominal VRCS firing, VRCS reboost, and HST repositioning (both pivot and rotate), and
geometric twist measurements of each of the eight array tips before and after each extravehicular activity
(EVA) day. Additional analyses, including array motion measurement during the airlock depressuriza-
tion, were made as required.
This report documents the photogrammetric assessment of the HST solar arrays the JSC Image Science
& Analysis Group conducted during SM-2. This report is divided into the following sections:
• Section 2 describes the mission support requirements for the solar array analyses.
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• Section3 describestheanalysismethodologyandimplementationusedto performthe statictwist
andsolararraymotionanalysesduringthemission.
• Section4 describesthepre-missionplanningandstudiesconductedto defineimageryacquisition
procedures.
• Section5 documentsreal-timeanalysissupportprovidedduringthemission,andtheresultsof both
solararraymotionandstatictwistmeasurementsperformeduringthemission.
• Section6describesanalysismethodsandresultsof thepost-missionanalysisof data.
• Section7 providesasummaryof lessonslearnedonsolararrayimageryanalysisfrom SM-2.
• Section8providesasummary,conclusions,andrecommendations.
In addition,asa partof thepostflightanalysisof HST,IS&AGperformedtwodamageassessmentsto
determinetheextentof damageto themultilayerinsulation(MLI) surroundingtheuppersurfacesof the
telescope,andtoidentifyandmeasureimpactsbymicrometeoroidsandorbitaldebris(MMOD). Bothof
theseassessmentsu edacombinationof video,35-and70-mmpositivefilms,andelectronicstill camera
imagerytakenover the courseof the mission. Thesedamageassessmentsaredocumentedin the
followingreports:
JSC-27943,Hubble SpaceTelescopeSM-2 Multilayer InsulationDamage(MLI)
DamagePhotobook.[Ref.1]
[ShuttleTransportationSystem]STS-82SM-2, Hubble SpaceTelescopeMMOD
ImagerySurvey.[Ref.2]
2. MISSION SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
Requirements for the scope of imagery acquisition and analysis evolved during the development of the
servicing mission. Originally, when the PRCS jets were to provide a partial reboost of the HST, the
focus of the imagery analysis requirements was to verify the dynamic response of the arrays to a series of
jet test firings, and to provide that information to the HST FS&S mission management in real time so
that the total loading on the arrays due to the reboost could be assessed. This image analysis requirement
is a rather straightforward detection, tracking, and measurement of the array tip displacement as a func-
tion of time. Later, as it was learned the static geometry of the arrays could change as a function of the
array loading, and that sufficiently high loading could cause the loss of structural integrity of the arrays,
the focus of imagery analysis shifted to the precise measurement of the three-dimensional (3D) static
position of each array tip. This is a more difficult measurement to make, as overlapping camera views
are required for the 3D position triangulation. Factors such as the viewing angle of the camera relative to
the array tip, and the need for multiple calibrated control points for the image pointing and scaling meas-
urements, have a strong effect on the achievable accuracy of this type of measurement. Moreover,
compared to typical close-range photogrammetric measurements, the limited spatial resolution and lack
of camera calibration data of the Space Shuttle video system limits the ability to make extremely
accurate measurements.
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Thefinal requirementshatemergedweretomeasureboththedynamicsolararraymotionandstatic(or
geometric)twist of thearraysat varioustimesduringthe servicing.Thisrequiredthat a significant
amountof imageryof thearraysbeacquiredeachflightday,whichthenhadto bequicklydownlinked
for analysis. Theserequirementswereintegratedinto the completesetof photographicand video
requirementsfor theservicingmission,thescopeof whichis toodetailedto bepresentedin thisreport.
In fact,dueto therequirementsfor awholerangeof imageryof thetelescope,whichwouldbeusedfor
subsequentservicingplanningandfor exteriordamageassessment,thetotalamountof survey,analyti-
cal,anddocumentaryphotographyandvideotakenof theHubbleduringSM-2is unprecedentedin the
SpaceShuttleprogram,or inall of humanspaceflight.
Theimageryanalysisrequirementsfor thesolararraymeasurementstobeconducteduringtheservicing
missionwereasfollows:
Solar array static twist measurement
• Description: 3D position of the solar array tips in HST coordinates.
• Amount: 5 analyses, 1 before first servicing EVA, 4 after each EVA, 8 tips per analysis.
• Turnaround Time: 8 hours from downlink of all video data. Results from video acquired at the
beginning of the crew sleep period were to be reported before the beginning of the following crew
day's EVA.
• Accuracy: +1.3 inches.
• Other: Measurement of HST rotation around the Orbiter +Z axis in the flight support structure (FSS)
required. Rotation used to confirm precise 3D position of array tips. No required accuracy.
Based on imagery obtained of the HST solar arrays upon release during SM-1, the estimated array twist
ranged from 11 to 31 inches. Little or no growth in the twist was expected between SM- l to SM-2.
Solar array motion measurement
• Description: 2D out-of-plane amplitude and frequency of one solar array tip during a VRCS firing.
The tip displacement was measured about a mean or undisturbed position.
• Amount: 1 analysis of two tips, 30 seconds of video data.
• Turnaround Time: 8 hours from downlink of the video data.
• Accuracy: _+0.5 inches.
• Other: No estimate of damping required. No required sampling frequency.
Based on pre-mission analysis, the expected solar array motion for planned activities during the servicing
would range from 0.5 to 4.0 inches peak-to-peak, with a first out-of-plane frequency of 0.1 Hz.
The imagery analysis requirements listed here provided the basis for the real-time analysis methodology
described in Section 3. The image analysis requirements and the analysis methodology were the basis of
a flow-down to imagery acquisition and operations requirements described in Section 4.
In addition to the near-real-time support to be provided during the servicing mission, the FS&S Project
requested IS&AG support a number of pre-mission planning activities, including:
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• Conceptand techniquevalidationanalysesfor both the solar arraymotion and static twist
measurements.
• Developmentof imageryacquisitionprocedures.
• The implementation of those procedures in the Flight Data File (FDF).
• Crew training.
• Support to several SM-2 joint integrated simulations (JISs).
The JISs' purpose was to practice the analysis procedures, as well as the communications and manage-
ment protocols, during a simulated mission flight day. Finally, the FS&S Project would require some
additional postflight processing of the imagery data to better characterize the response of the arrays
during the servicing mission. The scope of the postflight work was determined after a preliminary
assessment of the overall success of the servicing mission and a review of the total available imagery
obtained during the six days of the HST servicing mission. This additional postflight analysis included
measurement of solar array motion during VRCS reboost, HST pivot and rotation, and airiock
depressurization.
3. MEASUREMENT APPROACH AND METHODOLOGIES
USED IN THE REAL-TIME MISSION SUPPORT
Although both static twist measurements and solar array motion measurements were performed using
video imagery, the two measurement approaches are distinctly different. Both measurements were con-
figured around a common, available imagery source: the four video cameras in the PLB of the Shuttle
and the video camera located on the elbow of the Shuttle remote manipulator subsystem (RMS) as shown
in Figure 3.1. This section describes the methodologies used to apply image measurements to the deter-
mination of the static twist and motion of the HST solar arrays. Section 6 describes additional methods
used in post-mission analyses of the data.
Camera D Camera C
Camera A
RMS Elbow
Camera
,amera B
Figure 3.1 Shuttle camera locations in the payload bay.
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3.1 Static Twist Methodology
The objective of the static twist analysis was, for specified times, to determine the positions of tips of the
solar arrays in the Hubble coordinate system. (Figure 3.2 is an illustration of the HST in the Shuttle
PLB, the tips of the solar arrays, and the HST and Shuttle coordinate systems.) The Shuttle PLB cameras
provided imagery for determining the 3D position of each array tip, using a two-camera phototheodolite
technique. This section describes the phototheodolite method, the implementation of the phototheodolite
technique to the array tip location task, the method for estimation of the accuracy of the phototheodolite
solutions, and the validation test of the methodology.
Figure 3.2 Illustration of lIST in Shuttle payload bay, demonstrating solar array tips and
Shuttle and HST coordinate systems.
3.1.1 Phototheodolite Technique
The two-camera phototheodolite technique is a standard 3D triangulation method of photogrammetry and
surveying based on the intersection of convergent rays in space. To accomplish the accurate determina-
tion of this intersection, a complete reconstruction is required of the relationship between the images and
the object coordinate system. The relationship is illustrated in Figure 3.3. In this figure, the vector rays
A 1and A 2to the object point P are determined by the positions and directional orientations of the cam-
eras, the coordinates of the conjugate points (Pi) in the two images, and the cameras' principal distances
(effective focal lengths, f). (Note that the camera location is defined as the perspective center of the
image.) The conjugate points are measured with respect to the principal point of intersection of the
optical axis with the image plane. The camera principal distance (f) and the principal point location (x,
y,) in the image plane are referred to as the interior orientation elements of the camera. These parame-
ters allow the geometric reconstruction of all bundles of rays internal to the camera from the image
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pointsof therays. (Notethatconventionalterminologyfor theprincipaldistanceis c, for cameracon-
stant.However,weareusingcameraswithzoomlenses,in whichcasetheprincipaldistanceisspecific
toeachcamerasetting.)
Theexternalorientationparametersarethosewhichallowgeometricreconstructionof thebundleof rays
fromthecameralensto objectspace.Theparametersof exteriororientationarethelocation(Xc,Yc,Z)
of thecamerain theobjectcoordinatesystemandthreeangles,twoof whichdefinethedirectionof the
opticalaxis in the object coordinate system, and one which defines the rotation of the image plane about
the optical axis. These angular elements may be expressed in terms of the direction cosines that the
image coordinate system x_, y_, f_ makes with respect to the object coordinate system X, Y, Z. These
direction cosines are usually expressed in terms of rotational angles such as pitch, roll, yaw, pan, tilt,
swing, etc., which rotate the object coordinate axes to align with the image coordinate axes.
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Figure 3.3 Elements of two-camera photogrammetric triangulation based on intersection of
convergent rays in space.
Once the interior and exterior orientations of the two cameras are determined, the intersections of the two
vector rays to the object point can be determined from the image measurements. These are, of course,
not trivial measurements or calculations, especially for non-metric cameras such as the Shuttle video
cameras. All of the parameters, including determinations of the effective focal length (EFL) of the zoom
lens and lens distortions, contribute to the vectors' failure to intersect. A common solution to the issue
of the two vectors' failure to intersect at a point is to calculate the shortest distance miss of the two vec-
tors and take the midpoint as the position of the object point of interest. Solutions that take advantage of
having multiple images of the object of interest employ methods of photogrammetry called "bundle
adjustments" to determine the point of intersection. The method of bundle adjustments was used in the
post-mission analyses and is described in Section 6.1.
Theapriorideterminationof thepositionsof identifiablepointsin objectspace(i.e.,onHubbleorShut-
tle) is criticalto thedeterminationof the interiorandexteriororientationof thecameras.Theuseof
knownpointsto calculatetheseparametersi referredto ascameraresectionandcalibration.These
knownpointsarereferredto ascontrolpointsorreferencepoints.
3.1.2 Phototheodolite Implementation for HST
With conventional phototheodolites (a combination of a metric camera and a theodolite used in terrestrial
triangulation), the elements of interior orientation are precalibrated and are enforced in the triangula-
tions. The positions of the cameras are surveyed in, and the exterior elements of camera orientation are
obtained from, instrument dials and levels. These values provide the nine orientation elements required
to establish the vectors to an object in space based on the measured values of the conjugate points in the
image. However, in very precise surveys using phototheodolites, the exterior orientation parameters are
often determined from the imagery taken with the phototheodolite.
To apply the phototheodolite approach using the Shuttle video cameras, alternate approaches to the
conventional phototheodolites had to be employed. The alternate approaches and rationale were:
• The Shuttle video cameras have zoom lenses that did not provide for pre-calibration of the interior
orientation parameters, especially the EFL, for all possible zoom settings of the cameras. This
parameter would have to be determined from the imagery.
• The design positions of the PLB cameras in Shuttle coordinates are known and provide a close
approximation to the true positions. Therefore, the positions of the camera are tightly constrained.
• The camera orientation also has to be determined from imagery. The Shuttle cameras have the abil-
ity to transmit pan and tilt information, however this information is relative to an arbitrary position
and the accuracy of the readout is variable. Furthermore, the pan-tilt units are friction driven and are
designed to slip when resistance is encountered, resulting in read-out error in the relative pan/tilt.
The use of imagery to determine the elements of camera orientation is a common photogrammetric prac-
tice. If the object of interest (e.g., solar array tips) is also in the field-of-view (FOV) of the camera, then
all elements and positions can be simultaneously determined. The following sections describe the
methods used to determine the required orientation parameters.
3.1.2.1 Establishment of Image Reference Information
To determine the camera orientation parameters from imagery, it was necessary to establish a database of
reference (control) points on the Hubble itself. Furthermore, to meet the turnaround time requirements
for the static twist analysis, it was necessary to streamline the entire analysis process as much as possi-
ble. One method used in streamlining the analysis process was to pre-select a set of reference points that
would be used. Due to uncertainties in image content, it was not possible to select the exact reference
points that would be visible for a given analysis. Instead, a superset of reference points was selected
which was considered to most likely provide distinguishable points within the video imagery.
A setof annotated diagrams of the HST was used to identify the points to be designated as reference
points. Initially, the FS&S Project requested the coordinates for 257 points on the HST outer surface, but
because a labor-intensive effort was required to determine the information from engineering diagrams,
the total quantity of points was reduced. The FS&S Project subsequently provided IS&AG the coordi-
nates for 132 HST reference points. In addition, IS&AG derived an additional 25 reference points.
The coordinates for each reference point were received in one of two separate HST coordinate systems.
There are two primary HST coordinate systems: a Cartesian coordinate system (VI, V2, V3) and a cylin-
drical coordinate system (alpha, station, radial distance). Most of the reference coordinates the FS&S
Project provided were in the Cartesian coordinate system, with the remaining positions specified in the
cylindrical coordinate system. To maintain consistency in the coordinate system used in the phototheo-
dolite analyses, all reference points were converted into the HST cylindrical coordinate system and put
into a database. Each point in the reference point database was assigned a unique ID number, and a set
of diagrams of the HST was annotated with the ID numbers and locations. The database was imple-
mented in a spreadsheet. In this way, the analyst need only indicate the ID number of a reference point,
and the spreadsheet would extract the required 3D coordinates from the reference database.
3.1.2.2 Coordinate System Conversions
Given a set of HST reference points distributed over the image, it is possible to determine the camera
coordinates and orientation in HST coordinates. However, to retain the camera positions in Shuttle coor-
dinates, reference points were converted to Shuttle coordinates. In addition, the HST position relative to
the Shuttle was variable because the HST was mounted to a FSS, which can rotate and pivot the HST.
This meant that the HST coordinate system would rotate and pivot relative to the Shuttle coordinate
system at different times during the servicing mission. The Shuttle flight crew manually controlled the
rotation and pivot of the FSS, and there was no instrumentation available that accurately measured the
rotation and pivot angles. The pivot angle of the FSS was planned to be such that the HST would almost
always be vertical during static twist data acquisition, and had a hard stop position at vertical. Therefore,
the assumption was made that the pivot angle was exactly vertical. However, the rotation angle had no
hard stop positions, and was to change on a regular basis throughout the mission. Therefore, a procedure
was developed to estimate the HST rotation from a single image containing the full width of the HST
body, and thus convert the HST reference point coordinates to the Shuttle coordinate system. This esti-
mate required as inputs the camera positions, one or more reference points with coordinates in the HST
coordinate system, and image coordinates of the visible sides of the HST body.
The procedure for determining the rotation of the HST, and the conversion of reference point coordinates
to the Shuttle coordinate system, was as follows:
1. An image of the HST aft shroud was taken from one of the two forward PLB cameras.
2. The analyst would extract the image coordinates of several reference points and the visible edge
positions of the HST within the image.
3. This information and the reference point ID numbers were entered into a spreadsheet for the specific
rotation position to be calculated.
4. The 3D coordinates of the selected reference points in the HST cylindrical coordinate system were
retrieved from the database.
5. TheFSSrotationvaluewascalculatedandusedto transformthepositionsof all referencepointsin
thedatabasefromHSTto Shuttlecoordinates.
3.1.2.3 Determination of Pointing Angles and Camera Focal Length
The solutions for the EFL and the pointing angles for a single camera were performed simultaneously.
The algorithm for estimating these values used an iterative, least-squares minimization approach, where
the residuals to be minimized were the included angles between pairs of unit vectors for each reference
point. The angles were calculated as the arc cosines of the dot product of the two unit vectors. There-
fore, the minimization will seek to determine the solution for which the included angles are closest to
zero, at which the vector pairs will be parallel. This principle of collinearity (a vector from the perspec-
tive center to the image point is collinear with a vector from the perspective center to the object point) is
the fundamental basis of photogrammetry. Note that factors such as lens distortions cause the path of a
light ray to deviate from a perfect straight line, and introduce errors in the solution.
For each reference point, one vector was defined as the vector between the known camera position and
the estimated reference point position. The second vector for each reference point would be defined by
the currently estimated central line of sight (direction of optical axis) with the added angular offset of the
reference point. This angular offset is the angle, 0, in Figure 3-3. This angular offset is determined as
the angle whose tangent is equal to the distance of the reference point image from the image principal
point, divided by the current EFL estimate. The initial value for the camera pointing angle was set as the
average of the pointing angles corresponding to all the reference points, and the initial value of the EFL
was set at half the minimum and maximum possible values for the camera. The iterative, least-squares
minimization was initiated and then converged on the solution, which resulted in the minimum sum of
the angles between all the unit vector pairs. The vector to the solar array tips would then be calculated as
the sum of the pointing angle and the angular offset calculated from the image coordinates. The process
was then repeated for the second camera.
The procedural implementation of the above analysis required the image analyst to extract the image
coordinates and ID numbers of multiple reference points, as well as the image coordinates of the solar
array tips, within each of two images viewing the solar array tip to be measured. This information would
be entered into the user input section of a spreadsheet, and the spreadsheet implementation would extract
the newly converted Orbiter body coordinates of each of the reference points from the database, and per-
form the iterative solution of the camera pointing angles and EFL.
3.1.2.4 Phototheodolite Solution
With the positions of the two cameras, the EFLs and pointing angles of the cameras, and the pointing
vectors to the solar array tips, the required information for performing the phototheodolite solution was
determined. The information was input to the phototheodolite algorithm implemented in a spreadsheet,
and the estimated solar array tip positions (as well as the magnitude of the vector miss) were calculated.
The solar array tip positions were then converted into the HST coordinate system using the FSS rotation
value described above.
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3.1.3 Static Twist Position Error Estimation Technique
To estimate what analysis accuracies could be expected during SM-2, a Monte Carlo error estimation
routine was developed. A Monte Carlo error analysis is a common method for estimating errors in com-
plex analyses. In the Monte Carlo analysis, randomly distributed errors are input to the variables in the
static twist position analysis, and the resulting position calculated. This process is repeated a statistically
significant number of times, and the variance is calculated from the output values. The standard devia-
tion of the output values can then be considered the standard deviation of the expected results. In the
static twist analysis, three times the standard deviation has been used to provide a conservative error
bound on the results.
The Monte Carlo error estimation tool was used throughout the planning phase of the project for defining
the image acquisition and analysis procedures. It was also incorporated into the integrated analysis
application to enable an error analysis for each static twist analysis performed during the mission.
Although the relative errors accurately depicted the solution stability required for planning, its applica-
bility to the real imagery was limited because image quality parameters (e.g., camera lens distortion)
were not incorporated into the model.
3.1.4 Validation Test Case
At the request of the HST External Independent Readiness Review (EIRR) Board, a validation test case
was performed before STS-82 to demonstrate the robustness of the phototheodolite analysis technique.
Three different types of test cases were considered: (1) ground tests involving mock-ups of HST targets,
(2) a preplanned test on an upcoming mission (STS-80) before SM-2, and (3) existing on-orbit video
from previous Shuttle missions. Within each of these approaches, a number of possible test cases were
considered, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. The most common disadvantage of the
possible options was the uncertainty in the true positions of the objects to be measured, i.e., lack of
reliable control data.
The most promising option was to utilize existing video from STS-76. This video was taken in support
of an OSVS (Orbiter space vision system) test. The image content was of the Orbiter docking system,
which had multiple, high-contrast, circular, optical targets on it. The advantages of this test case were
that (a) these targets had a high precision ground truth accuracy (0.03 inches), and (b) the video quality
was representative of what could be expected on SM-2. The disadvantages were that (a) the case was not
representative of the viewing geometry (e.g., object distance, viewing angles, etc.) expected for SM-2,
and (b) the errors associated with the HST rotation were not present.
The specific test case analyzed video for three sets of views from Shuttle PLB cameras A and D. Each
view had six OSVS targets within the FOV. Each target represented a separate test case. Each view also
had 5 or 6 reference points (e.g., handrail edges) from which camera pointing angles could be deter-
mined. The phototheodolite methodology was used to determine the 3D coordinates of each of the
OSVS targets from each image set. A Monte Carlo error analysis was performed in the same fashion as
for the SM-2 case, but with the appropriate changes to match the SM-2 viewing geometry.
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Eighteen3Danalyseswereperformed(six targetspervideosegment,hreeseparatevideosegmentswith
varyingdegreesof imagequality). Afterperformingthephototheodoliteanalysis,thecalculatedposi-
tionsof theOSVStargetswerecomparedto thesurveyedtargetpositions,andthedifferencesbetween
thetwofigureswereconsideredthetrueerrors.Theresultsprovidederrorsbetweenthesurveyedand
calculatedpositionsrangingfrom 0.13to 1.10inches,witha meanof 0.67inches.In general,theerror
modelagreedwith thecalculatederror,althoughtheerrormodelunder-predictedtheestimatederrorin
off-nominalconditions.Theconclusion,basedoncomparingthetrueerrorto thepredictederror,was
that theerrormodelcorrectlyaccountedfor geometricvariations,but did not accountwell for poor
imagequality.
An errormodelestimate,with thesameinputerrorsusedin thevalidationtestcase,wasmadefor the
SM-2geometricconfiguration,simulatingpositionsof solararraytips A andB derivedfrom Shuttle
camerasB andD. Theinitial 3aerrorwas+2.8 inches compared to a requirement of +1.0 inch. We
expected the error would be reduced through improvements in the acquisition and analysis procedures,
and follow-up modifications did reduce the 3a error to +1.3 inches.
The results from the validation test case were provided to the FS&S Project and presented to the NASA
EIRR Board on October 10, 1996. The EIRR Board concurred with the demonstration results. See
Appendix A for additional details on the validation test case.
3.2 Solar Array Motion Analysis
Solar array motion analysis consisted of two major activities. First, there was the requirement to meas-
ure the motion of one pair of array tips before the first EVA day. Solar array motion would be induced
as a result of a VRCS attitude control thruster firing. As a way of monitoring the loads on the arrays, the
out-of-plane solar array tip displacement as a function of time would be measured. Should unacceptable
array motion occur, certain planned EVA activities and VRCS reboost might be delayed or canceled.
Additional solar array motion analyses would also be performed during the mission if requested.
The second activity was to collect imagery for potential post-mission analysis of solar array motion
occurring during HST reboosts, rotations and pivots, solar array slews, and EVA operations, such as FSS
berthing and positioning system support post installation.
For each of the solar array motion analyses, video from a single PLB camera would be used. The pri-
mary reason for a single camera analysis was that the PLB cameras were scheduled to support crew
activities for HST servicing and only one camera was made available at the time of required acquisitions.
A secondary reason was that the 8-hour turnaround time for analysis did not accommodate a multiple
camera analysis approach. The primary limitation of the single camera analysis is that the direction of
motion must be assumed.
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3.2.1 Motion Analysis Methodology
The motion analysis approach consisted of two activities, tracking and scaling. Tracking an object can
either be performed manually or in an automated fashion. Manual tracking is labor-intensive and is, at
best, accurate to only 1 pixei. The process consists of an analyst displaying image frames on a monitor
one at a time and positioning a cursor over the point being tracked. Automated tracking can be per-
formed using a number of different algorithms, but basically the activity consists of an analyst defining
the start and stop times of the sequence to be tracked, and selecting the point to be tracked in the first
frame of the sequence. The tracking program then uses an algorithm to discriminate the tracked point
from the surrounding area, and performs this algorithm on each frame in the sequence.
IS&AG developed a technique to permit the automated tracking of multiple straight lines within an
image sequence. This technique made use of a Canny-type gradient edge detector and a least-squares
linear fit of a line to the edge pixels of a linear feature. The output from this algorithm was the line slope
and Y-intercept for each frame. By making use of the information in all of the pixels on the edge being
tracked, accuracies on the order of 0.1 pixel were achieved. The solar array bistems and the spreader bar
were tracked by this application, and the solar array tips were defined as the intersection of these lines.
The displacement (motion) of the tips from image frame to image frame is approximately accurate to 0.1
pixel times the scale conversion factor.
The outputs from the tracking algorithm are the image coordinates of the tracked point as a function of
time. Usually, this information is scaled from image space into object space coordinates. If two simul-
taneous views from two different positions are available, then a 3D triangulation can be performed. In
this case, the scaling information is derived from the camera separation and the angular measures. Scal-
ing the motion observed from a single viewpoint is a function of the camera's angular FOV, distance to
the object, and the direction of motion with respect to the camera line of sight. If only a single view is
available, then either the direction of motion must be known (or assumed) or only the component of
motion (projected motion) that is perpendicular to the camera line of sight can be measured.
The distance from the camera to the array tip was defined by using the results from the most current
static twist analysis after compensating for any changes in the solar array slew positions and FSS rota-
tions. The same approach used in the static twist analysis was used to determine the angular FOV. Two
assumptions were made when performing this scaling operation. One assumption was that the solar
array twist, or bistem degradation, had not changed significantly since the most current SM-2 static twist
analysis. A second assumption was that any motion observed in the solar array was out-of-plane motion,
i.e., perpendicular to the solar array plane.
The twist in the solar arrays created a problem in defining a common plane to which the motion of both
tips could be assumed perpendicular. The twist caused separate planes for each tip to be defined. (See
Figure 3.4.) Each plane was defined by three points: the solar array tip, and the inner and outer edges of
the bistem cassette for that array. The inner and outer bistem cassette edge coordinates were determined
by using the fixed HST coordinates of those two points, and transforming them into the Shuttle
coordinate system using the current FSS rotation value. However, because of the twist, the radii of the
two tips are not aligned and hence the direction of motion of each tip is different.
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Figure 3.4 Diagram illustrating the effect of solar array twist on the direction assumed
for solar array motion.
3.2.2 Proof-of-Concept Analysis
A proof-of-concept analysis was also performed using video from SM-1 on STS-61. The goal of the
analysis was to assess the achievable accuracy of the solar array motion analysis technique and identify
any technical or procedural issues that might be required to improve the accuracy or speed for the SM-2
analysis. After screening approximately 14 hours of video from SM-I looking for solar array motion, we
selected a 48-second segment of video and performed the motion analysis. Appendix B contains the
report on this proof-of-concept analysis. The results from this proof-of-concept test yielded a maximum
deflection of approximately 1 inch for both tips analyzed. The dominant frequencies were 0.1 Hz.
Another, barely distinguishable peak occurred at approximately 0.3 Hz. The results of this analysis were
provided to the FS&S Project, who reported that the amplitude and frequency of displacement matched
their model predictions. Note that the scaling portion of the analysis was necessarily different than that
planned for SM-2, due to the fact that no static twist analyses were performed during SM-1. Appendix C
contains the SM-1 report.
An error assessment of the SM-1 and projected SM-2 results provided error values ranging from 0.14 to
0.40 inches in displacement depending on whether full-screen or half-screen images were used. This
study showed that the accuracy of the solar array motion analysis results would be well within the
required accuracy of _+0.5 inches. Appendix B contains the results of this study. This initial estimate
involved a simple stacking of errors in a worst-case scenario, but failed to account for uncertainties in the
static tip position and uncertainties in the position of objects within the PLB due to thermal expansion.
An improved approach to estimating the error was derived after the Hubble mission and is described in
Section 6.2.2.
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4. PRE-MISSION PLANNING AND ANALYSIS
To ensure a successful implementation and execution of the SM-2 static twist and solar array motion
analyses, an extensive amount of pre-mission planning was required. The pre-mission planning included
the development and implementation of methodology described in Section 3as well as imagery acquisi-
tion studies and planning, development of the image analysis plans and procedures, and mission
operations integration activities, including mission simulations. These additional pre-mission planning
activities are described in the following sections.
Imagery acquisition planning was required to ensure that acceptable imagery was acquired for accurate
photogrammetric measurements. Important factors for imagery acquisition planning included:
• Selection of the cameras.
• Determination of the camera views and orientations.
• Analysis of the lighting conditions.
• Identification of the appropriate imagery acquisition times.
• The integration of these procedures into the Shuttle mission and flight operations plans.
In addition, IS&AG internal procedures for acquiring the imagery data, processing and analyzing the
data, and delivering the results to the FS&S Project were developed as part of the pre-mission procedures
development.
These planning activities are interrelated, with extensive feedback between the activities. In the follow-
ing sections, the imagery acquisition planning, the image analysis plans, and the mission integration
activities and results are described.
4.1 Imagery Acquisition for Static Twist Analysis
The planning activities for acquiring adequate imagery to meet the static twist and solar array motion
measurement requirements presented in Section 2.0 are described in the following sections. Although
the activities are similar, the requirements for imagery acquisition for analyses of static twist are differ-
ent from the requirements for motion analysis. Therefore, the image acquisition planning for the two
analysis types are presented separately.
4.1.1 Requirements for Imagery Acquisition for Static Twist Analysis
In this section, the imagery acquisition requirements for static twist analysis are defined and the rationale
described. These requirements were the basis of acquisition planning.
1. Unobstructed, simultaneous views for each HST solar array tip from two separate cameras were
required.
Rationale: Two unobstructed camera views of the same solar array tip were required for the photo-
theodolite triangulation solution. Simultaneous views were required to avoid the possibility that
Shuttle thruster firings (for attitude control) might result in displacements of the HST solar array tips
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if the two views were taken at different times. Crew safety concerns and erratic Ku-band downlink
prohibited Shuttle operations in free-drift mode, for which there would be no thruster firings.
Sufficient imagery of the solar arrays was required to measure the array at-rest position. The at-rest
position is the position from which the solar array tip positions are measured.
Rationale: The simultaneous views eliminated the requirement for the Shuttle to be in free-drift
mode, but did not ensure that the positions of the array tips were the same as their at-rest position.
The at-rest position of the array was defined as the mean array position averaged over a number of
oscillatory cycles. The HST solar arrays have an approximately 0.1 Hz first natural out-of-plane
frequency caused primarily by Shuttle attitude control thruster firings. It was determined, based on
the solar array frequency, that at least 20 seconds of video should be acquired to ensure that the at-
rest tip position could be determined. This was selected based on the need to sample a sufficient
number of video frames to accurately determine the at-rest tip position.
To determine the camera pointing and image scale, a sufficient number of known reference points on
the HST and Shuttle were required to be in the camera FOV.
Rationale: The camera pointing information is an essential input to the phototheodolite program. As
described earlier, the pointing information helps determine the vector from the camera to the HST
solar array tip, which is then used in the 3D triangulation to determine the position of the array tip.
Having a sufficient number of reference points in the FOV of the camera to accurately determine the
camera pointing information was probably the most critical aspect of imagery acquisition planning.
Lighting conditions were required such that imagery of sufficient quality for analysis would be
acquired.
Rationale: Sufficient lighting was required so that the array tip and a sufficient number of control
points were clearly visible in the imagery. Without adequate lighting, the solar array tip positions
could not be determined.
The relative viewing angles between the two cameras and the HST solar array tips should be as close
to 90 deg as possible.
Rationale: This requirement influenced the selection of camera combinations for viewing each HST
solar array tip. The accuracy of the phototheodolite solution is especially dependent on the relative
viewing angles between the two cameras imaging a solar array tip.
6. Imagery must be acquired and downlinked for analysis at least 8 hours before each EVA day.
Rationale: IS&AG determined that the static twist analysis for all eight HST solar array tips would
require 8 hours to complete and the results were required before the beginning of each EVA day.
HST mission planners would use the results from the static twist analysis to assess whether the solar
arrays could withstand the loads that may be induced by EVA activities and VRCS reboost.
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4.1.2 Imagery Acquisition Studies for Static Twist Analysis
To respond to the imagery acquisition requirements, technical studies were performed to select the cam-
eras, evaluate the camera views, and evaluate the expected lighting conditions. These studies provided
the information needed to produce an imagery acquisition plan for meeting the acquisition requirements
during the mission.
4.1.2.1 Camera Selection
The Shuttle PLB video cameras were the primary resources for imaging the HST solar arrays. Two types
of video cameras were manifested for STS-82: the color television camera (CTVC) and the monochrome
lens assembly camera (MLA). The CTVC is a solid-state charge-coupled device array camera system,
while the MLA has a silicon-intensified target tube camera system. The CTVC has a zoom lens with a
FOV range from approximately 10.5 deg to 76.5 deg. The MLA camera has a zoom lens with a FOV
range from approximately 6.5 deg to 38.5 deg. The MLA cameras usually produce lower-quality
imagery than the CTVCs.
IS&AG recommended that the higher-quality CTVCs be used in the four PLB camera positions. How-
ever, two MLA cameras, which have greater sensitivity to low light levels, were required for HST
rendezvous operations. IS&AG examined the impact of using the MLA cameras and concluded that the
measurement accuracy requirements could still be met using the MLA cameras. The specific placement
of the two MLA and two CTVC cameras was based on planned static twist and solar array motion analy-
sis procedures. The highest-priority solar array tips for both static twist and solar array motion analyses
were tips A and B because SM-1 results showed they had the greatest twist in the most critical structural
direction. Error model simulations were performed and cameras D and B provided the highest predicted
accuracy for these tips. Therefore, based on IS&AG recommendations, CTVC cameras were placed in
positions D (starboard forward) and B (port aft), while MLA cameras were placed in positions A (port
forward) and C (starboard aft). A CTVC was also mounted on the elbow of the RMS.
4.1.2.2 Viewing
The viewing analysis was used to determine which pairs of cameras, and the camera settings, were
required for acquiring the video for making the 3D tip position measurements. The Shuttle PLB camera
views were simulated from JSC Graphics Research and Analysis Facility (GRAF) computer-aided design
(CAD) drawings.
As described in Section 3, two camera views of the same tip are required for the phototheodolite analy-
sis. The following criteria were used to determine the suitability of using a camera for analysis:
visibility of the HST solar array tip, resolution of the solar array in the image, availability of a sufficient
number of control points in the camera FOV, and the angular separation between the two cameras. The
key parameters needed for determining camera views are the camera's angular FOV and orientation or
pointing angles (pan and tilt). The angular FOV determines how large an area is visible and therefore the
number of control points available in the scene. The FOV also influences the image resolution, which
affects the accuracy of selecting the position of the solar array within an image. The camera pointing
angles determine the approximate angle of intersection that the two camera vectors make with each
other, which affects the accuracy in determining the point of closest intersection. The FOV size required
for each camera is based on obtaining the zoom setting that would maximize spatial resolution while
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ensuringthata sufficientnumberof reference points would be visible on the HST for the determination
of the camera orientation and FOV.
The camera pairs selected to provide views for each solar array tip were determined based on the pair
that resulted in the lowest error (as determined from a Monte Carlo error estimation) for the static twist
analysis for that tip. Table 4-l lists the nominal camera pairs used to view each tip. Figure 4.1 shows a
representative simultaneous view of solar array tips A and B from cameras B and D. The views from the
two cameras are multiplexed onto the frame, which is performed by combining the center half of the two
cameras' FOVs into a single frame.
Table 4-1 Required Camera Pairs to View Solar Array Tips for the Static Twist Analysis
PLB Camera PLB Camera
HST Solar Array Tips Combination: Combination:
[SA Spreader Bar Location] HST -V3 forward HST +V3 forward
A&B [+V2,-V3] B&D C&D
C&D [+V2,+V3] A&B A&C
G&H [-V2,+V3] C&D B&D
E&F [-V2,-V3] A&C A&B
Figure 4.1 Multiplexed video showing simultaneous view of liST solar array tips A & B
from cameras B and D.
(left view is from camera D, right view is from camera B)
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BoththeFOVandthepointinganglesfor eachcameraviewareusedto definetheinitial camerasetups
tobeusedfor acquiringimageryof solararrayposition.Eachpairof cameraviewsandsettingsrequired
to imageaspecificarraytip for statictwistanalysiswasincorporatedintoacollectionof viewsandpro-
cedurescalledastoryboard.AppendixD containsthestoryboardsfor all tip analyses.In additionto the
primaryviews,apair of backupcameraviewswaschosenfor eachtip. Thebackupviewswereto be
usedincaseaprimarycamerawasnotavailableorwasobstructed.
4.1.2.3 Lighting
An analysis of the expected lighting conditions during the static twist analyses, selected solar array
motion analyses, and selected HST surveys was conducted with the assistance of the JSC GRAF. The
lighting analysis was used for imagery data acquisition planning and as an aide to real-time imagery
acquisition.
The lighting conditions were simulated for an STS-82 launch date of February 13, 1997. (The actual
launch occurred two days earlier on February 11, 1997.) An Orbiter attitude of -ZLV-XVV was used
with an altitude of 313 nautical miles and an orbital inclination of 28.5 deg. The range of solar beta
angles (inclination angle plus declination angle) was 9.87 to 17.23 deg.
Static twist analyses occurred during crew sleep periods 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. A daylight pass during crew
sleep period number 5 was chosen as representative of the lighting conditions for all required static twist
analyses based on the range of solar beta angles for each crew sleep period. The lighting analysis was
performed for the actual static twist analysis data acquisition views for each array tip plus the rotation
view.
Results indicated that for each camera view, there would be periods of acceptable and unacceptable
lighting. Unacceptable lighting would be conditions in which the sun would shine directly into the cam-
era, or unacceptable specular reflection off the HST would reflect into the camera. In general, the
lighting was poor (i.e., excessive reflection or direct sun shining into cameras) at sunrise and near sunset
with periods of 20 to 50 minutes of good lighting in between. Since the lighting conditions were to vary,
it was suggested that the camera aperture control be set on manual and adjusted by the instrumentation
and communication officer (INCO), who controlled the PLB cameras from Mission Control.
See Appendix E for a detailed description of the lighting analysis that was performed for SM-2 solar
array imagery acquisition.
4.1.3 Imagery Acquisition Plan
After selecting the cameras and performing the necessary viewing and lighting analyses, we developed a
plan for the acquisition of imagery. The following procedures were implemented for meeting the
imagery acquisition requirements:
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Procedures for imagery data acquisition and control of the cameras
• All analysis data would be acquired from the Shuttle's CTVC and MLA PLB cameras.
• Video from the Shuttle PLB cameras would be obtained during the crew sleep periods.
• The INCO console in Mission Control would control the cameras.
• An IS&AG representative would assist the INCO console in the imagery acquisition.
• The procedures as described above and in the imagery acquisition storyboards would be used to
collect the data.
Procedures for setting up the views and acouirin2 imaeerv
• Simultaneous, full FOV images would be captured with the solar array in the center of the image.
(The full FOV images were required to capture a sufficient number of reference points for deter-
mining camera pointing and EFL.)
• The video from the camera pairs would be multiplexed. (Multiplexed views ensure that the array
tips are imaged simultaneously, but this is accomplished at the expense of reducing the FOV.)
• Multiplexed video of each tip would be acquired for at least 30 seconds to get sufficient imagery to
determine the at-rest tip positions. (Getting 30 seconds would provide a safe margin for obtaining 20
seconds of usable video.)
• Additional imagery, centered on the bottom end of the aft shroud of the HST, would be gathered
each sleep period for determining the precise rotational orientation of the HST.
4.1.4 Imagery Analysis Plan
A number of operational procedures were developed for processing and analyzing the video data, as well
as distributing the analysis results. These procedures included data capture procedures in IS&AG's
video digital analysis system (VDAS) laboratory, detailed procedures for analyzing the video data, and
procedures for delivering the results to the FS&S Project.
VDAS laboratory procedures included the general setup of the communications, video, and computer
systems for data capture, analysis, and transfer. Communications systems procedures included the setup
of the digital voice intercommunication system and establishment of protocols for communicating with
Mission Control and the HST Mechanical Systems console in the Space Telescope Operations Control
Complex. Video configuration involved establishing the routing of the video and audio signals from the
JSC video control room to the VDAS laboratory and then to the appropriate videotape recorders. The
Orbiter downlink of camera views selected at the INCO console, based on the imagery acquisition plan,
were directly recorded in the VDAS and used in the real-time analyses.
Detailed analysis procedures involved establishing standardized methods for using the image analysis
software and the logistics of coordinating the work of multiple analysts. Determining the 3D positions of
all eight array tips within the required 8-hour timeframe required extensive planning and coordination.
The following steps summarize the operational procedures developed to perform the analysis:
1. The downlink videos of the camera views selected at the INCO console are digitally recorded in the
VDAS laboratory. The views included the multiplexed and non-multiplexed views of each tip. The
multiplexed views are recorded for approximately 30 seconds.
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The digital video frames are analyzed on a computer workstation where the tip positions and control
points are selected using an image analysis package. Control points are selected from the non-multi-
plexed views to provide camera pointing and EFL information, while the tip positions are acquired
from the multiplexed views. Note that a slight correction factor is applied to the tip coordinates in
the multiplexed views. The multiplexed view correction is required because the two views do not
always equally occupy exactly one-half of the image. Instead, one camera view usually occupies
slightly more of the multiplexed view than the other. The multiplexing correction factor for each
camera only needs to be calculated once and is obtained before the HST rendezvous and grapple.
The tip and control point positions are entered into the phototheodolite program for the determina-
tion of the 3D tip positions. Each tip location is measured four times, with 5 seconds of video
separating each measurement, i.e., the video stills chosen from the 30 seconds of video are spaced 5
seconds apart. An average of these four measurements is then calculated. Two analysts measure
each tip-pair twice (for a total of four measures per tip-pair-per flight day) to help mitigate any sys-
tematic errors (e.g., analyst selection bias) and/or random errors.
The tip positions (in HST coordinates) resulting from the static twist analysis are then electronically
mailed to GSFC HST engineers.
4.2 Imagery Acquisition for Solar Array Motion Analysis
The planning activities for acquiring adequate imagery to meet the solar array motion analysis measure-
ment requirements presented in Sections 2.0 and 3.2 are described in the following sections.
4.2.1 Imagery Acquisition Requirements
The imagery acquisition requirements for the solar array motion analysis differed from those for the
static twist analysis in that only a single camera was required for each array motion measurement and no
reference points were required in the FOV. Although only a single camera view was required for each
solar array motion analysis measurement, multiple camera views, in combination, were required to char-
acterize certain solar array motion analysis events. For example, the measurement of the motion of a
particular tip during the rotation of the HST would require one camera view for measuring motion during
the beginning of the rotation, and another camera to measure motion at the conclusion of the rotation. In
this section, the imagery acquisition requirements for solar array motion analysis are defined, and the
rationale is described. These requirements were the basis of acquisition planning. The solar array
motion analysis acquisition requirements were as follows:
1. Camera views were required to be set up for the planned VRCS-induced solar array motion
measurement on Flight Day 3.
Rationale: On Flight Day 3, sufficient imagery of an array tip would be acquired to ensure that at
least one VRCS attitude thruster firing event occurs. The VRCS thruster firing would excite the
array, and the resulting motion of the array would then be measured.
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Imagery for the planned solar array motion measurement of Flight Day 3 was to be acquired and
downlinked for analysis at least 8 hours before the EVA.
Rationale: IS&AG determined that the solar array motion analysis on Flight Day 3 would require at
least 8 hours to complete and the results were required before the beginning of the first EVA day.
Camera views would be acquired as necessary to measure solar array tip motion for the following
events: reboosts, EVA activities, array slews, and HST repositioning events such as pivots and
rotations.
Rationale: Imagery was required of the solar array motion events to provide for additional analyses
to be defined post-mission.
For each solar array motion analysis, an unobstructed view of the entire end of the solar array (to
include both tips) was required from at least one camera. Motion must be measured for both tips of
the array separately.
Rationale: To determine the torsion or twisting of the arrays, measurements of the motion of both
the inboard and outboard tips were required.
The angle between the camera line of sight and the solar array motion vector should be as close to 90
deg as possible (i.e., the array motion should be parallel to the image plane).
Rationale: Array motion can best be measured when the motion is parallel to the image plane.
Accurate measurement of motion could not be obtained if the motion were perpendicular to the
image plane.
The lighting conditions were required to be such that imagery of sufficient quality for analysis could
be acquired.
Rationale: This requirement meant that the lighting must be sufficient for the array tip to be clearly
visible in the imagery. For line tracking analysis techniques, there should be sufficient image
contrast and no drastic lighting changes, such as shadows, moving across the edges of the array.
The camera was required to be set to the narrowest FOV that included both tips and would also
include the full extent of the expected array motion.
Rationale: The narrower the FOV, the higher the image resolution--and the accuracy---of the
motion tracking. Since the array motion was expected to have peak-to-peak displacements of less
than 1 inch, high resolution was required to achieve accurate results.
4.2.2 Imagery Acquisition Studies
Technical studies were performed to select the appropriate cameras, evaluate alternate camera views, and
evaluate the expected lighting conditions. These studies provided the information needed to produce an
imagery acquisition plan for meeting the acquisition requirements. No additional camera selection
analysis was performed for the solar array motion analysis, since the solar array motion analysis would
use the same Shuttle PLB CTVC and MLA cameras as used for the static twist analysis. However, the
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cameraviewsrequiredfor thesolararraymotionanalysiswerequitedifferentthanthoserequiredfor the
statictwistanalysis,andweredefinedbyaseparateviewinganalysis.
4.2.2.1 Viewing Analysis
The viewing analysis identified the cameras and camera settings to use for the measurement of solar
array motion. The camera views were simulated from JSC GRAF CAD drawings. Figure 4.2 shows a
representative simulated view.
Figure 4.2 Representative CAD view used in image acquisition planning.
Views were chosen to image arrays such that out-of-plane array motion was nearly perpendicular to the
camera line of sight. To achieve this, the camera chosen for viewing solar array motion was generally
opposite the tips being imaged. For example, camera B was used to measure the tips oriented towards
the port forward part of the Shuttle PLB.
Based on FS&S Project priorities, the analysis of solar array motion on Flight Day 3 was to be conducted
for solar array tips A and B. Based on a comparison of measurement accuracies using different cameras,
camera B was chosen as the best camera to image the tips A and B with the HST in the -V3 orientation.
In addition, options were established for the possible contingency that the primary view of tips A and B
from camera B might be unavailable. The views required for the VRCS solar array motion analysis were
placed in the storyboards and included in the Photo/TV Checklist. Appendix D contains these views.
A set of views was also generated for acquiring imagery for the potential post-mission solar array motion
analyses. The crew was to capture these views during HST repositioning events, solar array slews,
reboosts, and EVAs. See the storyboards in Appendix D and the Photo/TV Checklist for a detailed
description of the views.
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4.2.2.2 Lighting
See Section 4.1.2.3 and Appendix E for details of the lighting analysis.
4.2.3 Imagery Acquisition Plan
This section presents the procedures for the planned VRCS solar array motion analysis on Flight Day 3.
The detailed procedures for the imagery acquisition by the crew of solar array motion during HST
reboost, EVAs, solar array slews, and HST repositioning was included in the PhotoFfV Checklist, and
guidelines for the imagery acquisition are presented in the storyboards in Appendix D.
The data acquisition plan for the VRCS solar array motion analysis on Flight Day 3 was to capture a
video sequence lasting several minutes of array tips A and B from camera B. The solar array spreader
bar was to be centered vertically in the camera FOV to take approximately 75% of the horizontal FOV.
An assumption was made that, during the time for which video would be captured, at least one VRCS jet
firing to control the Shuttle attitude would occur. Motion analysis would then focus on a 30-second
video sequence, beginning 10 seconds before a VRCS jet firing and continuing for 20 seconds after the
firing. FS&S Project engineers at GSFC, monitoring the Shuttle's VRCS jet firing telemetry, would
inform IS&AG when VRCS jet firings occurred within the period of video data collection.
The camera setup and views would be controlled at the INCO console and a representative from the
IS&AG would assist in the imagery acquisition. The solar array motion analysis data would be acquired
immediately following the static twist analysis imagery acquisition during crew sleep on Flight Day 3.
4.2.4 Imagery Analysis Plan
The procedures for data capture in the VDAS were the same as for the static twist analysis, however,
detailed procedures for analyzing the data and data analysis logistics were very different. The following
steps summarize the procedure to analyze the solar array motion:
!. Record downlink video, showing a view of the entire spreader bar during an array excitation event,
onto digital composite tape in VDAS.
2. Transfer the video data to a VAX mini-computer, and use line-tracking software to follow the motion
of the tips of the arrays.
3. Transfer the results of the line tracking to a computer workstation and then calculate the array
motion (tip displacement vs. time) using a spreadsheet-based motion analysis program.
Appendix F contains a detailed description of the operational procedures for the solar array motion
analysis.
4.3 Mission Integration Activities
Integration of the results of the imagery acquisition and analysis plans and requirements into the overall
operations for the STS-82 HST servicing mission required an extensive effort. The critical activities
included support and inputs into the flight data requirements, training the flight and ground crews in the
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proceduresfor acquisitionof data, and participation in simulations under the direction of Mission Opera-
tions. An important aspect of the mission integration effort was to communicate the HST static twist and
solar array motion imagery acquisition to the operations community. In addition, IS&AG coordinated
the inputs of the HST survey imagery acquisition requirements to the flight operations team.
4.3.1 Flight Data File Inputs
The Mission Operations FDF documented the operational procedures for the flight static twist and solar
array motion imagery acquisition. The two primary FDFs for which IS&AG provided input, and which
included the HST image acquisition requirements, were the Flight Plan timeline [Ref. 3] and the
Photo/TV Checklist [Ref. 4].
Flight Plan Timeline
IS&AG coordinated with the flight activity timeline planning personnel to integrate the required times
for imagery acquisition into the Flight Plan, and worked to ensure image acquisition occurred during
daylight periods. It was also important to understand changes to the Flight Plan that could affect sched-
uled image acquisition. These Flight Plan changes were discussed with HST FS&S Project mission
managers and IS&AG offered suggestions and approaches to accommodate these changes.
Photo/TV Checklist
The Photo/TV Checklist contains the detailed procedures for the crew to acquire on-orbit imagery. The
checklist contains detailed instructions to the crew and ground controllers for setting up the camera
equipment, positioning the cameras to the required views, and recording or downlinking the data.
IS&AG provided the views and camera positioning settings (pan and tilt angles) for the Photo/TV
Checklist. Photo/TV Checklist procedures were updated continuously as required by changes in HST
operations plans.
For the static twist, the acquisition procedures were in the ground-control section of the Photo/TV
Checklist, since it was not planned for the crew to acquire the imagery. However, in the event of a con-
tingency in which ground control could not acquire the imagery, the procedures would have also been
available for the crew to acquire the imagery. For the solar array motion, the Photo/TV Checklist
contained the detailed storyboard information for the crew to follow to acquire the required imagery.
4.3.2 Crew Training
Three training sessions were held to familiarize the STS-82 crew with the imagery acquisition proce-
dures. The first two sessions focused on those crew members responsible for the image acquisitions.
The third session reviewed the final procedures and Photo/TV Checklist with the entire crew. The solar
array motion analysis procedures included the image acquisition procedures for coverage of the berthing
and positioning system installation, HST pivot and rotation sequences, nominal VRCS thruster firings,
selected EVAs, and reboosts. The crew was trained in static twist analysis data acquisition as a backup
contingency.
All data acquisition procedures were verified by IS&AG analysts, photo/TV trainers in Mission Opera-
tions, and the STS-82 crew in the JSC Virtual Reality Laboratory. The Virtual Reality Laboratory was
able to accurately simulate views from the Shuttle PLB cameras. In the virtual reality simulations, the
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crewfollowedtheproceduresoutlined in the Photo/TV Checklist for setting up the camera views for
each type of image acquisition event.
4.3.3 Joint Integrated Simulation Support
To establish the readiness of all elements of a flight mission, Mission Operations conducts Joint
Integrated Simulations (JISs). IS&AG supported three JISs that exercised the full complement of
IS&AG support (i.e., static twist analyses, solar array motion analyses, and HST surveys). IS&AG also
supported another JIS with on-call support only. The JISs were critical in testing and refining the data
acquisition and data analysis procedures that would be used during the mission. Solar array motion and
static twist analyses were performed using simulated CAD and video data. The simulation of data and
logistical communications between Mission Operations and the HST FS&S Project was also
demonstrated.
Joint integrated simulation #1
JIS #1 simulated the first two HST servicing EVAs on Flight Days 4 and 5. IS&AG's role in this JIS
was to support the static twist analysis and VRCS-induced solar array motion analysis during the crew
sleep period before EVA Day 2.
The HST SM-1 video from STS-61 was used for the static twist analysis during the JIS. However, one
of the camera views was from the RMS elbow camera, which did not have a known 3D location. Since
the location of the camera was required for the phototheodolite solution, this view provided inaccurate
results. The tip positions were completed within 8 hours, but there were difficulties with electronic
communication with GSFC. The communications problems were apparently the result of JSC network
security problems and were remedied before the next JIS.
One of the simulated problems involved a real-time requirement to remove one of the PLB cameras for
use as an EVA camera. IS&AG concluded that the loss of camera C would have the least impact to solar
array analysis activities, and developed work-around procedures for static twist and solar array motion
analysis data acquisition without camera C.
Joint integrated simulation #5
JIS #5 covered the fourth EVA and the HST release. IS&AG's role in this JIS was to support the static
twist analysis during the crew sleep period before EVA Day 4 (Flight Day 7).
1S&AG performed the static twist analysis based on GSFC video from HST CAD graphics. Solar array
tip positions were measured for tips A, B, E, and F. However, due to a lack of control points in camera B
and C views, positions for tips C, D, G, and H could not be measured. As a result, requirements and
methods were identified for obtaining control points for the camera B and C views. The turnaround time
for the analysis was within 8 hours.
IS&AG also conducted a solar array motion analysis based on a CAD graphic video simulating solar
array motion during the VRCS excitation event. IS&AG successfully determined the amplitude and
frequencies of the simulated tip deflections within 8 hours.
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Joint integrated simulation #2
JIS #2 covered HST rendezvous and grapple and the first EVA day. IS&AG's role in this JIS was to
support the static twist analysis and VRCS-induced solar array motion analysis during the crew sleep
period before EVA Day 1 on Flight Day 3.
IS&AG conducted the static twist analysis based on GSFC video from HST CAD graphics. These
graphics were of higher quality than those used for JIS #5. From the video, HST solar array tip positions
for tips A, B, C, and D were determined, although the uncertainty was large due to an insufficient num-
ber of control points. Additional reference points were needed in the views of the aft solar array tips
from cameras B and C. (Additional control points would be available in time for the mission.) The
turnaround time for the analysis was within 8 hours.
Positions for solar array tips E, F, G, and H could not be determined due to missing camera views for the
E and F tips and lack of control points needed to determine the G and H tip positions from camera C. In
fact, the view of the starboard aft tips (G/H in -V3 orientation) from camera C could not be used because
there were no control points in the FOV. The image acquisition procedures were changed to use camera
D and (B or A) instead of camera D and C for viewing the G/H tips.
IS&AG conducted a solar array motion analysis based on a CAD graphic video produced by GSFC
simulating solar array motion during the VRCS excitation event. IS&AG successfully determined the
amplitude and frequencies of the tip deflections within 8 hours.
The two-week period between JIS #2 and the Shuttle launch and capture of HST were used to resolve the
outstanding issues, make the procedures more efficient, and perform additional training and rehearsals.
Principal benefits
The JISs were highly beneficial to
principal benefits were:
the successful accomplishment of the real-time analyses. The
Control points were not adequately available for the analyses. This led to additional control points
being defined and changes in planned camera selections for analysis of selected tips.
• It was demonstrated that the required analyses could be performed within the required 8-hour time
frame.
• Logistics and communications issues were identified and resolved.
• A problem was identified with the phototheodolite program at high tilt angles. This problem was
corrected before the mission.
• A potential problem with the RMS obscuring views of the solar array tips was discovered. Alternate
views and backup procedures were developed to compensate for the problem.
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5. REAL-TIME MISSION OPERATIONS AND ANALYSES
This section describes the real-time and near-real-time support during the STS-82 mission. This support
included the VDAS lab operations, static twist and solar array motion data acquisition, and analyses
conducted during the HST servicing mission from February 11 to 19, 1997.
The STS-82 launch of Discovery (OV-103) occurred on Tuesday, February 11, 1997 at 3:55:17 a.m.
eastern standard time (042:08:55:17 Coordinated Universal Time [UTC]). The HST grapple occurred on
Flight Day 3 at approximately 044:08:30 UTC, and the HST release occurred on Flight Day 9 at
approximately 050:06:41 UTC. The STS-82 mission ended with the landing of Discovery at Kennedy
Space Center on February 21, 1997. During the mission, IS&AG supported all planned and unplanned
static twist and solar array motion analysis activities, as well as HST survey activities.
Table 5-1 presents the key image acquisition and analysis events that occurred during the mission. It
includes events for which real-time analysis was conducted as well as events that were recorded for post-
mission analysis. HST surveys were performed during the crew sleep periods starting with Flight Day 3
and ending with Flight Day 8. In addition, a survey of the +V2 side of the HST was conducted on Flight
Day 4.
Table 5-1 Image Acquisition and Analysis Events
Flight
Day
Image Analysis Event
Approximate
Time UTC
(day, hour,
and minute)
Approximate
Mission Elapsed
Time (MET) (day,
hour, and minute)
Orientation
(Side facing
forward)
3 Survey 044:22:00 02:13:00 -V3
STA (baseline) 044:22:56 02:14:00 -V3
SAMA (VRCS) 044:22:56 02:14:00 -V3
4 Survey 045:10:30 03:01:30 +V2
Survey 045:22:00 03:13:00 -V3
STA (update #1) 045:22:56 03:14:00 -V3
5 SAMA (Rotate) 046:11:02 04:02:06 -V3 to +V3
Survey 046:22:00 04:13:00 -V3
STA (update #2) 046:22:56 04:14:00 -V3
6 Survey 047:22:00 05:13:00 +V3
STA (update #3) 047:22:56 05:14:00 +V3
7 Survey 048:22:00 06:13:00 +V3
STA (update #4) 048:22:56 06:14:00 +V3
8 SAMA (Airlock Depressurization) 049:03:12 06:18:16 +V3
SAMA (Pivot) 049:08:35 06:23:39 -V 3
SAMA (Reboost) 049:10:29 07:01:33 -V3
Survey 049:22:00 07:13:00 -V3
STA (update #5) 049:22:56 07:14:00 -V3
*Events in italics were analyzed post-mission.
*STA: static twist analysis, SAMA: solar array motion analysis
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5.1 VDAS Laboratory Operations
The VDAS laboratory was staffed continuously from Flight Day 3 until the release of the HST on Flight
Day 9. Personnel worked on a three-shifts-per-day schedule, with at least two analysts per shift. The
primary data analysis shift coincided with the crew sleep period, when the static twist analysis, and the
analysis of the VRCS-induced solar array motion, was performed. During this shift, an IS&AG
representative assisted the JSC Mission Control INCO in the acquisition of the video imagery. Analysts
in VDAS coordinated with the IS&AG analyst at the INCO console to obtain the best views, with the
best lighting, for analysis. As views were obtained, the VDAS staff recorded the imagery onto digital
recorders and began the analysis procedures. At the conclusion of the analysis, the results were sent
electronically to HST FS&S Project engineers at GSFC.
The other shifts monitored the mission status and the video downlink. Solar array motion imagery was
recorded and provided to the data analysis shift. An activity log was maintained and daily reports were
prepared that summarized the results from each day's static twist and solar array motion analyses. At the
conclusion of each shift, briefings were conducted to inform the following shift of significant events and
upcoming tasks. All raw data and results were saved onto multiple computer disks as backups. See
Appendix F, Daily Mission Reports, for additional details of IS&AG's real-time support.
5.2 Static Twist Analysis
Six static twist analyses were performed during the mission. Static twist analyses were performed before
each of the five EVAs, starting with Flight Day 3, and concluded with a final analysis prior to Shuttle
release of the HST. All static twist data acquisition and analysis occurred during the crew sleep periods.
The following sections present a description of the data acquisition and analysis activities, as well as the
static twist results from the STS-82 mission.
5.2.1 Data Acquisition and Analysis
In general, the video acquisition occurred as planned. Data acquisition for all eight tips required
approximately three complete daylight orbital passes (approximately 2.5 hours) each day. INCO
personnel were instructed to pan and tilt the cameras to each predefined view of the solar array tips and
to cycle through different camera exposure settings until adequate image contrast was obtained.
However, imagery transmission to JSC was slowed due to intermittent loss of the Ku-band downlink.
Due to Shuttle attitude and other orbital dynamics issues, the line of sight to the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite was frequently interrupted, thereby slowing the acquisition of video data at JSC.
The following deviations occurred from the planned acquisitions and analysis procedures:
1. Camera pairs used to acquire static twist imagery of certain array tips were modified to respond to
variable and harsh lighting conditions. Poor lighting conditions caused array tips and control points
to be difficult to distinguish from the background. The modifications from the original imagery
acquisition were:
• Cameras D and C were used to image the starboard forward solar array tips (tips E & F in -V3
forward orientation). Originally, cameras A and C were to be used.
• Cameras D and B were used to image the starboard aft tips (tips G & H in -V3 forward orienta-
tion). Originally, cameras C and D were to be used.
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. Some cameras were obstructed from viewing specific solar array tips. The obstructions were caused
by the aft bulkhead of the Shuttle and by the EVA manipulator foot restraint on the RMS. When
these obstructions were in the imagery the precise location of the array tip within the image was
estimated by extrapolating the bistem and the spreader bars in the image, and calculating their point
of intersection. Estimating the tip position was not considered to have a serious effect on the analy-
sis results, since multiple analysts were consistent to within 1 to 2 pixels in determining the tip
intersection. The following array tips were obstructed during the mission:
• Tip A from camera D on Flight Day 4
• Tip A from camera D on Flight Day 5
• Tip H from camera B on Flight Day 5
• Tip B from camera B on Flight Day 6
Table 5-2 shows the camera views used for the static twist analysis on each flight day.
Table 5-2 Camera Views Used for Each Array Tip on Each Flight Day
Flight Day HST Orientation Tip A&B Tip C&D Tip E&F Tip G&H
3 -V3 forward D and B A and B D and C D and B
4 -V3 forward D and B A and B D and C D and B
5 -V3 forward D and B A and B D and C D and B
6 +V3 forward D and B D and C A and B D and B
7 +V3 forward D and B D and C A and B D and B
8 -V3 forward D and B A and B D and C D and B
The procedure used to analyze the 3D tip positions, for one array tip (G & H), is described in the
following 17 steps, with examples:
1. Acquire HST rotation view and required static twist analysis views. (See Figure 5.1 .)
Figure 5.1 Rotation view from cameras D (left) and A (right).
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,3.
Digitize, label, and correct aspect ratio of rotation image.
Select reference points from rotation image. (Note: Rotation calculations were performed only once
per day.) (See Figure 5.2.)
Figure 5.2 Reference points on rotation images.
4. Enter reference point ID numbers onto the data collection sheet and insert the reference image
coordinates into the rotation calculation spreadsheet. (See Figure 5.3.)
OPTIONAL OPTIONAL
IdentJ_' rotldion referengu for Camera I below
od_itercoordinates
REF N
1
2
Identify rotation references for Camera 2 below
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Figure 5.3 HST rotation calculation input sample.
5. Select imagery to be used for phototheodolite calculation from acquired video. This should include a
full FOV image from each camera, as well as four multiplexed views, each separated by 5 seconds.
(See Figure 5.4.)
6. Digitize, label, and correct aspect ratios of images.
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Figure 5.4 HST full FOV images from cameras B (left) and D (righO.
7. Select reference point image coordinates from full FOV images. (See Figure 5.5.)
Figure 5.5 lIST views with identtfied reference points.
8. Enter reference point ID numbers on data entry sheet.
9. Select solar array tip image coordinates from multiplexed views. (See Figure 5.6.)
10. Enter reference point image coordinates into user input spreadsheet.
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Figure 5.6 Multiplexed images of HST solar array tips.
11. Enter reference point ID numbers from data entry sheet into user input spreadsheet. (See Figure 5.7.)
Outputs
_m_ median
imm. 25.71
B I- 1
_=ccoro s om_tercoofOinates
Descrtplo"
F_eferenceI reference
IO X y lerr yen X v Z po=nt
132 694 183 894 re,? f2_e35_ 47_761 499999 HmtJ
212 481 80 46_ eo 1135a5_: 8332756 5299o4 HR7
211 473 124 4_ 124 1135851:-8332756 54774,1 _R7
qRS-
217-s 459 161 459 161 116025731-8669067 546.959 l ;tandoff 4
_R9-
215-s 445 236 445 235 11eo.25rz _6e9o67 563.639 swage 5
HR9-
214-s 439 267 439 267 _161,7686-se4e, u9 630459 stanaoe 6
20 404 320 404 320 1163.897-97.64763 636.594 TRUNNIO_ 7
S/A (-V2,
233 350 361 350 36_ 113o.12o3.128,9967 716.594 cellsffe) 8
66 452 319 462 319 _f8_ 6426 -77.90474 80_.7_ ras#_ 9
62 450 386 460 386 1194.2957.7092797 6317y9 HR2D 10
63 513 468 513 468 1220.7508 -4410076 631.719 HFt2D 11
122 594 466 594 4_ 1328.798-2863278 598.844 HRI4 12
121 618 479 818 479 12308756-2123112 59_.644 HR14 13
I 14
Image Image
Width HeKjht elev. 2§,90
Focal
720 539.946 Lemilt_ 469.20
For 74.99
Inputs
Camera 2- g
qeference
REF NO D
1
2
3
I I 7f, I .8 I
ccorOs o_rler coorO_nates
DescrlOhOn
reference
;_4 Y xet_ yerr X Y Z po_l40 lOS 184 108 10677145 20.603646 499.999 HRID
39 199 107 199 107 106,5.52'9 7972915! 499.999 HRIA
34 126 22_ 126 226 f162502:, t7_473921 636594 T_UNNIOI
213 275 107 275
212 276 123 276
211 277 138 _r_
35 250 207 250
36 188 216 1_
32 184 240 1_
27 227 247 227
15 265 280 2_
16 232 290 2,32
107 ,1135.851,: .63.32756 512.2B9 H_7
123 [ _135851: -6332756 529904 HR7
_38 1135.851:-8332758 54774,_ H_7
207 1071.295:. -32.44261 6O3789 FGS#2
218 _070.8403_ 11.327736 603¸789 FGS#2
240 _074B133 39128273 63_.719 HR2A
247 104_8425'-O708869 63_.594 KEEL
280 10762448 _1.97538 894.644 BAY8
2_ 1_o5.0757-145609 6946_4 BAY8
233 316 260 3_8 2_o _5o1663 ._26_7 7_859_ ce_ls_)
S/A (+ V2,
236 113 299 _ 299 11482797 126_9967_ 718594 cells_e)
Figure 5. 7 Reference point data entry spreadsheet sample.
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12. Insert solar array tip image coordinates into user input spreadsheet. (See Figure 5.8.)
Figure 5.8 lip point data entry spreadsheet sample.
13. Initiate camera pointing and focal length iterative solution.
14. Examine residuals from solution. If outliers exist, remove (or re-measure) and repeat iterative
solution.
15. Initiate Monte Carlo error analysis.
16. Enter results into daily compilation file. (See Figure 5.9.)
HST Coordinates (in.)
Vl V2 V3 Err
Mean Mean Mean +/-
Tip1 363.34 -134.05 230.06 4.26
Tip2 323.70 -239.52 232.55 4,43
Orbiter Coordinatem (in.
Xo
Mean +J-
917.29 2.62
913.33 ,3.63
Yo Zo
Mean +/- Mean
-130.83 1.94 759.94
-236.25 2.47 720.30
Rotation (deg.)
+/- Mean +1-
2.54 -180.60 0.35
2,09 -180.80 0.36
Analysis Date &
Time
11/11/97 12:54
11/11/97 12:54
Figure 5.9 Tip calculation and error analysis results sample.
17. E-mail the tip positions (in HST coordinates) to HST FS&S Project.
5.2.2 Results for Solar Array Tip Coordinates
For each static twist analysis, the tip position (in HST coordinates), the uncertainty in each tip measure-
ment, the number of analyses per tip, the camera pair used per tip, and the camera pointing information
(pan and tilt angles) were reported. Table 5-3 presents a compilation of the measured solar array tip
positions on each flight day.
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Table 5-3 Real-Time Static Twist Results
Flight Day 3
SM2 Hubble Solar Array Tips Coordinates
_all units are in inches)
S/A
Tip
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
No. of
Analyses
Average
V1
Average Average Mission Average
V2 V3 Std. Dev. (1 a)
4 342.2 134.0 -228.6 0.6
4 316.4 246.9 -230.4 0.7
3 318.1 125.0 243.1 0.9
3 299.1 233.2 239.8 0.8
1 297.9 -130.5 -239.9 0.9
1 328.4 -241.3 -237.0 1.2
4 337.7 - 129.0 230.3 0.9
303.94 -231.3 232.1 0.8
Corrected Avg. Std.
Dev. of the Mean (1 o)
1.8
2.0
2.5
2.6
2.1
2.4
1.7
1.9
Flight Day 4
SM2 Hubble Solar Array Tips Coordinates
(all units are in inches)
S/A No. of Average Average Average Mission Average Corrected Avg. Std.
Tip Analyses V1 V2 V3 Std. Dev. (1 a) Dev. of the Mean (1 o)
8 335.7 136.3 -230.8 0.6 1.7
8 311.6 248.9 -228.0 0.7 1.9
6 327.0 125.2 242.5 0.6 1.7
6 306.0 231.8 235.9 0.6 1.7
2 303.1 -128.5 -236.5 0.9 1.6
2 330.6 -233.5 -237.0 1.0 1.7
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
338.6 - 128.9
-231.6
225.7
225.2
0.7
0.8
1.4
1.54 304.1
Flight Day 5
SM2 Hubble Solar Array Tips Coordinates
(all units are in inches)
S/A No. of Average Average Average Mission Average Corrected Avg. Std.
Tip Analyses V1 V2 V3 Std. Dev. (1 if) Dev. of the Mean (1 c)
6 337.1 131.9 -236.2 0.5 1.8
6 313.6 244.2 -237.2 0.6 1.9
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
N/A N/A N/A
N/A N/A N/A
4 281.3 - 134.4 -225.4 0.6 1.6
4 309.9 -238.5 -226.6 0.6 1.7
3 361.6 -125.5 224.6 0.8 2.3
3 327.5 -228.6 229.2 1.2 2.8
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Table 5-3 Real-Time Static Twist Results (continued)
Fright Day 6
SM2 Hubble Solar Array Tips Coordinates
(all units are in inches)
S/A No. of Average Average Average Mission Average Corrected Avg. Std.
Tip Analyses V1 V2 V3 Std. Dev. (1 c) Dev. of the Mean (1 c)
A 4 326.7 127.3 -230.9 0.7 1.5
B 4 309.2 237.1 -232.0 0.8 2.0
C 4 331.3 130.8 235.7 0.5 1.7
D 4 310.1 239.6 235.7 0.5 1.7
E 3 286.6 -133.1 -232.3 0.8 1.7
F 3 309.7 -236.3 -224.8 0.8 1.7
G 3 358.3 -133.0 234.5 0.8 1.9
H 3 319.4 -239.1 235.3 0.8 2.0
Flight Day 7
SM2 Hubble Solar Array Tips Coordinates
(all units are in inches)
S/A No. of Average Average Average Mission Average Corrected Avg. Std.
Tip Analyses V1 V2 V3 Std. Dev. (1 a) Dev. of the Mean (1 o)
3 335.9 126.9 -229.4 1.0 1.8
3 317.6 236.8 -231.0 1.1 2.2
4 324.4 130.9 233.2 0.8 1.8
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
4 302.6 240.6 231.7 0.8 1.9
4 304.5 - 132.7 -235.5 0.8 1.7
4 327.2 -236.7 -227.4 0.8 1.8
3 343.8 -132.7 235.4 0.8 1.8
3 304.7 -238.6 234.0 0.8 2.0
Flight Day 8
SM2 Hubble Solar Array Tips Coordinates
(all units are in inches)
S/A No. of Average Average Average Mission Average Corrected Avg. Std.
Tip Analyses V1 V2 V3 Std. Dev. (1 a) Dev. of the Mean (1 c)
A 4 309.1 130.8 -235.6 0.6 1.7
B 4 286.0 241.2 -234.1 0.6 1.9
C 4 347.6 128.5 237.6 0.8 1.8
D 4 327.3 236.0 233.2 0.8 1.8
E 4 279.7 - 132.5 -230.4 0.7 1.7
F 4 310.4 -238.9 -232.1 0.8 1.9
G 4 363.8 - 127.9 229.1 0.8 1.8
H 4 329.4 -232.6 233.2 0.9 2.1
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A high camera tilt angle (>90 deg) during image acquisition caused difficulties in the analysis of the C &
D tips on Flight Day 5. Four separate analyses were performed, none of which converged on a solution
with acceptable errors. HST FS&S Project engineers were notified of the problem, and agreed to accept
analysis of three of the four tips. The image acquisition procedure was subsequently modified so that the
camera tilt angle would be as low as possible for subsequent static twist analyses.
Estimates of the uncertainties in the tip locations
Table 5-3 lists the average tip coordinates (V1, V2, V3), which are the averages of multiple analysts'
results. The uncertainty value provided during the mission, listed in the column "Mission Average Std.
Dev.", was determined as the weighted average of the root mean square uncertainty estimates computed
for each tip coordinate. It was calculated by first computing the root mean square (spherical) uncertainty
estimate for each separate tip based upon one standard deviation value in each coordinate (V1, V2, V3)
axis. Next, the average root mean square uncertainty was computed over the "n" number of multiple
calculations for the specific tip during the flight day. Finally, the average root mean square value was
divided by the square root of the number of tip calculations (n) used to compute the average, as shown in
the following equation:
Missi°n-Std'DeV=_nl "_<_(l°Vl")Z+(l°V2")2+(l°V3")2n
Post-mission analyses revealed two problems with the Monte Carlo implementation. First, a software
coding error was discovered in the Monte Carlo simulation resulting in a general underestimation of the
computed tip errors. Second, dividing the average root mean square tip uncertainties by the square root
of the number of calculations was not statistically correct. After correcting these errors in the Monte
Carlo routine, all HST tip errors were recalculated, based on a subset of the original analyst results. The
corrected error estimates were then used to compute the statistical sample standard deviation of the mean
in each axis (t_MEANV1, _MEANV2, t_MEANV3) for the multiple calculations of the tip on the
specific flight day. The root mean square (spherical) uncertainty estimate was then computed from the
three axial standard deviations of the mean (see equation below) and is presented in the last column of
Table 5.3.
Corrected_Std.Dev.= _(Io'M_NV1) 2 + (lo'MeaNV2) 2 + (Io'MeANV3) 2
Despite the correction of the software and algorithmic errors, statistical comparisons of the results
obtained from multiple-day calculations revealed the variability in the coordinates exceeded the 3-sigma
(3_) level the Monte Carlo simulations predicted. This indicated that the Monte Carlo error simulation
did not adequately model the true coordinate uncertainties. A standard method of uncertainty calcula-
tion, based on the general law of error propagation, was employed in the post-mission photogrammetry
analyses, discussed in Section 6.
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5.2.3 Calculation of Solar Array Twist
The previous section described the results for the calculation of the coordinate positions of the tips of the
solar arrays. Based on these position results, the offsets of the computed tip positions from the nominal
solar array position of the tips were calculated. The geometric twists in the solar arrays are calculated
from the offsets. The twist is determined by the amount that the two tips at an end of an array are offset
(one tip below and one tip above) the nominal plane of the array. The nominal (non-twisted) plane is
defined by the array mast and a longitudinal line midway between the two bistems.
Offset is calculated as the distance between the computed tip position and the nominal plane of the "non-
twisted" array. The distance is measured in a direction perpendicular to the nominal plane. This
technique accurately computes the offset of the measured tip from the nominal plane of the array
regardless of slew angle and independent of the solar array length. Table 5.4 gives the perpendicular
offsets of the measured tips from the nominal plane of the array.
Table 5-4 Perpendicular Offset of Tips From Nominal Plane of Solar Arrays
Computed Tip
HST Slew Location Relative
Flight Orient- Angle to Nominal Solar
Day ation (dog) Array Plane
3 -V3
Forward
4 -V3
Forward
5 -V3 -0.4
Forward 4.5
6 +V3 1
Forward 3.5
7 +V3 -1.14
Forward -0.66
8 -V3 4.85
Forward 4.8
Perpendicular Distance From Computed Tip to Nominal Solar
Array Plane (all units are in inches)
Tip A Tip B Tip C Tip D Tip E Tip F Tip G Tip H
-1.3 Above 14.4 6.2 10.7
-0.07 Below 19_8
0.1 Above 13.5 9.2 7.8
.... I I
-1.3 ' Below !0:6 11_8 19i7 "
Above 12.8 N/A 10.3
15.4
18,4
21.1
13_4
21.3
Above 8.1 9.8 6.0
: .... i
Below 11.4 186 •
:1
Above 8.7 11.6 7.2
............ i : I .... 2 ' I ....
BelOw i 9,6 t0, 5i6
Above 6.5 10.0 12.4
!8.31 L
21.3
17i6
23.9
15.2
21.9
12.8
Analysis of the results in Table 5-4 reveals the following observations about the geometry of the solar
arrays:
1. Each tip pair is twisted such that one tip is above and the other is below the nominal plane of the
array. None of the tip pairs deflected in a common direction from the nominal array plane.
2. Each of the solar array tip pairs has a different amount of inboard and outboard offsets.
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. Tips pairs A-B, C-D and G-H are similarly twisted, such that the inboard tip is above the nominal
solar array plane, while the outboard tip is below the nominal solar array plane. Tip pair E-F is just
the opposite; the outboard tip is above the nominal solar array plane, while the inboard tip is below
the nominal solar array plane.
Solar array twist was calculated as the sum of the perpendicular offsets of a tip pair from its respective
solar array, as computed in Table 5-4. Table 5-5 gives the computed solar array twists and the standard
deviation values.
Flight
Day
3
4
5
OrienHSTon
-V3
Forward
-V3
Forward
6
7
-V3
8 Forward
During Mission -
Average
During Mission-
Std. Dev. of Mean
Table 5-5 Solar Array Twists and Standard Deviations
(inches)
TipNB TipC/D TipE/F
Twist
25.8
24.1
-V3
Forward 23.5
+V3
Forward 175
+V3
Forward 18.3
23.1
221
Std.
Dev. Twist
27 19,1
2.5 21,o
2,6 N/A
2.5 21.2
2.8 21.8
2.5 19.9
206
t.1
Std.
Dev. Twist Std. Dev.
3.6 30.5 3.2
2.4 27.5 2.3
N/A 28.6 2.3
2.4 226 2A
2.6 22,8 2.5
2.5 30.7 2.5
271
1.2 1.0
Tip G/H
Std.
Twist Dev.
33.8 25
345 2.1
34.4 3.6
38.9 2.8
39.1 27
34.6 2.8
359
11
Comparisons and analyses of the solar array twists reveal the following:
1. Tip G-H has the highest level of twist.
2. A significant difference could not be detected between the calculated twists on Flight Days 3, 4, 5,
and 8.
3. The twist of tips A-B, E-F, and G-H on Flight Days 6 and 7 are considerably different from the val-
ues for the remaining days. Only tips C-D are consistent with the other days. Our conclusion is that
the real-time results for the tip twists on Flight Days 6 and 7 may have a bias, and that the probable
cause could be attributed to the following:
• Changes in HST Orientation: Before the Flight Day 6 measurement, the HST was tilted,
rotated to a +V3 forward orientation, and tilted back to vertical. Before the measurements
on Flight Day 8, the process was reversed to orient the HST to a -V3 forward orientation, as
existed on Flight Days 3, 4, and 5. The phototheodolite calculations were based upon the
assumption that the HST Vl-axis was perfectly aligned with the Z-axis of the Orbiter's
coordinate system. If this condition had not been maintained on Flight Days 6 and 7, a bias
would have been introduced into the calculations.
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Different Control Points and Cameras: Different control points were used to resect different
camera pairs during the Flight Days 6 and 7 tip calculations. Differences in the number of
control points used, and their relative 3D distribution, may have increased or decreased the
quality of the camera solution.
Additional static twist calculations were completed post-mission. Section 6.1 describes the post-mission
analysis approach, results, and comparisons to real-time results.
5.3 Solar Array Motion Analysis
Two solar array motion analyses were performed in real time during the mission. The first was the
planned solar array motion analysis on Flight Day 3, and the second was the unexpected solar array slew
that occurred on Flight Day 8. The results of these analyses are described in the following sections.
Analyses of other array motion events acquired during the mission were performed after the release of
the HST. Section 6.2 describes these postflight analyses.
5.3.1 VRCS-lnduced Solar Array Motion on Flight Day 3
A 30-minute sequence of solar array video was captured starting at approximately 044:020:11 UTC.
During this time, HST FS&S Project engineers monitoring the VRCS jet firing telemetry noted a thruster
firing occurring at 044:20:28:39.48 UTC and requested that the solar array tip motion for a one-minute
sequence, starting at 044:20:28:34.67, be analyzed. This differed from the pre-mission plan, which was
to analyze only 30 seconds of video starting 10 seconds before the thruster firing. The video sequence
that was analyzed began approximately 5 seconds before the VRCS jet firing, and lasted approximately 1
minute.
The l-minute sequence of video that was used for analysis extended from 044:20:28:39.48 to
044:20:29:39.48 UTC. The video data was of very good quality although lighting was variable. Camera
positioning was as expected. The analysis required approximately six hours to complete. See Figure
5.10 for a representative image showing the camera view.
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Figure 5.10 View of+V2 solar array tips A & B from camera B during the VRCS-induced
solar array motion on Flight Day 3.
Based on the solar array motion analysis procedures defined pre-mission, the video frames were sampled
at a rate of 3 frames per second (3 Hz), for a total of 180 frames analyzed. The results showed a maxi-
mum peak-to-peak displacement of approximately 0.7 inches for tip B and 0.6 inches for tip A, with a
frequency of approximately 0. l Hz for both tips (see Figure 5.11). The displacements and the frequency
were as expected, based on HST FS&S Project structural dynamics models. The motion continued for
approximately 3 minutes after the analysis interval and no apparent damping was noted.
The plot of tip displacement vs. time depicted in Figure 5.11 shows an apparent discrepancy in tracking
the tips, since the displacement for tip A crosses that of tip B. Post-mission, it was determined that this
effect was caused by a shift in the line-tracking intersection point for both tips during the tracking proc-
ess. The line intersection that defines the tip position migrated from one edge of the spreader bar to the
other edge causing an apparent translational motion. This problem was caused by variable lighting
conditions that changed the appearance of the spreader bar edges and caused the fitted line to move from
one side of the spreader bar to the other. To correct for this problem and to analyze the motion over a
longer period, the solar array motion was re-analyzed after the mission using improved motion analysis
methods. See Section 6.2.4 for the results of the post-mission analyses.
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Figure 5.11 Displacement of tips A and B during VRCS firing on Flight Day 3.
5.3.2 Airlock Depressurization-Induced Solar Array Motion (Flight Day 8)
An unexpected solar array slew of approximately 5 deg on the -V2 solar array was observed at approxi-
mately 049:03:12:44.052 UTC (Flight Day 8). The array slew occurred during the airlock
depressurization before EVA #5. A force of air from the airlock impinged on the solar array, causing it
to slew upward. The slew and resulting solar array motion was captured on downlinked video. The
event lasted for approximately 3 minutes. The HST FS&S Project subsequently requested a solar array
motion assessment to determine the displacement of the solar array tips. (A similar event occurred on
Flight Day 4, in which the array slewed approximately 40 deg upward when the air was released from the
airlock. This event was not captured on video.)
A video sequence of approximately 1 minute (UTC 049:03:12:32 to 049:03:13"32), taken from camera B
of the -V2 forward solar array tips G & H, was analyzed. Figure 5.12 is a representative view of the
solar array during the airlock depressurization event. Because of the low contrast of the spreader bar in
the image, the automated edge detection and line-tracking analysis procedure was not used. Therefore,
all data points were extracted manually. To minimize point selection bias, the data points were inde-
pendently selected by two analysts, whose results were in very good agreement (+1 pixel). The motion
analysis was completed in approximately 5 hours. The analysis sample rate was 3 frames per second, for
a total of 161 frames analyzed.
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Figure 5.12 View of-V2 solar array tips G & H from camera B during airlock
depressurization-induced solar array motion.
The results indicated a total slew at the tip of approximately 22 inches. After the initial slew, the array
was seen to oscillate at a frequency of approximately 0.1 Hz as shown in Figure 5.13. The initial peak-
to-peak displacement was measured to be approximately 7 inches for tip H and 6 inches for tip G, with
the last measured displacement for both tips being approximately 5 inches. The plot of the tip displace-
ment using the manual method was not as smooth as the automated method since it only had l-pixel,
rather than sub-pixel, resolution.
The airlock depressurization-induced
improved motion analysis methods.
depressurization analysis.
solar array motion was re-analyzed after the mission using
See Section 6.2.6 for the results of the post-mission airlock
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Figure 5.13 Displacement of tips G and H during airlock depressurization on Flight Day 8.
6. POST-MISSION ANALYSES
Upon completion of the real-time analyses, IS&AG was directed to initiate post-mission analyses as
follows:
• Determine the "best and final" static twist positions for the eight solar array tips before releasing the
HST from the Shuttle.
• Perform additional solar array motion measurements for use in HST solar array structural dynamics
analyses.
• Establish the accuracy of the results.
• Evaluate the static twist and solar array motion measurements and methodologies for potential
impact to future applications.
• Document the results and findings.
This section of the report describes the post-mission analyses, results, and evaluations.
6.1 Static Twist Analysis
The primary purpose of the post-mission static twist analyses was to analyze the static twist imagery
(without the real-time turnaround constraints) and validate the final coordinate locations and accuracies
for the eight solar array tips. This analysis documents the final relative geometric configuration of the
arrays on Flight Day 8 before HST release. Conceptually, the relative configuration of the arrays should
remain unchanged after SM-2 and until SM-3.
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6.1.1 Analysis Approach
The phototheodolite approach of camera resection and photo-triangulation, used during SM-2, is a
restricted case of photogrammetry which utilized basic principles of photogrammetry in a two-camera
solution of the location of the HST solar array tips. Post-mission calculations of HST solar array tip
locations were accomplished using the analytical photogrammetric methodology of bundle adjustments.
The method of bundle adjustments can be applied to multiple images. It provides for simultaneous solu-
tions of the interior and exterior orientations of the cameras and the solutions for the positions of the
object points. Moreover, the rigorous mathematical approach of bundle adjustments employs both the
principles of least-squares adjustments and the general law of propagation of errors in converging to the
solutions, with error estimates (standard deviations) as an integral part of the solution. The following
paragraphs provide a summary description of the photogrammetric methodology applied in bundle
adjustments. Reference 3 provides a more complete description.
Principle of Collinearit¥
The bundle adjustment approach is based on the fundamental principle of collinearity. Referring back to
Figure 3.3, the collinearity relationship between a control point (X i, Yi, Z) and its conjugate image point
(xi, Yi, -fi) can be expressed by:
Fx,-Xol Fx,-xcl
l y, - Yo I ___Scale_Factor * Rotation_Matrix * I Yi - Yc l,
L-f,J Lz,-  J
which simplifies to the classic collinearity equations:
and
[mll *(X,- X_.)+m12 * (Yi - Y_)+ mr3 *(Zi -Zc)]
xi=x°-f*[m31*(X i _.)+m32*(Y. Yc)+m33*(Zi-Zc)]
[m2, *(Xi- Xc) + m22 *(Yi -Yc)+m23*(Zi-Zc)]
Y, = Yo- f * [m3, *(X, Xc)+m32 *(Y_ -Y_)+m33 *(Z, -Zc) ]
where the m_j are the elements of the standard 3 X 3 rotation matrix which are a function of the axial
rotation angles o3, (I), _¢.
Standard close-range photogrammetry tasks (such as the HST solar array tip measurement) require the
following input data:
Xi, Yi, Zi Object coordinates of control points on the object being measured.
Xi' Yl Image coordinates of each control point in the image, obtained by physically measuring
the location of each control point in the image.
This leaves nine parameters in the collinearity equations that are unknown for an image:
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Xo,Yo
Principaldistance.
Principalpoint locationrelativeto the x-y originusedasthebasisfor the image
coordinatemeasurements.
Xc,Y¢,Zc
tO, _, 1¢
Location of the perspective center of the image relative to the object coordinate
system.
The three angular rotations applied to the object coordinate system, which aligns it
with the image coordinate system.
The nine unknown parameters are computed by constructing and solving a set of simultaneous collinear-
ity equations for five or more sets of control/image point coordinates. This technique, called a single
image resection, fixes the location and orientation of the camera, at the instant of exposure, relative to
the object's coordinate system. Furthermore, if an adequate number of 3D control points are distributed
over the image, lens distortions can be estimated. This was done in the post-mission SM-2 analyses.
The bundle adjustment approach, rather than computing the unknown point's coordinates by simple
vector intersection, employs a simultaneous solution of the collinearity equations. Four collinearity
equations are constructed using the known camera location/orientation data from two cameras. Any
three of the equations can be solved for the coordinates of the unknown point. If the point was viewed
by additional cameras, additional equations can be constructed and the over-determined solution is
obtained using least-squares adjustments.
Simultaneous multi-camera and unknown point solutions
In practice, the locations and orientations of multiple cameras and the coordinates of all unknown points
are simultaneously computed using an iterative, weighted least-squares adjustment methodology. This
simultaneous solution interrelates each camera to every other camera based on commonly seen control,
and unknown points, thereby building a level of strength and consistency into the final solution. The use
of this overall simultaneous least-squares solution is commonly referred to as a bundle adjustment.
Error propagation
The least-squares adjustment algorithm automatically generates the uncertainty estimate for each com-
puted parameter based on the general law of propagation of errors. In the case of a photogrammetric
application, the bundle adjustment computes the lc standard deviations for the nine camera parameters
of each image, as well as for the X, Y, Z locations of all computed points.
6.1.2 Implementation of Bundle Adjustment Solution
The post-mission photogrammetric calculations performed by IS&AG utilized a photogrammetry pack-
age, Unconventional MENsuration System (UMENS), developed in 1996 by CALGIS Inc. [Ref. 6.].
under contract to the Central Intelligence Agency. This Windows-based package allows in-program
image coordinate measurement via manual digitization. Control point data and measured image
coordinates are then available for processing by several different photogrammetric algorithms including
single image resection and bundle adjustment. Mathematical algorithms implemented in this software
have been independently verified.
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Image acquisition
IS&AG personal recorded imagery from the Flight Day 8 static twist analysis tests in real time on D-2
digital videotapes. New images, different from those used for the real-time analyses, were extracted
from the video and used for the post-mission analysis.
Multiplexed views were not used during post-mission calculations. The initial purpose of these views
was to remove positional errors due to possible timing differences and the natural in-plane oscillation of
the solar arrays. However, no motion was detected which exceeded the standard uncertainty level (0.75
pixels) for manually digitized image coordinates.
Table 6-1 lists the video images (correlated to PLB camera and Greenwich mean time [GMT] of the
image) used in the post-mission static twist analyses.
Table 6-1 List of Cameras and Image Times Used in Post-Mission Static Twist Analyses
Photo
# Camera Solar Array Tips Viewed
1 B Tip A&B
2 D Tip A r B T& G
3 B Tip G&H
4 D Tip D r E r F 7G & H
5 C Tip E&F
6 A TipCTD &H
7 B Tip C & D
Time (GMT-
Day:Hour:Minute:Second:Frame)
49:17:44:29:00
49:17:48:22:20
49:17:50:30:00
49:17:52:20:00
49:17:57:13:00
49:17:59:32:00
49:18:02:44:20
Post-mission calculations of HST solar array tip locations were conducted in the following manner:
1. Image digitization and resection approximations were conducted independently for each image:
a. The radiometrically enhanced image is loaded into the UMENS software.
b. The image coordinates were measured for each control point visible in the image.
c. The image coordinates were measured for all solar array tips visible in the image.
d. A single image resection was performed to compute the nine unknown elements of the camera
location and orientation (to be used as approximations in the bundle adjustment). Statistical
outliers were identified and removed, re-digitized, or statistically de-weighted, as appropriate.
Table 6-2 lists the number of control points used in the single image resections.
Table 6-2
Photo
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Number of Control Points Used in Single Image Resections
Number of Control Points used Solar Array Tips
Camera in Single Photo Resection Measured in Photo
B 11 A&B
D 23 A r Br & G
B 15 G&H
D 27 D r E 1F 7G & H
C 8 E&F
A 16 CrD&H
B 12 C&D
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2. The collinearity equations were used to compute approximate solar array tip locations/coordinates
(to be used as approximations in the bundle adjustment) based upon the approximate camera
location/orientations computed in step 1-d.
3. A simultaneous adjustment of the approximated camera parameters and solar array tip locations was
performed to compute their best statistical values and propagated standard deviations.
Inputs to the final bundle adjustment were restricted to the following elements:
1. Image coordinates of control points and solar array tips as measured on each image.
2. The lo uncertainty estimate of measured image coordinates. A value of 0.75 pixels was used, based
on the results of a statistical test conducted within IS&AG to quantify the uncertainty of manually
digitized image coordinates.
3. The object coordinates of HST control points were used.
4. The lc uncertainty estimate of HST control points. A value of 0.5 inches was used, based on
estimates provided by GSFC.
5. A geometric constraint to hold the distance between computed tip coordinate pairs A-B, C-D, E-F
and G-H to the nominal length of the solar array spreader bar at 113.50 inches. Although the design
uncertainty of the composite spreader bar is nominally 0.01 inches, lack of image clarity and resolu-
tion made it impossible to hold the solution to this level of accuracy. A 1c value of 0.25 inches was
used, based on the available image-to-object resolution.
One significant problem was encountered in the bundle adjustment calculations. The image (taken from
Shuttle camera C) could not be integrated into the final solution, which prohibited production of coordi-
nates for array tips E and F. Image #5, shown in Figure 6.1, consisted of a monochrome image taken
from an MLA camera. These cameras have a much narrower FOV than the CTVC cameras, and in this
particular case, the FOV was so restricted that it included only eight HST control points as shown in
Figure 6.1. Of the eight points, seven were arranged in a linear geometric configuration, and the eighth
(control point #20) was approximately linear with the other seven. Because they were linear, an
indeterminate solution was produced for the camera rotation parameters.
Note that the control point numbers with the attached post-script "-s" designate control points that were
originally located at the handrail attach points, but were extended 3.003 inches radically outward from
the HST "VI" axis to produce a control point on the top surface of the handrail.
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Figure 6.1
Control Pt. 2 t 3- s
Image of tips E and F taken from camera C, showing the
linear configuration of control points.
6.1.3 Results From Post-Mission Photogrammetric Analyses
Table 6-3 presents the final HST coordinates for the solar array tips computed by photogrammetric
bundle adjustment and their respective I c error estimates.
The final bundle adjustment incorporates the following advantages over a solution based upon a single
photo resection and point intersection technique.
1. All camera parameters and computed tip locations are bound into a single uniform solution.
2. The computed coordinates for tips D, G, and H are based on a three-camera solution, thereby
increasing the degrees of freedom in the least-squares calculation.
3. Standard deviations for computed parameters were produced as a normal output of the bundle
adjustment in accordance with the general law of propagation of errors.
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Table 6-3 Post-Mission Computed Solar Array Tip Locations
Coordinates and Standard Errors
Tip (all values in inches)
Total
V I 1 a V2 l tr V3 1 a la
A 310.54 1.98 131.21 1.83 -237.26 2.53 3.70
B 288.52 1.95 242.72 1.88 -238.38 2.93 3.99
C 348.78 2.37 132.83 1.48 238.06 2.39 3.68
D 330.82 1.85 244.53 1.59 234.89 2.61 3.58
E
F
G 362.52 2.19 -131.41 1.60 231.81 3.29 4.26
H 328.39 1.92 -239.52 1.60 235.28 3.58 4.36
The error estimates in each axis were larger than originally desired for the project. The following factors
degraded the accuracy estimates of HST results:
1. The resolution and clarity (sharpness) of the CTVC and MLA cameras limit the results. In the case
of images from cameras A and D, one image pixel represents one object inch. It is not unreasonable
to expect a 1- to 2-pixel error in measuring the image coordinates for the "true" location of any con-
trol point. This image error would result in a 1- to 2-inch error in the control point location when
projected to the surface of the HST. Propagating this error into the resected camera locations and
then into the tip locations contribute to the higher-than-desired coordinate error estimates. Higher
resolution imagery is mandatory to produce the desired accuracies.
2. Camera imperfections, such as radial and tangential lens distortions, cause the path of a ray of light
to deviate from a straight line from the object point to the image point. Until recently, the image
distortions in the Shuttle cameras have not been characterized. Camera calibration is currently under
way, the results of which are only now being made available to IS&AG. Without having this data a
priori, estimates of the distortion parameters were calculated during the photogrammetric bundle
adjustment using an enhanced version of the collinearity equations expanded to model lens distor-
tion. In what is termed a "self-calibration" bundle adjustment, accurately calculated focal length and
distortion parameters are only assured if control is well distributed about the image. In the HST
photos, control point availability was somewhat less than well distributed, and limited the accuracies
in the computed focal length and lens distortion parameters. Camera characterization is required to
produce the desired accuracies.
3. To achieve optimal accuracy in a close-range photogrammetric application, the object being meas-
ured should be centered in a work area, the corners of which are defined by the camera locations.
The HST was placed well aft in the cargo bay. A more centrally located HST in the cargo bay would
produce more desirable accuracy estimates.
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6.1.4 Comparison of Post-Mission Results to Real-Time Results
Table 6-4 shows the total difference in the tip coordinates computed on Flight Day 8 by the phototheo-
dolite technique in real time, compared with the values computed post-mission using the bundle
adjustment technique. The "Deltas" in Table 6-4 are the number of sigma intervals between the real-
time and post-mission derived coordinates (using the sigma values calculated in the bundle adjustment
solution).
Table 6-4 Accuracies of Real-Time Coordinates Compared to Post-Mission Results
Tip Delta-V 1 Delta-V2 Delta-V3 Total
(Inches) (Inches) (Inches) Difference
A 1.44 0.41 -1.66 2.23
B 1.52 _-4:28 5.19
C 1.18 0.46 4.514.33
8.53D
E
F
3::52 1.69
G -1.28
H -1.01
9.38
2.71 4.61
2.08 7.30
Index:
1
I
Difference within Ic of real-time results
Difference within 20 of real-time results
Difference within 3o of real-time results
Difference greater than 3o of real-time results
Inspection of the results in Table 6-4 shows differences ranging from 0.41 inches to 8.53 inches. These
differences are primarily due to the inaccuracy sources discussed in the previous section (poor image
resolution, lack of camera characterization, and less than optimal geometry) and how these errors are
handled in the phototheodolite and bundle adjustment solutions. These include:
1. Different final solution types. The phototheodolite solution was completed independently for each
pair of tips A-B, C-D, E-F, and G-H. The post-mission calculations employed a single simultaneous
solution for the six photos and six calculated tips. Slight differences in computed point coordinates
will always occur when six cameras are interrelated, as compared to a solution with only two cam-
eras. Coordinates that differ by 20, or less, from the during-mission results must, statistically, be
expected.
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. Differences in the final solution implementations. Four coordinates differ by more than 2_, when
compared to real-time results. Although these values may be statistically possible, they are much
less likely. Differences in the implementation of the solutions account for these larger coordinate
differences, as explained below:
a. In the phototheodolite solution, the camera location (perspective center of image) was fixed as
the camera mounting coordinates from Orbiter engineering design drawings. Although the engi-
neering plans provided coordinates for the geometric center of the camera, they are not the
precise coordinates of the perspective center of the image. Additionally, since the cameras are
equipped with a variable focus lens, the perspective center of any image shifts as the focal length
changes. Although it is believed that the perspective center of any image (created over the full
range of focal length settings) is within 2 to 3 inches (in any axis) from the engineering design
coordinates, the precise location is not known.
In the bundle adjustment solution, the location of the perspective center (X c, Yc, Zc) is calculated
for each image, allowing it to come to rest at the point which best fits the image. The results of
the bundle adjustment show that the computed location of the perspective center varied any-
where from 0.1 inches to 3 inches from the engineering design coordinates of the camera center.
Allowing the perspective center of the image to vary from engineering design coordinates
accounts for the larger differences between the real-time and post-mission values.
b. There are advantages in multi-camera solutions. In the phototheodolite solution, only two cam-
era views were used to compute the coordinates of each tip. Since the bundle adjustment was
based on a simultaneous solution for the six images, coordinates of tips D, G, and H were each
computed using three cameras. Variations in the number of cameras used in the point coordinate
solution, in the presence of varying amounts of random error, makes it statistically impossible to
produce the exact same results.
c. The error estimation techniques are different. A Monte Carlo technique was used to compute the
error estimates in the real-time computations. The least-squares bundle adjustment computed
standard deviations based on the general law of propagation of errors. Differences in these
methods account for the difference in coordinate accuracy estimates.
d. Different images and control points were used. The post-mission analysis was completed using a
new set of images digitized from the during-mission videotape. Each image was selected to
optimize object view, contrast, lighting, control point availability, and number of array tips
visible. The post-mission analysis images were then radiometrically enhanced to better clarify
the image location of each control point. Radiometric enhancement was not performed during
the real-time mission analyses.
e. Different numbers and types of control points were used. Different individual control points and
the total quantity of control points used in the solution varied between the real-time and post-
mission analyses. Variations in the geometric distribution and clarity of points used in the real-
time and post-mission analyses caused some variability in results.
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6.1.5 Solar Array Twist Analysis
The distance of the computed tip coordinates from the conceptual plane of the solar array was calculated
using the same mathematical technique discussed in Section 5.2.3. Table 6.5 shows post-mission results
and a comparison to the average during-mission results. Post-mission results are generally comparable
to the during-mission results.
Table 6-5 Perpendicular Offset of Tips From Conceptual Plane of Solar Arrays
(inches)
Computed Tip Perpendicular Distance From Computed Tip to Nominal Solar Array Plane
Slew Location
Flight HST Angle Relative to
Day orientation (deg) Nominal Solar Tip a Tip B Tip C Tip D Tip E Tip F Tip G Tip H
Array Plane
-V3 4.85 Above 8.0 11.1 N/A 20.4
Forward
!;_ _i_7_,_i'_:_:_'_ _::_i_!_ _. .... iiii!i  ii:4.8 i::_i_::_:(_::_:_ii:.i_i_ i
............................... _ _i_i_i _ _ _;_::::i_::_i_ _:_
Average Above 10.7 9.4 9.1 20.8
During Mission
8
Post-
Mission
Solar array twist was calculated as the sum of the perpendicular offsets of a tip pair from its respective
solar array, as computed in the above table. Table 6.6 shows the post-mission computed twist values and
the average during-mission values. Again, post-mission results are generally comparable to the during-
mission results.
Table 6-6 Solar Array Tip Twist Values
(inches)
Flight Day
8 Post-
Mission
Average
During
Mission
Pre-Mission
(SM-1)
Estimate
HST
Orientation
-V3 Forward
Tip NB
Std.
Twist
Dev.
21.8 2.8
22.1
25__.2
Tip C/D
Std.
Twist Dev.
17.6 3.0
20.6
11±2
Tip F_JF
Std,
Twist
Dev.
N/A N/A
27.1
26+2
Tip G/H
Std.
Twist
Dev.
34.3 2.9
35.9
31±2
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6.1.6 Summary of Static Twist Results
During-mission results are generally comparable to the post-mission results based upon the post-mission
uncertainty estimates. It is believed that the during-mission Monte Carlo simulations underestimated the
uncertainty in the computed tip coordinates. The post-mission uncertainty estimates were based upon a
standardized error propagation technique that better reflects the uncertainty in the results. Coordinate
uncertainties would have been substantially decreased with increased image resolution, a priori camera
calibration parameters, and statistical averaging of multiple calculations.
6.2 Array Motion Analysis
Following the STS-82 mission, IS&AG performed additional analyses of solar array motion from the
excitation events. The solar array excitation events selected for analysis were in response to specific
requests from GSFC FS&S engineers and were based on data availability and quality. For each solar
array excitation event, the dominant frequency and the peak-to-peak solar array tip displacement as a
function of time were measured.
IS&AG performed post-mission solar array analyses for the HST rotation on Flight Day 5, the aJdock
depressurization on Flight Day 8, the HST pivot on Flight Day 8, and the HST reboost on Flight Day 8.
In addition, the VRCS solar array motion analysis on Flight Day 3 was re-analyzed using improved mo-
tion tracking methods described below. Table 6-7 provides a listing of the solar array motion events that
were analyzed. The following sections describe the analysis approach, each of the motion analyses that
were performed, and the results from each analysis.
Table 6-7 Post-Mission Solar Array Motion Analysis Events
Event Flight Day Time (UTC) Solar Array Tips Camera
VRCS Firing FD 3 044:20:28 A,B B
Rotate FD 5 046:11:02 A,B and G,H B
Airlock Depress FD 8 049:03"12 G,H B
Pivot FD 8 049:08:35 E,F RMS elbow
Reboost FD 8 049:10:29 A,B B
6.2.1 Analysis Approach
The post-mission approach for solar array motion analysis also used a three-hertz sampling of video
frames used in the real-time data analysis, with the displacements of the array tips normalized about a
mean or rest position. The analyses also used an automated point-tracking capability at the sub-pixei
level in addition to the line-tracking methodology. The line-tracking methodology is described in
Section 3. The point-tracking methodology is described in the following paragraphs.
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Point-tracking methodolo_,v
Point tracking follows the movement of a pattern surrounding a point of interest in a sequence of images
and automatically tracks the point from one frame to the next. The point-tracking software allows the
user to select a point to be tracked (i.e., HST solar array tip), and a rectangular region of interest con-
taining that point. The image pattern in the rectangular region is searched for, in subsequent frames, by
comparing similarly sized image regions to the pattern. The comparison to areas on subsequent frames
to the initial pattern uses a normalized cross-correlation function. The pixel for which the highest corre-
lation is computed is defined as the point of interest. This X and Y position data of the pixels in image
coordinates, as well as a measure of the correlation between each of the frames, are saved to a data file.
In this way, the motion of the solar array tip is tracked from frame to frame.
The point-tracking method was generally more robust at tracking than the line-tracking method. The
point-tracking software works well in low-contrast situations and can be used when a suitable edge can-
not be determined for the line tracking software. However, a loss of tracking can occur if the scene
lighting or background significantly changes. The point-tracking method was used exclusively for all
post-mission solar array analyses except for the start of rotation, for which both point- and line-tracking
methods were used. A lighting condition was encountered during the rotation motion analyses in which
one tip could not be tracked using the point-tracking method, but could be tracked using the line-tracking
method.
Figure 6.2 illustrates the point-tracking method as it was applied to the HST solar array motion-tracking
task. The search pattern surrounding the array tip is shown in (a). The window in the next video frame
to search for the pattern is shown in (b). The pattern passing over the window is shown in (c). Correla-
tion values are computed for each pixel that the pattern passes over and (d) shows the pattern matching
over the target. The correlation should be the highest at this pixel position (i.e., at the center of the white
box). The coordinates of this position are saved and the same steps are repeated for the next frame.
a J 4b
Figure 6.2 Point tracking method applied to tracking an lIST solar array tip.
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Determination of maximum peak-to-peak displacement
During the mission, the peak-to-peak displacements were provided as visual examinations of the raw
motion data. To be more accurate and consistent, the post-mission determination of the maximum peak-
to-peak displacement of solar array tips was performed in the following steps and is illustrated in Figure
6.3:
1. The "raw" displacement data, at the 3-Hz sampling rate, was smoothed using a 5-point moving aver-
age filter. This smoothing reduced the random, high-frequency, sub-pixel noise that was a by-
product of the motion tracking. The 5-point filter was based on selecting the smallest range that
smoothes the noise and still exhibits the peaks in the data.
2. The half-cycle (adjacent maximum positive and negative displacements relative to a mean or "rest"
position) that represents the maximum peak-to-peak displacement was selected by inspection of the
plot of displacement as a function of time. This selection was, in almost all cases, the first peak-to-
peak half-cycle after the excitation event.
3. The peak-to-peak displacements were obtained from the smoothed displacement data. The peak-to-
peak displacement was calculated by finding the values for the peak maximum and peak minimums
for the selected peak-to-peak displacement. The difference in the peak maximum and peak mini-
mum values was then used as the peak-to-peak displacement.
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Figure 6.3 Illustration of maximum peak-to-peak displacement of solar array tips.
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Determination of the dominant frequency of tip displacement
The frequency of the tip displacements was determined by calculating the fast Fourier transform (FFI')
for each of the tip displacement data sets. The dominant frequency was then obtained as the maximum
value from the magnitude of the FFT.
6.2.2 Motion Analysis Error Assessment Methodology
The solar array motion error analysis method involved the determination of the error or uncertainty about
the maximum peak-to-peak tip displacements for each of the solar array motion displacement plots. The
initial accuracy requirement for the measurement of the solar array motion was +0.5 inches in zero-to-
peak deflection. Treating the _+0.5 inches as a 3c value, this translates to _+0.71 inches (3_) in peak-to-
peak deflection. Note that this accuracy requirement only specified for the analysis of the planned
VRCS-induced solar array motion on Flight Day 3.
The accuracy assessment method is composed of two components. First, the random error in the raw
pixel peak-to-peak tip displacement is determined, and then the error caused by scaling the pixel values
to real world coordinates (inches) is applied. A 5-point moving average smoothing method is used to
estimate the random noise in the tip displacement data, and a Monte Carlo simulation is used to deter-
mine the effect of scaling errors. This procedure is run for 300 iterations and the standard deviations of
the peak-to-peak displacement are determined. The standard deviation is then used as the overall error in
the peak-to-peak displacement measurement.
6.2.3 Solar Array Motion Analyses
The results from each of the solar array motion analyses are described in the following sections. Section
6.2.9 presents a summary of the results from each of the analyses.
6.2.4 Analysis of VRCS-Induced Solar Array Motion (Flight Day 3)
The post-mission analysis of the VRCS-induced solar array motion on Flight Day 3 was more extensive
than the analysis performed during the mission. A video sequence lasting 3 minutes was analyzed using
the automated point-tracking software to track the solar array tip positions from frame to frame. The
post-mission analysis began 45 seconds before the VRCS thruster firing, and continued for over 2 min-
utes after the firing.
Figure 6-4 presents a plot of the array displacement as a function of time. This plot represents a
smoothing of the original data using a five-point moving average filter, and Appendix G presents the
original unsmoothed tip displacement plot. Filtering of the data was necessary to remove high-frequency
noise in the motion tracking. This noise was caused by subtle lighting variations in the scene. Note that,
unlike the analysis performed during the mission, the solar array tips did not lose tracking and the
inboard (A) and outboard (B) tips tracked together.
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Figure 6.4 Solar array tip displacement during the VRCS-induced solar array motion
(Flight Day 3).
The response of the solar array tip displacements to the VRCS jet firing is more evident in the post-
mission plot. There is clearly a larger tip displacement after the firing. Before the firing, there was a
"background" peak-to-peak displacement of approximately 0.2 inches when there was no major excita-
tion event. After the VRCS jet firing, the peak-to-peak displacement increases to a maximum of 0.65 +
0.05 inches for tip A at 20:28:47.7 UTC and 0.73 + 0.08 inches for tip B at 20:28:48.03 UTC. The accu-
racy for measuring tip B is lower than for tip A due to more noise in the point tracking for tip B. A
shadow moved over the spreader bar from tip B toward A causing a change in lighting for tip B. The
shadow did not reach tip A. Another large peak-to-peak displacement was observed later in the sequence
at 20:30:09. At this time, the peak-to-peak displacement for tip A was 0.65 inches and tip B was 0.84
inches. The cause of this increased displacement is not known, but was probably the result of another
thruster firing.
Note that the oscillations in the displacements for the two tips did not correlate well before the VRCS jet
firing, but after the firing the two tip oscillations were in nearly perfect correlation. Also, the displace-
ments for tip B starts out with a higher positive amplitude and tip A starts out with a lower negative
amplitude. (The peak-to-peak displacements are about the same.) This effect is reversed later in the
sequence with tip A having a higher positive amplitude and tip B having a lower negative amplitude. A
twisting in the array could cause this effect.
The dominant frequencies are revealed in the plots of the log magnitude of the frequency response as a
function of frequency for each tip. Figures 6.5 and 6.6show plots for tips A and B. The dominant fre-
quency of the array tip displacements is shown (large magnitudes) to be 0.1 Hz for both tips, which was
the same frequency measured during the mission.
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Figure 6.5 Frequency plot for tip A from VRCS-induced motion.
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Figure 6.6 Frequency plot for tip B from VRCS-induced motion.
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6.2.5 Analysis of Solar Array Motion During FSS Rotation (Flight Day 5)
The rotate event (HST repositioning) on Flight Day 5 occurred just after a pivot of 15 deg. At the start of
the rotation, camera B was viewing tips A and B on the +V2 solar array. At the end of rotation, camera
B was viewing tips G and H on the -V2 array. Therefore, the camera remained fixed and the array tips
moved through the camera FOV.
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 are representative images showing the views at the beginning and end of the rotate
event. These views differed from the views planned before the mission. Before the mission, the plan
was to acquire views of tips G and H at the start of rotation with camera C and acquire the same tips at
the end of rotation with camera B. In this pre-mission scenario, the tips were to remain constant and the
camera was to change. However, neither of the planned videos was obtained for the start and end of
rotation. Therefore, only rotation views from camera B were used as described above. The FS&S
Project concurred with this approach.
The solar array motion analysis for the HST rotation event on Flight Day 5 required a motion analysis to
determine the time for the start and end of rotation. First, the array motion was analyzed from just before
the start of rotation until several minutes after rotation began, such that a sudden change in the plot of
array displacement vs. time would indicate the exact time that rotation began. Second, the array motion
was analyzed from just before the end of rotation until several minutes after the end of the rotation event,
so that a sudden change in the array displacement plot would indicate the exact time that rotation ended.
Figure 6. 7 View of + V2 solar array n'ps A & B from camera B during start of rotation.
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Figure 6.8 View of-V2 solar array tips G and H from camera B at end of rotation.
Rotation causes a translational tip displacement in addition to an oscillatory displacement. The transla-
tional displacement must be subtracted from the measured tip displacement to determine the out-of-plane
tip displacement. The translational motion was modeled by fitting a least-squares, second-order, poly-
nomial curve to the raw motion. The raw tip displacements were then subtracted from the fitted curve to
remove the translational motion and obtain the oscillatory motion. The oscillatory motion is assumed to
be caused by out-of-plane solar array tip displacement.
In general, the solar array motion measurements for the rotation event had more noise and tracking
problems than the other solar array motion events. This was caused by poor lighting and background
contrast that created difficulty in maintaining accurate tracking of the tip position. For the point-tracking
method, this caused the search pattern to no longer match the pattern surrounding the solar array tips
before the background changed. A request had been made to keep the darkness of space in the
background during the imagery acquisition, but this was not possible due to Shuttle propellant con-
straints. In addition, the tilt of HST was such that there was a poor angle between the camera line of
sight and the solar array motion vector. The tilt of the HST caused more of the out-of-plane array motion
to be along the camera line of sight and this caused the noise in the data to be amplified.
Despite the noisy tracking of the array tips, the overall error in measuring the maximum peak-to-peak tip
displacements during the rotation events was not as large as the error for the displacements caused by the
airlock depressurization or the pivot events. This is because the scale conversion from image pixels to
displacement (in inches) was much smaller for the rotation event. This was the result of the camera
being zoomed in to a tighter FOV for the rotation images than for the airlock depressurization or pivot
events.
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Be2innine of rotation
An approximately 2-minute video sequence showing the beginning of HST rotation on Flight Day 8 was
analyzed. Camera B was used to image tips A (inboard) and B (outboard) during the start of rotation.
The video sequence that was analyzed began at 11:02:02.85 UTC, which was just before the beginning of
rotation, and ended at 11:04:09.51 UTC. Tip A was tracked using the line-tracking method because the
point-tracking method could not remain fixed on the tip due to the background pattern change from the
blackness of space to the blue/white of the Earth. The background for tip B did not change, and tip B
was tracked with the point-tracking method. Tip A had a maximum peak-to-peak displacement of 0.62 +_
0.07 inches at 11:03:02.18 UTC, and tip B had a maximum peak-to-peak displacement of 0.64 _+0.07
inches at 11:03:01.51 UTC. Both tips had a dominant frequency of approximately 0.1 Hz. Figure 6.9
shows the plot of the oscillatory displacement of the solar array tips as a function of time. The plot in
Figure 6.9 represents a smoothing of the original data using a five-point moving average filter. Filtering
of the data was necessary to remove high frequency noise in the motion tracking. Appendix G contains
the raw, unsmoothed, displacement plot and the translational motion and frequency plots.
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Figure 6.9 Solar array tip displacement during start of rotate event (Flight Day 5).
Note that there was considerable noise in the displacement of tip A at the beginning of rotation. This
noise was caused by a bowing of the bistems at the time that rotation began. This bowing distorted the
bistem edge that was being tracked by the line-tracking method and accounts for the noise in the tip
displacement.
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End of rotation
An approximately 2.5-minute video sequence showing the end of HST rotation on Flight Day 8 was
analyzed. Camera B was used to image tips G (inboard) and H (outboard) during the end of rotation.
The video sequence began at 11:14:00 UTC, which was just before the end of rotation, and ended at
11:16:35 UTC. Tip G had a maximum peak-to-peak displacement of 1.05 _+ 0.14 inches at time
11:15:29.01 UTC with a dominant frequency of 0.1 Hz. Tip H had a maximum peak-to-peak displace-
merit of 0.97 + 0.11 inches at time 11:15:38.35 UTC with a dominant frequency of 0.1 Hz. Both tips
were tracked using the point-tracking method. Figure 6.10 shows the plot of the displacement of the
solar array tips as a function of time. Filtering of the data was necessary to remove high-frequency noise
in the motion tracking. Appendix G contains the raw displacement plot and the translational motion and
frequency plots.
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Figure 6.10 Solar array tip displacement during end of rotate event (Flight Day 5).
Noise in the point-tracking during rotation was caused largely by a changing background. Since part of
the pattern about the array tips consisted of the background, the constantly changing patterns contributed
to tracking error. Note that tip H was only tracked until I 1:16:00 or approximately 35 seconds less than
tip G. This was due to a loss in tracking for tip H at this time due to excessive background pattern
changes.
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6.2.6 Airlock Depressurization-Induced Solar Array Motion (Flight Day 8)
The airlock depressurization event on Flight Day 8 was analyzed post-mission to observe the damping of
the tip-to-tip displacement. The data were also reanalyzed to obtain better accuracy using sub-pixel mo-
tion analysis techniques. (The analysis during the mission used manual point selection.) See Figure 5.12
for a representative image showing the view for the HST during the airlock depressurization event.
The post-mission analysis included the entire 3 minutes of array motion, and used the point-tracking
method. The video sequence began at 03:11:58.57 UTC and ended at 03:15:22.43 UTC. During the
mission, the time of the solar array slew was obtained from telemetry and there was no independent veri-
fication of that time based on imagery. During the post-mission analysis, the time of the solar array
slew, as determined from video imagery, was 049:03:12:41.43 UTC or 2.6 seconds earlier than reported
during the mission. (Timing using imagery is based on Interrange Instrumentation Group [IRIG] time
placed in the audio channel of the video.) The cause of this discrepancy has not yet been resolved.
The post-mission analysis of the tip displacement accounted for the change in the scaling from image to
object space caused by the slew of the array. (This was not accounted for in the analysis done during the
mission.) Also, in computing the out-of-plane oscillatory motion, the slew of the array was subtracted
OUt.
Figure 6.11 gives the plots of the displacement of the solar array tips and Appendix G contains plots of
the displacement before the slew of the array was subtracted out. The plot in Figure 6.11 represents a
smoothing of the original data using the five-point moving average filter. For the airlock-depressuriza-
tion solar array displacement plot, the data had very little noise and smoothing was minimal. The plots
of the raw tip displacements and frequency analyses are also in Appendix G. The maximum peak-to-
peak displacement was 9.66 + 0.41 inches at time 03:12:53.77 UTC for tip H and 6.53 +_0.37 inches at
time 03:12:53.43 UTC for tip G. The dominant frequency was approximately 0.1 Hz. Note that the
background or base array motion was very evident before the airlock depressurization-induced slew. The
peak-to-peak displacement of this background motion was approximately 0.2 inches and the frequency
was 0.1 Hz. A clear damping of the tip displacement was observed for both tips. The displacement for
tip G was measured for a shorter timeframe (170 seconds) than tip H (210 seconds), because a shadow
passed over tip G, changing the background, and causing a loss of tracking. When the shadow passed
over tip G, the change in lighting altered the pattern of pixel intensities surrounding the tip so much that
the search pattern could no longer recognize the tip.
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Figure 6.11 Solar array tip displacements during airlock depressurization (Flight Day 8).
6.2.7 Solar Array Motion During the FSS Pivot (Flight Day 8)
The pivot event on Flight Day 8 took place just after a rotation of the HST from the +V3 to the -V3
orientation. The pivot moved the HST from a tilt of 75 deg to a vertical orientation of 90 deg. The RMS
elbow camera view of the pivot event was chosen for analysis due to the difficulty in obtaining an
acceptable view from a PLB camera. The solar array motion accuracy was projected to be somewhat
reduced by using the RMS elbow camera due to the fact that the RMS elbow camera position was not
known. The HST FS&S Project was informed about the reduced accuracy, and they concluded the RMS
elbow camera would still be acceptable. See Figures 6.12 and 6.13 for representative images showing
the views from the beginning and end of pivot.
Like the analysis of solar array motion during the rotation on Flight Day 5, the analysis of the array
motion during the HST pivot event on Flight Day 8 was a two-step process. First, the array motion was
analyzed from just before the beginning of pivot until several minutes after pivot. The video was ana-
lyzed just before the pivot so that a sudden change in the plot of array displacement vs. time would
indicate the exact time that pivot began. Second, the array motion was analyzed from just before the end
of pivot until several minutes after the end of the pivot event. For the conclusion of the pivot, the video
was analyzed just before the end of pivot so that the sudden change in the array displacement plot would
indicate the exact time that pivot ended.
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Figure 6.12 View of-V2 solar array tips E and F from the RMS elbow camera
during beginning of pivot.
Figure 6.13 View of-V2 solar array tips E and F from the RMS elbow camera
during end of pivot.
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As with the solar array analysis during the rotation event, translational motion was subtracted from the
raw solar array tip positions, leaving only the oscillatory out-of-plane motion• The out-of-plane solar
array motion was computed as the deviation from a least-square second-order polynomial fitted to the
translational motion of the array tip during the pivot operation•
Beginning, of Divot
A 3-minute video sequence showing the beginning of HST pivot on Flight Day 8 was analyzed• The
video sequence that was analyzed began at 08:35:00.8 UTC, which was just before the beginning of the
pivot, and ended at 08:38:00.8 UTC. The RMS elbow camera was used to image tips E (inboard) and F
(outboard) during the start of pivot. Because the elbow camera position was not fixed, the position had
to be estimated. The elbow camera position was estimated using RMS joint position angles and the
dimensions of the RMS arm. Knowing the RMS pointing (derived from the joint angles) and the length
of the arm, the approximate position of the RMS elbow camera was determined.
Figure 6.14 gives the plots of the displacements of the solar array tips as a function of time, and Appen-
dix G contains plots showing the displacements before the translational correction. The plots in Figure
6.14 represent a smoothing of the original data using the five-point moving average filter• The raw dis-
placement plots and the frequency plots are also in Appendix G. The maximum peak-to-peak
displacement for tip E was 1.43 + 0.14 inches at 08:35:50.46 UTC while the maximum peak-to-peak
displacement for tip F was 1.36 + 0.21 inches at 08:35:50.13 UTC. The dominant frequency for both tips
was 0.1 Hz. Again note that the background motion had a peak-to-peak displacement of approximately
0.2 inches with a 0.1 Hz frequency•
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Figure 6.14 Solar array tip displacements during start of pivot event (Flight Day 8).
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Themaximumpeak-to-peaktip displacementof 1.43inchesoccurredat08:35:51(justafterthestartof
pivot)afterwhichthedisplacementsdampedto alow of approximately0.9 inchat08:36:41.Afterthe
lowat08:36:41,thedisplacementsincreasedagain,reachinganotherhighof over1.2inchesat08:37:21,
beforedampingto 0.8 inchesat theendof themeasuredsequence.Thisoscillationof thepeak-to-peak
displacementimpliesthata lowerfrequencymodeof approximately0.01Hz maybe involvedin thetip
displacementduringthepivotoperation.
Thevideodataqualityfor the startof pivotwasexcellent.Thelightingwasstablewith noshadows
movingoverthearraytips,andtrackingwasexcellent.
End of pivot
A 3-minute video sequence showing the end of HST pivot on Flight Day 8 was analyzed. The video
sequence began at 08:38:33.0 UTC, which was just before the end of the pivot and ended at 08:41:33.0
UTC. As with the start of pivot, the RMS elbow camera was used to image tips E (inboard) and F
(outboard) during the end of the pivot. Figure 6.15 gives the plots of the displacements of the solar array
tips, and Appendix G contains plots showing the displacements before the translational correction.
Figure 6.15 represents a smoothing of the original data using a five-point moving average filter. The raw
displacement plots and the frequency plots are also included in Appendix G. The maximum peak-to-
peak displacement for tip E was 1.37 _+0.13 inches at 08:39:32 UTC and the maximum peak-to-peak
displacement for tip F was 1.07 + 0.29 inches at 08:39:32.00 UTC. Both maximum displacements
occurred just as the pivot operation ended. The dominant frequency for both tips was 0.1 Hz. The
accuracy for measuring the tip displacement for tip F was less than for tip E. This can be clearly seen in
the raw displacement plots, with tip F being noisier. The cause for the poorer tracking for tip F was not
readily apparent in viewing the imagery. No significant lighting of background changes were observed.
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Figure 6.15 Solar array tip displacements during end of pivot event (Flight Day 8).
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Notethatthemaximumpeak-to-peakdisplacementoccurredwhenthepivotmaneuverended.Alsonote
thatthedisplacementforthetwotipswereabouthesamebeforetheendof pivotbut,afterpivotended,
thepeak-to-peakdisplacementfor theinboardtip E wasnoticeablyhigherthanfor tipoutboardF.
Thetip displacementsfor theend-of-pivotdatawerenoisierthanthosefor thebeginningof pivot. The
lightingappearedto bestablewithnonoticeableshadowsmovingthroughtheview. Thecausefor the
increasednoisein thedatawasnotdetermined.
6.2.8 Solar Array Motion During HST Reboost (Flight Day 8)
The reboost event on Flight Day 8 was the last in a series of four successful VRCS firings to boost the
HST into higher orbits. Figure 6.16 is a representative image showing the view during reboost.
A 3-minute video sequence showing the HST during reboost on Flight Day 8 was analyzed. This was the
fourth and last reboost of the mission occurring at UTC 049:10:26 and lasting for 20 minutes. Camera B
was used to image tips A (inboard) and B (outboard) during the reboost. Tip A had maximum peak-to-
peak displacement of approximately 1.0 + 0.05 inches at 10:30:06.04 UTC, while tip B had a maximum
peak-to-peak tip displacement of 1.09 + 0.06 inches at 10:30:06.04 UTC. Both tips had a dominant fre-
quency of approximately 0.1 Hz. Figure 6.17 gives the plots of the displacements of the solar array tips
and Appendix G contains the raw displacement plots and the frequency plots. Figure 6.17 represents a
smoothing of the original data using the five-point moving average filter. The video quality was excel-
lent with steady lighting, no background changes, and no shadows moving through the view. The
tracking was very accurate with little noise observed.
Figure 6.16 View of+V2 solar array tips A and B from camera B during reboost on Flight Day 8.
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Telemetryfor the VRCSfiringswasnot obtained,howeverthereappearsto havebeenajet firing at
approximately10:29:14since,beforethis time,thepeak-to-peakdisplacementwasconsistentwith the
0.2-inchbackgroundisplacement,andafterthattime,thedeflectionincreasedtonearly1inch.Another
firingappearedto occuratapproximately10:30:04whenanotherdisplacementspikeoccurs.Notethatat
thebeginningof thesequence,tip B startsoutwithapositiveoffsetin its displacementfromtipA, andat
theendof thesequence,thetip A displacement has a higher offset than tip B. This was also noted on the
Flight Day 3 VRCS analysis and may be the result of a twisting of the array. (Note that the same effect
was observed for the same tips during the VRCS-induced motion. See Figure 6.4.) The plot of the
reboost tip displacements appeared similar, although less noisy, than those for the VRCS analysis. This
is to be expected since both displacement plots are based on VRCS firings.
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Figure 6.17 Solar array tip displacements during reboost (Flight Day 8).
6.2.9 Summary of Array Motion Analyses
Table 6-8 gives the results from the analysis of the solar array motion events. All solar array motion had
a 0.1-Hz frequency as expected. The peak-to-peak displacements ranged from 0.6 inches, for the VRCS-
and pivot-induced motion, to 9.7 inches during the airlock depressurization event. The response of the
arrays to known excitation events was well-defined for the airlock depressurization, the VRCS firing, the
start of pivot, and the reboost. The estimated error was primarily a function of image scale, which
ranged from 0.30 inches per pixel for the reboost to 1.3 inches per pixel during the airlock
depressurization.
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Table 6-8 Summary of Post-Mission Solar Array Motion Results
Solar
Solar Array Excitation Event Array
Tip
VRCS firing on Flight Day 3 A
VRCS firing on Flight Day 3 B
Start Rotate Flight Day 5 A
Start Rotate Flight Day 5 B
End Rotate Flight Day 5 G
End Rotate Flight Day 5 H
Airiock Depressurization Flight Day 8 G
Airlock Depressurization Flight Day 8 H
Start Pivot Flight Day 8 E
Start Pivot Flight Day 8 F
End Pivot Flight Day 8 E
End Pivot Flight Day 8 F
Reboost Flight Day 8 A
Reboost Flight Day 8 B
Time of Peak-
to-Peak Tip
Measurement
20:28:47.7
20:28:48.03
Peak-to-Peak
Displacement
(inches)
0.65
Error in
inches
(lo')
0.05
Dominant
Frequency
(Hz)
0.1
0.73* 0.08 O.1
11:03:02.18 0.62 0.07 O. 1
11:03:01.51 0.64 0.07 O. 1
11:15:29.01
11:15:38.35
03:12:53.43
03:12:53:77
1.05
0.97
6.53
9.66
1.43
0.14 0.1
0.11 0.1
0.37 0.1
0.41 0.1
0.14 0.108:35:50.46
08:35:50.13 1.36
08:39:32.00 1.37
08:39:32.00 1.07
0.21 0.1
0.13 0.1
0.29 0.1
10:30:06.04 1.00 0.05 0.1
10:30:06.04 1.09 0.06 0.1
* A higher peak-to-peak displacement of 0.85 inches was noted at 20:30:09, but was not confirmed to be the result of
a known thruster firing. The displacement presented in the table is known to have occurred immediately following a
known VRCS thruster firing.
7. LESSONS LEARNED
The following section summarizes the lessons learned from the HST solar array photogrammetric analy-
ses performed during the second servicing mission. These lessons learned are applicable not only for
imagery analyses that may be performed during the third servicing mission of the HST, but also to
analyses planned during the assembly and operation of the International Space Station (ISS).
7.1 Pre-Mission Planning
7.1.1 Resource Planning
The overall resources to perform the required analysis tasks were inadequate. This was caused both by
the underestimation of resources JSC would require to perform the analyses, and JSC's and GSFC's
mutual desire to keep the scope of the solar array analysis as small as possible so that other important
objectives of the servicing mission would not be significantly impacted. In addition, there were signifi-
cant revisions to the analysis requirements as the planning for the servicing mission progressed, which
required a rework or re-scope of pre-mission planning tasks. Further, there was no contingency or
reserve funding. The lack of funding led to manpower staffing problems, which primarily meant a large
amount of work was on the shoulders of a very small number of people. Future analyses of this type
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require a reserve budget to accommodate scope changes and overruns of manpower estimates to
complete reworked tasks.
7.1.2 Analysis Turnaround Time Estimation
The estimate of analysis turnaround time was overly optimistic, especially in not accounting for the
"little things" that ended up taking a lot of time:
(a) Imagery pre-processing, including video digitizing and reformatting
(b) Computer speed, which affected the time to analyze each frame and to run the error model
(c) Results integration, i.e., bringing the results from different analysts or image sets together to produce
the final product
The time these items required was not simulated in the JISs, and was not fully appreciated, as the "real"
data were not being analyzed. This meant additional, unplanned manpower was required during the
mission to complete the analyses.
7.1.3 Virtual Reality Crew Training
Crew procedures for acquiring photographic and video imagery make extensive use of computer-
generated graphics to illustrate representative views and specific camera setups. These graphics are
printed and incorporated into the FDF Photo/TV Checklist. Normally, the crew training is a review of
the checklist procedures. However, the setups can be simulated in a crew-based virtual reality training
laboratory that closely replicates the steps the crew will take during actual in-flight imagery acquisition.
These capabilities should be more frequently used to better train the crew by simulating and verifying the
acquisition procedures so that acquisition problems can be identified and resolved before the flight.
7.1.4 Reference Control Points
The number and distribution of reference control points on the body of the HST was a critical factor in
controlling the error in the photogrammetric solution of the array tip position. Although the selection
and determination of these control points on the telescope body was labor-intensive, the control points
were used in each of the eight camera views used to analyze the eight array tips. In general, a minimum
of six, well-distributed control points are required to analyze each camera view. In addition, at least one
backup control point is required in case lighting or geometry variations, reflections, shadows, etc., appear
in the acquired imagery. Some of the reference points selected a priori, which were believed to be easily
identifiable on the HST, were, in fact, quite difficult to discern in the resultant imagery. For analysis of
solar array tip positions of the HST berthed in the Space Shuttle, the minimum number of required con-
trol points is in the range of 100-150. GSFC provided position data for 132 points.
As each tip position analysis is being performed, the photogrammetric solution should be concurrently
performed on the reference points, and a comparison of the variance of the residuals should be made as a
check of the solution for each analysis case. For SM-2, this was not performed during the mission, but
was checked postflight. If time permits (which it did not during SM-2), a sensitivity analysis can be per-
formed to reduce the photogrammetric solution error by randomly deselecting individual control points
and recalculating the solution error residuals multiple times.
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Finally,futurephotogrammetricanalysesfor eitherHSTor the ISS require additional reference points
located in the Shuttle PLB to supplement reference points on the target body. They are used as verifica-
tion of the camera location and to account for potential Orbiter body on-orbit dimensional distortions.
7.1.5 Lighting
To acquire and measure solar array motion, it was planned to obtain the required imagery when the solar
array was sunlit, with the darkness of space serving as the background. Due to Orbiter attitude opera-
tional requirements, it was not always feasible to obtain imagery under the required lighting conditions.
Since the automated point- and line-tracking algorithms used for the solar array motion analysis were not
operationally robust for tracking dark or silhouetted arrays with the rotating Earth as the background,
there were several cases where the tracking of the motion was lost. This made the analysis process sig-
nificantly more difficult. For cases where attitude requirements or other operational constraints preclude
optimal lighting for imagery acquisition, additional pre-processing of the imagery will likely be required
to enhance the contrast of the tracked object in relation to the background (in this case, the contrast of the
array tip compared to the Earth).
7.2 Analysis
7.2.1 Analysis Techniques and Procedures
Many of the analysis techniques and procedures IS&AG used were developed to analyze a specific type
of imagery in a quick-response mode during mission operations or flight contingency investigations.
The established techniques are often valid for a narrow range of analysis problems and may not be suit-
able for other problems with different geometries, etc. It is recommended that a general review be
conducted of all analysis assumptions (e.g., scale across FOV, pointing, coordinate space conversions,
etc.) and procedures (e.g., ability of the motion tracking algorithm to self-correct for off-nominal condi-
tions, use of lens distortion and calibration data, etc.). This review of the existing set of analysis
techniques will serve to focus additional technique development tasks and to assess potential impacts to
future analysis.
7.2.2 Error Estimation Capability
Before STS-82, IS&AG did not have a well-defined error estimation capability, since many of the analy-
ses performed by the group were quick, one-time, in-flight analyses which characterized Shuttle or
payload anomalies. Some error estimates had been made on previous analyses, but these were rudimen-
tary and not systematic. The measurement of the errors was extremely important for the HST solar array
static twist analyses since, as the static twist measurement error increased, the overall analysis margin for
total allowable array twist was reduced.
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AlthoughtheMonteCarloerroranalysiscapabilitydevelopedfor SM-2(seeSection3)wasausefultool,
it did notaccountfor all measurementerrors. In fact, it onlyaccountedfor errorsassociatedwith the
camerasetup,viewinggeometry,andvehicle/hardwaredistortions.It didnotaccountfor errorsassoci-
atedwith variablelightingandfocus,motionblur, cameralensdistortions,etc. Theerrorestimation
capabilitiesfor futureimageryanalyseshouldbeupgradedtoaccountfor theseimagequalityordistor-
tioneffects.Thisis beingincorporatedintocurrentcapabilityupgrades,alongwiththeability to better
defineandtrack propagated errors.
7.2.3 Analyst Point Selection Variation
The point-of-interest selection variation between the analysts of the array tip static twist imagery---which
was evaluated over five flight days----was low, consistent, and accurately modeled as an input to the
overall measurement error estimate. The analyst-to-analyst variation was less than 1 pixel, which
minimized its contribution to the overall measurement uncertainty.
7.3 Operations
7.3.1 Accuracy of Joint Integrated Simulations
The JISs did not accurately represent the actual mission support and analysis turnaround, in that tasks
were omitted (see 7.1.2 above) which took extensive amounts of time in the actual mission. No specific
recommendation is made here, except to say that each and every mission support step should be
replicated in the JIS, to make sure the actual support gets carried off as planned.
7.3.2 Acquisition Procedure Review With INCO
On-orbit video acquisition procedures were reviewed with the INCO personnel before the mission. The
INCO was responsible for the ground-control of the PLB cameras and the prediction and downlink of
available on-orbit imagery based on Ku-band signal downlink. Having the INCO understand the purpose
and nature of the acquisition requirements greatly improved communications between Mission Control
and the VDAS laboratory, and improved the quality of the on-orbit imagery obtained.
7.3.3 Ku-Band Coverage Availability
The prediction of concurrent Ku-band coverage and proper scene lighting for real-time video downlink
was problematic, especially when the Orbiter was in free-drift attitude control, and impacted both the
array static twist imagery quality and acquisition time. During some daylight passes, there were often
only a few minutes of available Ku-band. Thus, acquiring 10 minutes of array data took as long as 3
hours.
7.3.4 Training
IS&AG staff training before the JISs was well-organized and thorough. However, before the mission,
the training program for the backup personnel was discontinued due to workload and resource limita-
tions. Consequently, there was not a full backup capability during the mission. This meant that the
primary mission support personnel worked two shifts rather than one.
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7.4 Equipment
7.4.1 Camera Selection
Although two MLA cameras were selected as a part of the PLB video complement for operational con-
siderations, the MLA was not well-suited for the photogrammetric measurements of the HST solar array.
This was due both to the narrower FOV of the MLA vs. the CTVC, and the lower signal-to-noise ratio of
the MLA vs. the CTVC.
7.4.2 Camera Calibration
There are lens distortions in the Orbiter CCTV cameras, and these distortions affect the utility of using
the cameras for photogrammetric measurements. For future analyses of this type, the technical charac-
teristics of the CCTV video cameras should be measured and documented. This includes calibration of
the camera principal point and the distortion of the lens for multiple zoom settings.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
IS&AG has conducted numerous imagery analyses in support of spaceflight missions. However, the
scope, precision, and turnaround requirements for the photogrammetric characterization of the HST solar
arrays presented a formidable challenge. In fact, this is likely the first time such precise motion and
position analysis has been conducted on orbit using non-metric, uncalibrated cameras. The principal
results of this work are summarized as follows:
8.1 Conclusions From Static Twist Analyses
• No statistically (or structurally) significant difference was detectable in the solar array twist between
the first (Flight Day 3) and the last (Flight Day 8) day of SM-2.
• Within the ability to estimate the errors in the static twist measurements, there were no appreciable
changes in static twist during SM-2. The results for Flight Days 6 and 7 are discounted, for the
reasons stated in Section 5.2.3.
• The post-mission analysis results for static twist of the solar array tips on Flight Day 8 were
generally comparable to the real-time results.
• Although solar array tips G and H had the largest overall twist, tips A and B had the largest twist in
the most structurally critical direction, as was reported from SM-1 results.
• The required static twist analyses (5 analyses, 8 tips each) were completed within the required turn-
around time of 8 hours from downlink of video data, with one exception. A solution was not
obtained for tips C and D on Flight Day 5. This was due to the camera tilt being greater than 90 deg,
which had not been accounted for in the implementation of the phototheodolite technique.
• Post-mission analyses were performed to provide the "best and final" positions of the static twist
solar array tip positions on Flight Day 8. These were performed with the most robust photogrammet-
ric technique available. However, solutions were not obtained for tips E and F because the control
points were linear in object space, and a solution for the HST rotation could not be determined.
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• Basedonpost-missionanalyses,neitherthereal-timeanalysesnor thepost-missionanalysespro-
videdresultsthatsatisfiedthestated+l.3-inch accuracy requirement for the static twist positions of
the solar array tips. Moreover, the analyses and results make it clear that significant improvements
in the Orbiter onboard camera capabilities would be required to meet the accuracy levels stated in the
requirements. Some improvements can be made by incorporating camera calibrations and improved
control points, etc., in the future, but these measures alone will not suffice to meet future analytical
requirements for this level of accuracy.
• The HST FS&S Project was advised before the mission that the uncertainties in the static twist
measurements would be larger than the requirement. Nevertheless, the HST FS&S Project wanted
the best results that could be obtained, and the results were considered sufficient for the FS&S
Project to make critical real-time decisions regarding the safety of the HST solar arrays.
8.2 Conclusions From Solar Array Motion Analyses
• The required analysis of the out-of-plane amplitudes and frequencies, for two tips of one HST solar
array, was performed for the required VRCS-induced motion on Flight Day 3. In addition, IS&AG
was able to respond to an in-flight requirement to measure the unexpected HST solar array slew that
resulted from the EVA airlock depressurization on Flight Day 8. Both of these solar array motion
analyses were performed within the required 8-hour turnaround time.
• Post-mission analyses were also performed to measure the solar array motion for all required events:
VRCS-induced motion on Flight Day 3
HST start- and end-of-rotation on Flight Day 5
- Airlock depressurization on Flight Day 8
- HST start- and end-of-pivot on Flight Day 8
- HST reboost on Flight Day 8
• Post-mission analyses were performed to determine the peak-to-peak solar array displacements.
Error estimates were also determined for the measured peak-to-peak displacements. The maximum
peak-to-peak displacement for the VRCS event was determined to an accuracy of + 0.15 inches (3¢_)
for tip A and _+0.24 inches (3¢_) for tip B, which is significantly more precise than the required accu-
racy of 0.5 inches (3o) in the amplitude for the VRCS-induced motion. The measured peak-to-peak
displacements were small----only 0.65 and 0.73 inches for the two tips. Moreover, all peak-to-peak
displacements were determined to an accuracy of less than _+0.5 inches (3o), except the airlock
depressurization event (2 tips) and tip F for the start- and end-of-pivot on Flight Day 8.
• The magnitudes of the peak-to-peak deflections for the airlock depressurization event were 6.5 and
9.7 inches. These deflections were much larger than all the other solar array deflections. The next-
largest deflection was 1.4 inches.
• All solar array motion exhibited the dominant frequency at 0.1 Hz as expected.
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8.3 Conclusions on Imagery Acquisition
The pre-mission planning for imagery acquisition was successful. Essentially all data were acquired
as planned. Moreover, the additional requirement for imagery of the solar array slew due to EVA
airlock depressurization was accommodated in real time. Inadequate lighting required only a few
changes in data acquisition plans, and these changes were also accommodated in real time. How-
ever, some lighting and background conditions occurred during the imagery acquisition that
significantly affected the solar array motion measurements.
8.4 Conclusions on Robustness of Methodologies
Specific deficiencies have been noted with regard to SM-2 data acquisition and analysis methodologies.
These deficiencies are:
• An inadequate quantity and distribution of control points common to both images in each static twist
solution not only affected the accuracy of the results, but also the ability to make proper assessments
on the accuracy of the results.
• The phototheodolite technique, although fundamentally sound, is not as robust as the bundle adjust-
ment technique, and did not have the advantages of incorporating weights and constraints and
providing standard errors as part of the solution.
• The Orbiter video cameras were not adequate to meet the requirements for 3D position accuracy at
the precision that was required for HST.
• The Monte Carlo error model used in the validation tests and in the real-time analyses
underestimated the errors in the static twist analyses.
• The line-tracking and point-tracking methods both exhibited a loss of tracking under particularly
adverse conditions of lighting and scene background. However, one of the two methods was always
successful at tracking the array tip.
• The analyses did not include the necessary calibration of camera parameters and corrections for lens
distortions.
8.5 Recommendations
Should similar measurements during SM-3, for other Shuttle payloads, or for ISS be required, the
following recommendations are made:
• Any new or additional Shuttle-borne equipment should consider higher-resolution video cameras for
improved solar array motion results. For improved determination of the positions of features in
object space, consideration should also be given to externally mounted high-resolution digital still
cameras and to internal bracket-mounted film or digital still cameras.
• Given the current complement of Shuttle video cameras, CTVCs should be used for photogrammet-
ric applications. In particular, the narrow FOV and low resolution of the MLA cameras on SM-2
prohibited post-mission calculations of Flight Day 8 coordinates for tips E and F, and resulted in
larger uncertainties for tips C, D, G, and H.
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• Cameras must be calibrated to allow geometric distortion corrections to be incorporated into the
photogrammetric analyses.
• A near-real-time capability using the photogrammetric bundle adjustment for position determinations
should continue to be developed. Additional evaluations and sensitivity analyses should be per-
formed for the specific type of tasks to be encountered. Modifications may be required to improve
or add features to the user interfaces.
• The number and distribution of control points should be improved for the specific camera and object
configurations to support object-oriented camera calibrations, camera resections, scale determina-
tions, bundle adjustments, motion analyses, and accuracy assessment of results.
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Objective
"Validation" of SM-2 solar array static twist
analysis technique and error estimation using
test case data.
SM-2 Solar Array Static Twist
Analysis Requirements
• 3-D position determination of each SA tip.
• Number: 5 analyses, 8 tips per analysis.
• Accuracy: +/- 1 inch.
• Turn-around time: 8 hours.
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Validation Test Case Approaches
Pros I Cons
_l_und Test
GSFC simuL_)r • Full Scale M_wael tff the 11ST Payload Bay sirmflatm i_ not equipped with
provides the pol_tial for high payload hay carnca_ Errors associated with
fidelity replicalion of SM 2 cmlx:ra placem_t lot gTtmnd tests rt_y hinder
ctmditttms validation.
Does mlt simulate on-orbit cffct_
JSC Full Fuselage Trainer (FFT)
JSC Mmxipulat_ Developm_t
Fm'ihty (_F)
• Bisthm / target cwn he setup to
sirrmlate the gconctry expected on
SM 2
• Objects can placed in the simtdalm
with _ffl _ t}f 25 inches
(peri'ormed/(rr O_VS Test.,,).
• Bistem / tmget can he set up u_
suntflam the geometry cxpccled on
SM2
• Forward bulkhead is not gxed to _ cargo
bay secdmaa This ct_mpronrns_ the gnmnd
truth lotions relativc to Ionvmd payload bay
cameras¸ l£s timalcd grotmd truth _v2curacy of
- I to 1.5 mclms
• B_temharget will need _ be prudtv2ed Ior
predsc mmntadon _d Iocmon
• Bistetrdarget will need tu he _ndut_l for
precise orica'uatkm md loc_alon
• Does ra_t sinmlale on-orbit effects¸
Pre.Phmnad On- Orbit Tcsba_
STS gO Orbiter Space Vision
System Target:, (O_VS)
High pre(asion t)f ground truth location
atxaxrmaes (03 inch)
Eatahimage set hm 6targets suilahie for
analysis Each of those largels ITovides
a diffexe_ll lest case¸
Existing On Orbil "_rtd_3
STS 80 is 2 5 months t-,ell)re
from STS - 82 Tins will limil
time available to reslXmd to the
lessons lemned
The p_thlt selocuon method ftrc the
OSVS target is dil ferem thlm _i_
tot SAtip selecuon
Method / Elmpl¢ Pint
P_.Planned On- ()rOll "feltsng
STS _lO Orblla Sp_ ViL_on Sy,t_ • High pnaa_ion of gm_d t_th localion
• l-.a,al image _ct h_ 6 tar_et_ smt_lc for
ana]y_il Each of thole t_gctl provides a
d/ff_l lest cMc
Eli,tlnl_ t)n-orhlt Video
Cenl
• STS g(I it 2 5 montht hefo_ from STS
82 This wi[l limit time available to
_pond to the Ita_)n_ I_d
• T21c poinl _el_tio_: method for the OSVS
t_get i_ &ff_t th_ that for SA t_p
_Cl_LiOn
STS 6g Sp_ Radar Lahtrrato_ (SRL)
payload
STS 75 Tether¢fl Satellite Syst_
STS 76 Orbit= Sp_ wsi_ Syst_
T_gcls IoSVS)
Point t.e_octlons for this payload utihm _me
inl_a'_cction method. This is the s_e method
pl_ned For SM 2
Point scioetmns for this peyload utiht_ line
intomoct_on method. This is the tree method
pl_nod ft_ SM 2
• High p_s, on of $m_d t_th l_lton
_i_ ( 03 mehl
• 1.J_h lmase _et h_ 6 targets suitable for
a_alysi_ Each of thole t_gets proviaes a
d_ fl_Cnl t_ c_e
• Ground trath I_attoa _ of mc rac_
plaffo_ are _nccta_n
• C-round t_th loc_t,on m_ of the
ho,_s _d _apport _ unc_r_mn
• Thc poth, select_ method lot the OSVS
target is daff_l th_ tha_ for SA tip
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Validation Test Case Approaches
McUaed / Ezlmples Pro_ Cons
Ground Test
GSFC sin_la_
JSC Full Fuselage _c_
(FPT)
JSC M,mipulmm
Ucvd_¢n| F a_tiLy (Iv_F)
• Full Scale M_cl of the lIST
p_ovtdcs the poumtial lot high
fidc_ty repl_altem of SM -2
t_ntli_ms
• Bistcm / t_get c_ be sct-up _ •
sL, nu/alz _ gcomcu'y eapcccd on
SM-2
• Oojocts c.31 placed Ln the s_ *
with Im al_ur_y of .25
(PeffoxTued 10r OSVS Tcsts)
BIS t_xl ! targcl c_ I_ set-up to
sxmu]_ _ geom_y expec_ on
SM_2
Pay_ld Bay simula_r is not cquippcd with
payload bay cameras. E_ocs assocml_d w_th
camera placerncnt fo¢ ground tcsts may
hindm validation.
Does no_ smallate tin-orbit ef[ccts,
F o'tw Bid b tx_*]cad is not fixed k) the cargo
bay s_t_ This com_mmses _e
math Ioclions relative to forward payload
bay cm'r,a_. Esmzmxed ground auth
_acy of- I _ 1.5inch..
Bistcm_,_rget will nec(I I_) bc prt_luccd for
p_se ori_numon md kx:a_on
Does nol simub_ m3_rt_ cffccts,
Bistel_llget will nccd I_ be p_ktccd for
_case _-la_ _ md l_aion.
Does nol S_ Oil -O_it cIfc_IA.
Validation Test Case Approaches
M¢thod ¥ EiImpte
P_-Plimned on- Orbit TgItln|
STg 80 Orbxtm Sp_¢ Visi_ Syst_ *
Thrgcts {OSVS_
}bgh p_lion ol gmand t_ locltl_
_1_ (03 inch)
bach _m_e _t h_ _ _trgcts suitable for
_lys_ E_h of th_ targets pmv_dcI a
_t fl_t trot c_
• STS 80 ]i 25 monlha bClorc _mm STS
82 Thli will hmlt umc ,vlulabl¢ to
r_poad to t_e l_*son* l_od
• Thc point tdcc_ion method for the OS VS
Lm_gct tl _hffcnmt Lh_ _hat for SA _,p
Ellltiall On.Orbit Video
ST$ 68 Sp_ Rad_ Llbor_ta_ (SRL)
paylo*d
STS 75 T©t.hcaal Saldlitc Sytt_
STS 7¢, O_,il_ Sp_ v_sion Sys_
T_r_c_ s (OSVS)
• Poinl sdo_toni for thil pnyloed utih_ [inc
infarction method. This is the timc method
pi_aod for SM 2
Point sclCChoni _or tbii paylold utilize linc
mt_ocllon m_hed This it the time m_h_d
pl_ lot SM 2
• Ground Leath Iocallon a¢O_nl<a_ of Ihc radm
pl_.[oxln m_c _='Imn
• C_and truth location _n,_ o_ thc
booml md suppoa an: _nc_n_n
• The point ic2c_xxon mclhod _or thc OS vs
t_gct _ (_ff_1 tb_ t_ for SA lip
sc1_uon
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OSVS Test Case Description
• Orbiter Space Vision System (OSVS)
• Uses array of targets to determine position based on 3D
photogrammetric solution.
• OSVS targets flown on STS-76; located on the Orbiter Docking
System.
• Targets were viewed from cameras A and D.
• Three sets of OSVS views from cameras A and D were analyzed.
• Six targets per view.
• 5-6 reference points per view.
Applicability of Validation Test Case to SM-2
Pros
• Representative video data (on-orbit, overlapping FOV, etc).
• High precision of ground truth location accuracy (0.03 in).
• Each image set has 6 targets suitable for analysis. Each of
those targets provide a different test case.
Cons
• The point selection method for the OSVS targets is different
than that for SA tip selection.
• Different geometry (object distance, camera angular
separation).
• Errors associated with HST rotation are not tested.
• OSVS targets are stationary.
• Acquisition procedure different for SM-2.
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OSVS Validation Test Case
Assumptions & Groundrules
• Scaling & pointing information derived from payload bay
imagery.
• Validation based on comparing measured values to ground truth
locations plus estimated error.
• Error estimate will be calculated using the same technique as
SM-2.
• Error associated with the line tracking and blob analysis are
similar. Both blob analysis and line tracking algorithms use
multiple pixels to determine a point of interest. The resulting
pixel data is accurate to a fraction of a pixel.
OSVS Validation Test Case
Analysis Procedure
• Determine 2-D pixel locations for 5-6 observable reference
points (hand rail edges).
• Perform blob analysis on images of the OSVS targets to
determine the target's 2-D centroid position.
• Determine the angular field-of-view for each camera using
reference points.
• Determine pointing parameters for each camera using reference
points.
• Determine a vector for the Point of Interest (POI) for each
camera.
• Determine the 3-D location of the POI by determining the
intersection of the vectors.
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Im age Set 1
OSVS Validation Test Case
Surveyed and Calculated Target Positions
N_, X Y Z X V Z el Er_f
_ _10 _468 44z_ 7_ 14s7 ,MTs4 o_
6W_ 26_ 44234 7O00O -263 44244 013
6 704Sl .lS6_ 430eB 70446 .15a2 4.1971 0_s
Image Set 2
Tatg_ M_I_
N_b_r X Y Z X Y Z ol Error
1 ;_41_ 146g 447,_B 7134FA) 1478 447_4 068
_41_ 14SS 43977 70_ _4eo 4_014 056
3 _95 2_ 447ss _eo 261 4a_g 056
m91 2sl ,u2_A roT/ .255 4_7 03_
5 7O461 1583 44719 70370 kiss6 447s0 100
s 7c461 .156_ 43=_ 704¸22 _s3_ =_.10_7 052
Image Set 3 Nut_ X Y Z X v Z ¢_Er_
1 70419 146_ 447_ 70416 1423 4472_ 107
2 70419 14_ 43_77 70521 14_ 43_7g _0
3 S_B_ 2m _A7e6 700_ 266 447sl 100
4 _1 -26_ _ 7O091 .2_ 44224 10_
s 704e_ lss3 4471g 70653 lSaO _4 too
e 7046_ _sst 43_ee _6 .153_ ,13_ 100
Note: Orbrter PLB Coordinate System All dimensions in inches
Error Model Description
• Monte Carlo error analysis methodology.
• Input variables modified by addition of randomly
generated, normally distributed errors.
• Multiple iterations performed, with statistics collected
on output position values.
• Output errors shown as three standard deviations of
iteration results.
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Solar Array Static Twist Error Model
Input Errors
Error Source Contributors
Reference Points
OSVS Reference
Image Point
Selection
Amount Comments
Interface Control Document
Fabrication Specs 0.03 in ICD-3-0045-03
Orbiter Distortion 0.1 in Provided by CVS
Shuttle Orbiter/Cargo
Attach Point Tolerances 0.177 in Standard Interface ICD-2-
19001 Section 3.3.1.2.1
Survey Accuracies 0.03 in Provided by CVS
Operator Error 2 pixels 1S&AG estimate
Blob Analysis Error 0.15 pixels ]IS&AG estimate
OSVS Validation Test Case
Predicted and Calculated Errors
Predicted Error
Image Set 1 Target
Number X Y Z
1 0.61 050 0.53
2 0.61 0.50 U.52
3 0.59 0, S0 0.52
4 061 050 051
5 0.68 053 0.54
6 0.67 0.53 0.52
Image Set 2 Target
N umber X Y Z
1 004 051 0,56
2 0 63 051 053
3 06] 0.51 0,56
4 0_63 0.51 0.54
5 0 68 0.54 0.56
6 0.67 0.53 0.54
Image Set 3 Target
Number X Y Z
l 067 0 52 0.56
2 066 0.52 0.53
3 061 (152 0.54
4 059 1152 (152
5 063 0.53 (]54
6 [164 053 I1.53
C alc ul ated/S urv ey Comparis o n
Error
X Y Z X Y Z
045 012 0.26 In In In
0.45 0.09 0,16 In In In
0.12 0.13 0.20 In In In
0.09 0, 02 0.10 In In In
0.43 0.03 0.09 In In In
0.16 0.18 0.04 In In In
X Y Z X Y Z
0.40 0.10 0.56 In In Out
0.40 0 14 O, 37 In In In
0 15 0,08 0.53 In In In
0.14 0.(16 0.33 In In In
091 (I.07 0.41 Out In In
0 39 0 30 O. 19 In In In
X Y Z X Y g
0.97 0.45 0.09 Out In In
1.02 0.40 0.01 Out In In
0.98 0.14 0.15 Oul In In
LOO 0.02 0 IO t3Ul In In
0.92 0 30 0 24 Oul In In
0.95 0.29 0 06 OUt In In i
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Summary of OSVS Validation Test Case
Results
• Error between surveyed and calculated positions ranged from
0.13 to 1.10 inches, with a mean of 0.67 inches.
• Targets 3 & 4 were less skewed in the image, and therefore
exhibited lower error.
• Image set 3 considered an "off-nominal" case. Lighting and
focus were less than optimal (-50% less sharp, compared to
image sets 1 and 2).
• Error model correctly acccounts for geometric variations, but
does not, in general, account for poor image quality.
• In general, error model agrees with calculated error. However,
error model underpredicts estimated error in off-nominal
conditions.
HST SM-2 Error Estimate
• Same input error assumptions as validation test case.
• One analysis geometry analyzed (SA tips A&B, using
PLB cameras B and D).
• Initial error analysis estimated to be 3.8 inches.
• Minor changes to acquisiton and analysis procedures
reduced error to 2.8 inches.
• Errors expected to be reduced further through
procedure changes.
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Open Issues/Concerns
• On-orbit distortions still need to be modeled (RI-DNY
analysis of STS-82 configuration in work). Current
error model likely underestimates.
• Error model does not currently account for camera
lens distortions. Data to be obtained from Canadians
and incorporated into SM-2 analysis procedures.
• Acquisition and analysis procedures to be revised to
reduce static twist analysis errors.
Summary
• Validation test case valuable exercise for reviewing
data acquisition and analysis techniques and
upgrading error modeling.
• Predicted error for validation case mostly agrees with
the measured error.
• Based on new model, estimated SM-2 analysis
accuracy does not currently meet the requirement of 1
inch.
• Acquisition and analysis procedures under review.
• Accounting for additional input errors may be warranted.
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Backup Charts
General Error Sources for 3-D Triangulation
Calculation Parameters Error Source
Scale
Camera Pointing
(Azimuth & Elevation)
Point Selection
• Reference point selection error.
• Number of reference points.
• Position uncertainty of scaling
reference features.
• Magnitude of angle subtended by
planned scaling points.
_o Reference point selection error.
• Position uncertainty of pointing
re ference features.
• Number ofreference points.
• Point of interest selection error.
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OSVS Test Case Video
Shuttle Mission STS-76
Image Sct
Calllcra
View Tape Number
One Camera A 612028
Camera D 612028 84:21:45:45
Two Camera A 612029 84:18:13:53
Camera D 612028 84:21:33:40
Three Camera A 612029 84:19:46:56
Camera D 6 12029 84:19:50:47
Time(GMT)
Da_:Hour:Min:Sec
84:21:33:00
OSVS Target Locations
Target
Number
I
2
X
704.19
704.19
699.95
699.91
704.61
704.60
Y
14.69
14.66
2.68
-2.61
-15.63
-15.61
Z
447.28
439.77
447.66
442.34
447.19
439.68
Note: Orbiter PLB Coordinate System. All dimensions in inches.
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OSVS Test Case
ODS Support Truss Reference Point Locations
Standoff Standoff
Xo (in) Yo (in) Zo (in) Xo (in) Yo (in) Zo (in)
Post Post
A 706.79 -86.36 420.48 L 695.99 77.91 420.23
B 734.90 -86.36 420.48 M 695.99 45.79 420.23
C 754.77 -80.02 413.61 N 695.99 -45.79 420.23
O 695.99 -77.91 420.23
D 769.28 -47.50 413.61
P 757.31 -35.61 420.08
E 772.93 -29.71 413.61 Q 743.19 -35.61 420.08
F 772.93 0.00 413.61 R 720.01 -35.61 420.08
G 772.93 29.71 413.61 S 705.89 -36.61 420.08
H 766.36 54.06 413.61 T 757.31 35.61 420.08
I 754.77 80.02 413.61 U 743.19 35.61 420.08
J 734.91 86.36 420.48 V 720.01 35.61 420.08
K 706.79 86.36 420.43 W 705.89 35.61 420.08
Reference Points on Orbiter Docking System Truss
v -/F K
N
O
--Q
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Appendix B: Solar Array Motion Feasibility Study
and Proof of Concept
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STS-82 HST/SM-2 Solar Array Motion Assessment Feasibility Study
JSC Image Science & Analysis Group
During the Hubble Space Telescope's (HST' s) second servicing mission, a reboost test will be performed
whose purpose is to determine the HST solar array response to reaction control subsystem (RCS) firings.
The purpose of the solar array motion assessment is to photogrammetrically determine the amplitude and
frequency of the HST solar array motion during the reboost test. This 'quick look' study addresses the
basic geometry and camera limitations involved in this analysis to determine the feasibility of performing
the required analysis using payload bay (PLB) cameras.
GRAF Laboratory--Field of View Visualizations
Using a CAD (computer-aided design) model of the HST obtained from Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC), Lorraine Hancock of the Graphics Research and Analysic Facility (GRAF) laboratory created 16
images for visualizing the field-of-view (FOV) range for each of the Shuttle payload bay cameras. For
each camera position, four views were generated: color television camera (CTVC)_full-in, CTVC_full-
out, monochrome lens assembly (MLA)_full-in, MLA_full-out. The images were centered about the outer
tip of the edge of the solar array closest to each camera. These images acted both as an aid in visualizing
the situation as well as bounding the available FOVs from each camera position.
Data Collection
Using the GRAF system, positional information was extracted from each comer of each solar array in the
Orbiter coordinate system. These data points were extracted with the solar arrays in the nominal
experiment position (approximately parallel to Orbiter XY plane). Payload bay camera positions were
obtained from Orbiter drawings.
Assumptions
For the purposes of this 'quick look' analysis, some basic assumptions were made to simplify the problem:
• The HST and solar arrays will be in the nominal position.
• The solar array motion will be primarly along the Orbiter Zo axis.
• The overall magnitude of the solar array motion will be small compared to the spreader bar length.
• Downlink will be available during the reboost tests.
Basic Analysis Approach
A basic analysis approach was determined. The basic plan is to acquire imagery of both tips of a solar
array edge (i.e., a spreader bar). The camera FOV should be set to maximize the resolution while
maintaining both tips in the FOV. The torsion component can then be separated from the other
components through comparison of the motion between the two tips. The other three components will be
differentiated in the frequency domain. System motion should be well separated from bistem bending in
the frequency domain, and the array slippage should come through as broad band noise.
Calculations Performed
An attached spreadsheet shows the results of calculations performed in support of this study along with a
brief explanation of the meaning of each column in the spreadsheet. (It should be noted that GSFC has not
yet confirmed the CAD verification calculations.) The primary calculations were:
B-2
• Distancefromeachcamerato eachsolararraycorner.
• Aspectangleof expectedmotionfromeachcamerato eachsolararraycorner.
• RequiredFOVsizeforeachcameralookingateachspreaderbar.
• Smallestresolvablemotionateachsolararraytip fromeachcamera.
Findings
The pointing criteria in the original GRAF FOV visualizations were based on the assumption that the
highest accuracy would come from a camera looking at the solar array edge to which it was closest. The
calculations show that this assumption was not true, due mainly to the aspect angle and to the versatility of
the camera focal lengths. Basically, the primary limitation to resolution was determined to be the viewing
angle. Because of this, the highest resolution (on the order of 0.25 inches/pixel) will be obtained by
looking at the solar array edge furthest away from the camera. However, the resolution is still sufficient to
do the analysis even if forced to use the closest solar array edge.
Summary of findings:
• Both CTVC and MLA FOVs are sufficient to perform the task.
• The primary limitation to resolution is view angle.
• Minimum resolvable motion is more than sufficient to perform the task.
• The analysis system will be versatile enough to adapt to dynamic on-orbit situations.
Issues to be Addressed During Analysis Technique Definition
This 'quick look' study was not an in-depth study of the problem. It looked strictly at the basic geometry
and camera limitations to determine the overall feasibility of the task. There are several issues that will
have to be addressed during the analysis technique definition phase of this project. Obviously, all of the
assumptions mentioned above will have to be examined for validity. In addition, the following issues will
have to be addressed:
• Lighting
• Feature extraction from background
• Magnitude of expected motion and ramifications on solar array edge visibility
• Turnaround time for near-real-time response
• Method for dynamic determination of camera/solar array tip combination to use for analysis (i.e., if the
situation is other than nominal, how to quickly choose current best data collection)
• Expected accuracies of motion study (i.e., throughput accuracy)
For further information contact:
Mike Gaunce
NASA-JSC
(713) 483-5153
gaunce@snmail.jsc.nasa.gov
Clyde A. Sapp
Lockheed ESC
(713) 483-5141
sapp@snmail.jsc.nasa.gov
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Hubble Space Telescope
Solar Array Motion
Proof-of-Concept Analysis
October 19, 1995
Introduction
An altitude reboost of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is required during Servicing Mission 3 (SM-
3), currently manifested for late 1999, to maintain full vehicle operational capability. The reboost will
be performed using a select set of Shuttle primary reaction control subsystem (PRCS) thrusters with the
HST in a berthed configuration with the solar arrays deployed. Analytic studies indicate negative
structural margins for the solar arrays under most closed-loop reboost options. Other studies, however,
indicate positive structural margins for all vehicle structures (with the solar arrays being the most
critical structure) under reboost conditions using short-duration PRCS thruster firings in an open-loop
scenario (i.e., no attitude error or rate correction firings). To correlate and reduce the uncertainty
factors in the analytic models, a reboost confidence test is required for Servicing Mission 2 (SM-2)
planned for February 1997. The test will involve a series of increasing-duration PRCS thruster firings
using selected jets, which have been shown analytically to provide the highest solar array structural
margins. The PRCS thruster firings will induce motion of the solar arrays and subsequent deflection of
the solar array bistem tips. The magnitude of the bistem tip displacement can be directly mapped to the
solar array structural load margin. Video analysis of the motion will be used in near-real-time to
determine bistem tip displacements after each PRCS thruster firing. This data will in turn be used to
assess the structural margin of the solar array and to determine whether to increase the duration of the
subsequent thruster firings.
The Image Science and Analysis Group (IS&AG) has completed a proof-of-concept analysis of the
motion of a solar array on the HST during SM-l on [Space Transportation System, or Shuttle Flight]
STS-61. This analysis was designed to assess the accuracy of similar measurements planned for SM-2.
This document presents the results of this analysis and a discussion of the relationship between SM-1
and SM-2 results. The goal of the analysis has been to assess the accuracy achievable from the video
analysis technique and identify technical or procedural issues required to improve the accuracy or
speed of the SM-2 analysis. Future efforts will address the technical concerns of the requested data
reduction turnaround time.
Video Screenin2
Approximately 14 hours of video from SM-I were screened to find solar array motion. Several video
sequences were identified which displayed some motion. The interval selected for the proof-of-concept
analysis was chosen based on the magnitude of the visible motion and the relative quality of the
imagery over the analysis interval. The view used had a background consisting primarily of the cloud
cover on the Earth. The variation in this background during the analysis sequence suggested the use of
an internal feature of the solar array which was parallel with the solar array tip. An interface between
two different colors of solar array material was used instead. This interface provided a relatively low
contrast, which increased the data collection error.
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Theproof-of-conceptanalysisuseda48-secondintervalof videofromOrbit#32startingat
338:11:42:33UTC(coordinateduniversaltime). TheHSTwasberthedwiththesolararraysoriented
approximatelyperpendicularto theOrbiterPLB. Thevideowasrecordedinasplit-screenmodeduring
thisinterval.Figure1showsarepresentativeframefromtheanalyzedsequence.Thelefthalfof the
splitscreenwasfromOrbiterPLBcameraB (portaftcomerof PLB)viewingthetopendof the+V2
solararrayontheportside.Therighthalfof theviewwasfromcameraC(starboardaftcomerof
PLB)of thehighestendof the-V2solararrayonthestarboardside.Theviewof the+V2solararray
wasnotusedduetonoticeablebendingortwistingalongthespanof thearray.The-V2solararray
edgewasvisiblefromcameraCsothisviewwasusedfor analysis.
Image Analysis Technique
The digital images used for the analysis were digitized from video using an Abekas digital disk
recorder. This digital recorder converts video signals into 720x486 arrays of 16-bit color which are
accessible by computer. The resulting image has non-square pixels, so appropriate corrections had to
be made to produce accurate scaling information. Only the intensity information was used for each
image for processing speed improvements.
Image analysis techniques which had been used in previous IS&AG analysis tasks were tailored and
integrated into a program to complete the analysis on a frame-by-frame basis. The program first
applies a Gaussian edge detection algorithm to each image. The result is a monochrome image with
intensity values based on the gradients of the values in the input image.
A sliding window technique was used to identify a solar array edge to be tracked. The motion of this
edge on the image was used to calculate the real-world motion of the solar array. Monochrome
intensity values inside the window were thresholded to produce a binarized image. The x and y image
coordinates of the "on" pixeis in the window were used in the calculation of a linear least-squares line
fit. The slope and y-intercept of the line fit was the output of the image analysis algorithm.
GSFC supplied the Orbiter coordinates of the solar array end points for SM-1. These values were
calculated under the assumption of a fully extended solar array along the Orbiter Z-axis (straight up)
with no twist or bend. A rotational offset of the solar array by approximately 2.5 deg and some
twisting of the solar array were expected. (The amount of twist was not available at the time of this
analysis so these numbers were not corrected.) The possible impacts to the precision and accuracy will
be addressed during the discussion of the error considerations.
The motion of the solar array edge in image coordinates was determined by using the slope and y-
intercept from the output of the image analysis algorithm discussed previously. The x-coordinates for
the endpoints of the line segment defining the solar array edge on the first analyzed image were used in
the linear equation to determine a y-coordinate for each endpoint for each frame. Since the motion of
the solar array edge was not entirely vertical on the image, a constant correcting factor was applied to
the measured motion to correct the motion values.
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Figure 1: Frame of video from Servicing Mission 1 used in proof-of-concept analysis.
Results
Figure 2 presents the results of the proof-of-concept analysis for both the left and right comers of the
solar array. The maximum deflection for both measurements is near the start of the analyzed interval
with a magnitude of approximately 1 inch.
The measured motion was expected in general to resemble a damped sinusoid function. Figures 3 and
4 compare the measured motion to a fit of a damped sinusoid function for both the left and right
corners of the top of the -V2 solar array.
Research has indicated that the interval of video used for the proof-of-concept analysis coincided with
Orbiter RCS firings. Specifically, thruster information JSC's Structures and Mechanics Division
provided indicates that thrusters L5D and R5D were active for 2 seconds before and 2 seconds into the
analysis interval. Due to these thruster firings during the early portion of the analyzed interval, the first
3 seconds of the measured data were not used to calculate the line fit. This explains the poor fit during
this period. The divergence of corner E from the measurements of corner F and the damped sinusoid
line fit at the end of the analysis interval is not yet fully understood. The information from the
Structures and Mechanics Division shows no other thruster firings in the analyzed time interval. Other
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possibilitiesfor causingthisdivergenceincludeastronautactivity,reconfigurationof the solar array,
thermal effects, or camera motion.
The frequency of the sinusoid component of the least-squares fit was determined to be 0.097 Hz for
comer E and 0.098 Hz for comer F. A fast Fourier transform was also run on both sets of measured
data. This frequency analysis showed a peak in both signals at a frequency of 0.087 Hz, with a
frequency resolution of approximately 0.029 Hz. The frequencies determined from the damped
sinusoid line fits agree with the dominant frequency of the frequency analysis to the available
resolution. Another peak in the frequency analysis occurred at a frequency of around 0.3 Hz. This is
near the expected frequency of the HST body motion, but the magnitude at this frequency was barely
distinguishable from the higher frequency noise. If other modes of motion exist in the measured signal,
it is less than approximately 0.09 inches. Efforts to identify a higher frequency using a multiple
damped sinusoid function with two harmonics instead of one were not successful.
Errors
This section discusses the errors expected from the SM-I proof-of-concept analysis. These errors are
calculated using data specific to the SM-1 mission. Included in this information are the solar array
configurations (perpendicular to the PLB) and the camera used. The errors expected for SM-2 were
also calculated. SM-2 will have a different solar array configuration (parallel to the PLB) which will
change many of the camera parameters. An additional consideration is that SM- 1 only offered a half-
screen view. The SM-2 mission might provide full-screen views for analysis, which would lower the
expected errors. These differences will cause differences in the expected errors. The following
discussion tries to explain the factors that went in to the error assessment.
The error considerations in this analysis are of two types. The first is a random noise component in the
data collection procedure with respect to the location of the solar array edge in the image. This
analysis uses an edge-detection technique to define the edge of the solar array. The use of multiple
pixels achieves a resolution of less than 1 pixel. The SM-1 proof-of-concept analysis used
approximately 200 pixels. The associated data collection error was 0.08 inches. The same data
collection error would hold for SM-2 in the half-screen mode if the same number of pixels were
available. For the full-screen mode with twice the number of available pixeis, the data collection error
would drop to 0.03 inches. This value is constant for a specified viewing angle and camera resolution,
and would not change if the magnitude of solar array motion changed.
Table 1: Errors in Data Collection
Half-screen View Full-screen View
I Error 0.08 0.03 inches
The other type of error is the uncertainty in the calculation of scale (conversion from measured
distances on the image to real world values). Because this error is an error in a conversion factor from
pixeis to inches, the absolute error in inches will increase if more motion is visible on the image. For
the following calculations, the peak-to-peak motion for SM-1 was assumed to be 2 inches (derived
from analysis). The peak-to-peak motion for SM-2 was assumed to be 6 inches (maximum expected
from structural models). This results in a higher absolute error for the SM-2 analysisthan the similar
values for SM-1, even though the error in scale remains the same.
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A simplescalingmethodwasusedtodeterminethescalefortheSM-I analysis.Thisinvolvedthe
comparisonof thesizeof thespreaderbarontheimageto itsknownlength(113.5inches).Some
assumptionsaboutthelocationandorientationof thespreaderbarrelativeto thecamerawere
necessary.Thesourcesof scalingerrorandtheircurrentlyassumedboundsforthisanalysiswere
derivedfromtheexpectedaccuracyof atriangulationdeterminationof thesolararraygeometry.Table
2presentsheresultingerrorvaluesforthesimplescalingmethod.
Table 2: Scaling Errors for Simple Scaling Method
SM-1 Half-screen SM-2 Half-screen SM-2 Full-screen
Image coordinates 0.02 0.06 0.03
Camera-solar array edge 0.03 0.06 0.06
distance
0.06 0.16 0.16Scaling foreshortening
Motion foreshortenin_
Total scaling error
0.01
0.12
0.04
0.32
0.04
0.29
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
(Calculations assume solar array edge motion of 2 inches for SM- 1 and 6 inches for SM-2.)
Table 3 presents the error assessments for SM-2 based on the use of a more advanced scaling method.
The use of this procedure greatly improves the accuracy of the analysis and is currently considered
necessary to achieve the motion accuracy requested. The use of this more advanced method to
determine scale instead of the simple scaling method used for the proof-of-concept analysis would
eliminate entirely the impact of the scaling foreshortening error to the calculations. Methods of
calculating the array configuration on orbit are being considered to improve the error in the solar array
edge location.
Table 3: Scaling Errors for More Advanced Scaling Method
SM-2 Half-screen SM-2 Full-screen
Image coordinates 0.02 0.01 inches
Camera-solar array edge distance 0.06 0.06 inches
Motion foreshortening 0.04 0.04 inches
Total scaling error 0.12 0.11 inches
(Calculations assume solar array edge motion of 6 inches for SM-2.)
Table 4 presents the total error assessment including random noise and scaling considerations. The
scaling error considerations included assumptions about the accuracy with which the solar array
geometry is known. If the solar array geometry is known to a greater accuracy than is assumed in these
calculations, the error assessments would improve.
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Table 4: Total Error Assessment
SM-1 Half SM-2 Half SM-2 Full SM-2 Half SM-2 Full
Scaling method simple simple simple advanced advanced
Data collection error 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.08 0.03 inches
Scaling error 0.12 0.32 0.29 0.12 0.11 inches
Total error 0.20 0.40 0.32 0.20 0.14 inches
9.7 6.7 5.3 3.3 2.3 percentPercentage of motion
Correlation of Proof-of-Concept to Servicing Mission 2 Analysis
To correlate the results of this analysis to those expected on the 2nd servicing mission, the changes in
geometry, equipment, and data acquisition procedure need to be considered.
The major changes in component configuration for this mission are that the HST body will be tilted in
the PLB and the solar arrays will be approximately parallel with the PLB. This changes the distance
from the camera to the solar array tips. The percentage of the FOV occupied by the solar array edge
provided a good balance between maximizing the size of the spreader bar in the image and allowing for
motion inside the available viewing window. A similar FOV was assumed for the SM-2 error
calculations.
The change in the relative location of the solar array edge and the camera will change the sensitivity of
the scaling calculations due to location error. The sensitivity will be lower for a camera view of the
solar array edge which is farthest away from the camera. The viewing angle also effects this
sensitivity. This indicates that the camera farthest from the solar array tip being measured should be
used to reduce the sensitivity of the calculations to the location error.
The decision to use a full screen or a half screen will need to be based on a trade-off between the screen
resolution and the number of views recorded. Using full-screen views provides an error improvement
due to improved resolution. Using the half-screen views allows for the recording of more views. If a
half-screen view is used instead of a full-screen view, the image resolution decreases by a factor of 2.
The impact of this resolution decrease on the error assessment is a 0.06-inch increase in the solar array
motion error.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The data used in the proof-of-concept analysis offered a view of the solar array edge with a background
consisting primarily of the cloud cover on the Earth. The variation in this background during the
analysis sequence suggested the use of an internal feature of the solar array which was parallel with the
solar array tip. An interface between two different colors of solar array material was used instead.
This interface provided a relatively low contrast, which increases the data collection error. For SM-2,
IS&AG is requesting the use of darkened space as a background. This will provide a higher and more
consistent contrast along the edge being tracked. Quantitatively assessing the resulting improvement is
difficult considering the other factors to be modeled including lighting and camera configuration.
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Toimprovetheaccuracyof themeasurementsof thesolararraymotion,werecommendthatadifferent
scalingprocedurebeusedfor thereboostest.Thisprocedurewouldbeexecutedbeforeinitiatingthe
arraymotionfiringsandwouldrequirethatthecamerafocallengthnotbechangeduringtheduration
of thetest.Thegeneralnatureof thecalibrationis to acquireacameraviewof anobjectof known
geometryandlocationrelativeto thecamera.Thisviewwouldmoreaccuratelydeterminethescaling
of theviewthanthetechniqueusedin theproof-of-conceptanalysis.Thefeaturesusedin thescaling
techniquehavenotbeendefined.It ispreferredthatthefeaturesbedistributedacrosstheFOVas
completelyaspossible.Theplacingof targetsatpre-definedpositionscouldassistwiththis
calculation.Thiswill beinvestigatedfurtherin theanalysistechniquedevelopmentphase.An
accuracyimprovementof 0.15inchesfor a6-inchpeak-to-peakdeflectionof thesolararrayis expected
if thedifferentscalingprocedureisused.
Anon-orbitsolararraygeometrycalculationbeforeeachreboosttestwouldimprovetheaccuracyof
theanalysisresults.If solararraygeometrywereavailablefromanothersourcetoanequalorgreater
accuracy,thisprocedurewouldnotberequired.Thesolararrayedgemotionaccuracyimprovement
producedwill bedependentontheerrorsexpectedfromthegeometrycalculation.If theexpected
errorsin thesolararraygeometryaredecreasedbyafactorof2,anaccuracyimprovementof 0.11
inchesisexpectedrelativeto thevaluespresentedin theprecedingtables.
AcquiringRCSfiring informationgreatlyimprovedthepost-measurementinterpretationof theresults
of theproof-of-conceptanalysis.AccessingthisinformationaftertheSM-1missionproveddifficult.
Knowledgeof theRCSactivitywouldfacilitatethenear-real-timeanalysisandbehelpfultointerpret
theovernightanalysis.IS&AGrequiresnear-real-timeinformationonthethrusterfiring timestoassist
with thecoordinationof thenear-real-timeanalysis.Thepost-missionanalysiswill requirea logof
moredetailedthrusterfiringinformationto assist with the interpretation of the analysis results.
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Appendix C: SM-1 Analysis
C-!
Hubble Space Telescope
Solar Array Motion Analysis from Servicing Mission #1
JSC Image Science & Analysis Group
April 1996
I. Introduction
During the second Hubbic Space Telescope (HST) servicing mission (SM-2) on STS-82, currently scheduled for
February 1997, the HST will be captured and serviced. The Image Science and Analysis Group (IS&AG) of the
Johnson Space Center Earth Science Branch (SN5) has been tasked with providing analysis of the deflections of the
HST solar array (SA) bistems under different loading conditions. This analysis will be performed using video
imagery as the primary data source.
In FY95, IS&AG completed a proof-of-concept (POC) analysis of SA motion on the HST from video acquired
during the first servicing mission (SM-1) on STS-61. The goal of the analysis was to assess the accuracy achievable
from the video analysis technique and to identify technical and procedural issues that could affect similar
measurements planned for SM-2.
After completion of the POC analysis, IS&AG was requested to perform analysis on additional SM- 1 video data as a
means of refining the structural dynamics models of the HST SAs. This document presents the results of this
analysis. The primary goal of the analysis was to provide accurate data from video analysis techniques, but it also
served to identify technical and procedural issues that can affect the accuracy and speed of the planned SM-2
analysis.
II. Approach
The SA motion analysis consisted of three basic parts:
I. Video screening - determining what data to analyze.
2. Data collection - performing edge detection & tracking in the image coordinate system.
3. Data analysis - converting image positional information into real-world measurements (relative
displacement in inches).
A. Video Screening
The first step in performing the additional SM-I analysis was to locate video segments from the SM-I mission that
would permit SA motion analysis. A video scene-list search revealed 78 possible video segments from STS-61. All
video segments were assessed for the qualities of camera steadiness, SA tip coverage, and segment length. Of the
videos viewed, 8 were considered sufficient for analysis. The best analysis candidate turned out to be the video
segment which included the previously analyzed imagery for the POC study. After discussions of the available
options with Mr. Greg Frazier (Goddard Space Flight Center), an agreement was reached to perform the analysis on
the full length of that video segment.
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Thevideousedfortheanalysiswasa23-minute,19-secondi tervalofcontinuousvideostartingat
338:11:37:33.696UTC(coordinateduniversaltime).Throughoutthissegment,theHSTwasberthedwiththeSAs
orientedapproximatelyperpendiculartotheOrbiterpayloadbay.Thevideowasrecordedinasplit-screenmode
duringthisinterval.FigureIshowsarepresentativeframefromtheanalyzedsequence.Thelefthalfofthesplit
screenwasfromOrbiterpayloadbaycameraB (portaftcomerofpayloadbay)viewingthetopendofthe+V2SA
ontheportside.TherighthalfoftheviewwasfromcameraC(starboardaftcomerofpayloadbay)oftheupperend
ofthe-V2SAonthestarboardside.Theviewofthe+V2SAwasnotusedforanalysisduetonoticeablebendingor
twistingalongthespanofthearray,whichcausedthespreaderbartobepartiallyobscured.Thespreaderbaronthe
-V2SAedgewasvisiblefromcameraC,whichpermittedthisviewtobeusedfortheanalysis.
Figure 1: Frame of video from Servicing Mission 1 used in motion analysis.
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B. Data Collection
During the initial POC analysis, a prototype data collection software package was developed. This package made
use of existing subroutines and functions, with some rapidly developed software to tie them all together. The
software performed the tasks of edge tracking and data collection well, but had several primary limitations:
Dependency on specialized image processing hardware which caused the majority of the video digital analysis
system (VDAS) laboratory processing capabilities to be allocated to this operation. This severely limited
resource availability to other users of the VDAS laboratory when the motion analysis software was running.
• A laborious user interface, which resulted in excessive labor hours and opportunities for human errors.
• Hardware limitations which forced the maximum length of a video sequence processed to be 1615 frames of
video (53.8 seconds).
Due to the massive quantities of data involved in the analysis of 23 minutes of video (approximately 42,000 images
or 28 gigabytes of digital data), it was imperative that these limitations be addressed before attempting to perform
additional analyses. A revised software package was developed, based on the initial prototype, which attempted to
resolve the shortcomings of the prototype software. The new software package, named ABMOTION, performed all
of the necessary calculations independent of the specialized image analysis hardware. This enabled the analysis
program to be run continually with minimal impact to other VDAS users. The user interface was drastically
improved, not only in the ease of use, but in reduction of the amount of required human interaction. The analysis
sequence length limitations imposed by our Abekas A66 digital disk recorder (maximum storage of 1615 frames) can
be overcome only through the addition of extra hardware, so the software was written to enable communications
between data sets. This permitted processing of multiple data sets with no loss of analysis information.
The analysis algorithm has remained fundamentally unchanged between the POC study and the current analysis. The
algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. Gaussian Filter - smoothes the image slightly, reducing video noise.
2. Canny Filter - gradient edge detector, results in edge information output as intensities proportional to the gray
scale gradient.
3. Threshold binarization - discriminates between "on" and "off' pixels based on a gray scale threshold value.
4. Least Squares Linear Fit - "On" pixels within the current search window are used to find the best fitting straight
line.
5. Preparation for next frame - Center search window for next frame about fitted line and output results of current
frame.
The analyst performed the data collection by following these steps:
1. Transfer a 1615 frame block of video from the Sony DVR-20 digital videotape recorder to Abekas A66.
2. Determine starting frame on A66.
3. Transcribe timing information to checksheet.
4. Start ABMOTION software.
5. When run is done, verify tracking results.
6. Prepare for next run.
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TheAbekasA66digitaldiskrecorderhasamaximumstoragecapacityof 1615videoframes,whichforcesthevideo
processingtobeperformedindiscrete"loads"of1615framesorless.A totalof 12"loads"wereprocessedthrough
thisportionoftheanalysis.Toreducethethroughputtime,onlyeveryfourthframeofthedatawasusedinthe
analysis.Theresultantdatasampleratewas7.5samples/second.Theprimaryimpactofthisreductioni sampling
rateisalossoftheabilitytodetectmotionswithfrequencieshigherthan3.75Hz.Sincetheexpectedmotionshave
anoscillationfrequencyontheorderof0.1Hz,it wasdecidedthathereductioni sampleratewouldhavea
minimalimpactontheusefulnessofthedata.
ThedatatransferbetweentheDVR-20andtheA66isdigitalinnature,buttheinitiationofthetransferismanual.
ThiscausedthepositionofthebeginningframeforeachloadontheA66tobesemi-arbitrary.Theanalystelected
theproperframeviatheUTCtimecode,which adbeeninsertedintoeachframewhentheD2tapewasoriginally
dubbed.Thistimecodenabledcorrelationofoneloadtothenext,aswellasverifyingdatatransferrates.Itwas
discoveredduringthefirstloadthatthetransferratebetweenthetwodeviceswasnotalwaysconstant,sothetime
displayedonselectedframesthroughouteachprocessedloadwasmanuallydocumented.Thesetimeswerethen
enteredintoaspreadsheet,theframerateswereverified,andtheresultantdatawasusedlatertotiethepositional
databacktoreal-worldUTC.
Forthefirstvideoload,theanalystmanuallyselectedtheapproximatelocationoftheedgestobetracked,andthe
programfoundtheexactlocationoftheedges.Forsubsequentloads,theprogramusedtheedgepositionsfromthe
lastframeprocessedonthepreviousload.Ingeneral,oncetheanalysisparametershavebeendefinedforagiven
videosequence,theydonotneedtobemodifiedagainthroughouttherestoftheprocessing.
Afterthedatacollectionportionoftheanalysis,it wasdiscoveredthatahardwareproblemexistedinthelink
betweentheSonyDVR-20andtheAbckasA66.Thisproblemresultedinashiftingoftheimagepositionat
infrequentrandomintervals.Theeffectofthisontheoutputsoftheedge-trackingsoftwarewastocauseoccasional
spikesofbaddatapoints.Duetothenatureofthetrackingalgorithm,asinglebadframecanaffecthedataresults
forseveralframesfollowing.Thebaddatapoints,includingthefollowingaffectedframes,wereremovedbyhand.
Thefinalnumberofoutputdatapointswas7654.
C. Data Analysis
The length of the available video sequence was 23 minutes, 19 seconds, but due to manual camera parameter
changes and lighting changes at the beginning and ending of the video segment, only 18 minutes, 5 seconds of data
were completely analyzed. The final analysis segment covered the period from 338:11:39:51.20 to 338:11:57:56.40
UTC.
The motion of the SA edge in image coordinates was determined by using the slope and y-intercept from the output
of the edge-tracking algorithm discussed previously. The x-coordinates for the endpoints of the line segment
defining the SA edge on the first analyzed image were used in the linear equation to determine a y-coordinate for
each endpoint for each frame. Since the motion of the SA edge was not entirely vertical on the image, a constant
correcting factor based on the overall average slope was applied to the measured motion to correct the motion
values. The displacements for each SA tip were normalized about the average position across the entire video
sequence.
The displacements were multiplied by a scaling factor that was determined based on the camera field-of-view size
and the viewing aspect angle. This scale factor is based to a large degree on the assumed position of the SA. GSFC
supplied the Orbiter coordinates of the SA endpoints for SM-1 . These values were calculated under the assumption
of a fully extended SA along the Orbiter Z-axis (straight up) with no twist or bend.
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III. Results
A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet containing the results of the analysis was provided to GSFC on March 20, 1996.
Table 1 displays the first few rows of data in the output. The largest displacements (from the overall average
position measured during the entire sequence) were 1.4 inches for the left tip of the SA and 1.6 inches for the right
tip of the SA.
Table 1: Sample Output Data
Time Left Displacement Right Displacement
(hh:mm:ss.ss) (Inches) Inches)
11:39:51.20 -0.51 0.57
11:39:51.34 -0.35 0.51
11:39:51.48 -0.30 0.59
11:39:51.61 -0.58 0.62
11:39:51.75 -0.48 0.70
11:39:51.89 -0.44 0.76
11:39:52.02 -0.04 0.63
Figure 2 displays the entire output data set in graphical format. Note that the time scale is severely compressed in
this graph, causing the 0.1 Hz. cycles to appear as data spikes. The firing times of the various Vernier Reaction
Control System (VRCS) jets are also plotted on this graph. (Note: The "displacement" coordinates of the VRCS
firing times are arbitrary values assigned as an aid to visibility.) There appears to be a very clear (and expected)
correlation between the VRCS firings and the periods of maximum dynamic motion. It is also very noticeable in this
graph that the "rest" position (i.e., the position about which the oscillations occur) changes with time. There appears
to bc a gradual inversely correlated change in position of the two SA tips over the first 10 minutes of the analysis,
followed by a very rapid reversal back to (approximately) the original positions, possibly to begin the cycle again.
Note that the inverse correlation between the two tip positions means that it is the slope of the spreader bar that is
changing, not its actual position. This implies a change in the amount of twisting in the SA over time.
Eight detailed graphs (Figures 3.1-3.8) of the array motion are also attached to this document. The entire output data
set was divided into eight equal time segments, and each segment printed out individually. These graphs are
included to enable the reader to see greater detail in areas of interest. These graphs also include the VRCS firing
times. It appears that at no time during the analysis period did the oscillations of the SAs ever completely dampen,
even during the longest break between firings (3 minutes, 10 seconds).
IV. Lessons Learned and Outstanding Issues
The analysis discussed here represented a new challenge to IS&AG. In most previous analyses involving motion
from video, the length of the video segment ranged from a few seconds to a minute. The massive amounts of data
involved in this analysis, as well as the fact that the length of time analyzed was sufficient to result in significant
changes in lighting conditions, forced IS&AG to confront several novel situations. The difficulties encountered
during this processing are addressed below.
Contrast Changes - The primary reason that the tracking algorithm would occasionally "lose" the edge being
tracked was due to changes in the amount of contrast across the edge. These contrast changes were caused by
changes in the lighting conditions over time and by having the rotating Earth as the background. The software
will be modified to use an adaptive thresholding technique during the binarization portion of the edge detection.
This should significantly reduce the sensitivity to these problems.
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RandomNoise-Havingavaryingbackground(e.g.rotatingEarth)frequentlycausesfalseedgeinformationtobe
includedinthelinefit data.Theresultofthistendstobealarger-magnituderandomnoisecomponenti the
finaloutput.Currently,thealgorithmusesaleast-squaresalgorithmtodefinethelinewhichbestdefinesthe
trackededge.Thelcast-squaresapproachisnotoriousforitssensitivityooutliers(erroncousdatapoints)inthe
data.It maybebeneficialtoswitchtoamedianfit approach,whichismuchlessensitivetooutliers.Duringthe
POCanalysis,amedianfitwastestedbriefly,butwasdiscardedinfavoroftheleast-squaresapproachtoreduce
CPUrequirements.Thetestsatthattimedidnotaccountforchangingcontrastlevels.Testswillbeconductedin
thenearfuturewiththemedianfit usingedgeswithavaryingbackground.If thisresultsinnoisereductions,then
theABMOTIONsoftwarewillbemodifiedtomakeuseofamedianfit.
HardwareProblems- Thehardwareproblems(communication"glitches"betweentheDVR-20andtheA66)
discovered during this analysis will be investigated and resolved as soon as possible. The analysis is still possiblc
while the problem exists, but intermittent data points are lost, and there is the additional labor involved in the
tedious task of removing the bad data by hand. The problem was not present during the POC analysis, so the
problem is caused either by a change in the connection configuration or by a failed component. Either way, this
problem will be resolved in the very near future.
Corrective actions for each of these items have been identified and will be implemented in support of SM-2. These
implementations should result in a more robust analysis package as well as significantly improved output products
for the planned SM-2 analysis.
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Appendix D: Storyboards
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Appendix E: Lighting Study
E-I
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Lighting Analysis Summary Report
Introduction
The Graphics Research and Analysis Facility conducted an analysis of the expected lighting conditions
during the static twist analyses (STAs), selected solar array motion analyses (SAMAs), and selected HST
surveys. (Lorraine Hancock of Johnson Space Center's Crew Station Branch was the principal analyst.)
The lighting analysis will be used for imagery data acquisition planning and as an aide to real-time
imagery acquisition.
STA Views
A daylight pass during crew sleep period number 5 was chosen as representative of the lighting
conditions for all the required STAs. (STAs will occur during crew sleep periods 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.)
Based on the range of solar beta angles for each crew sleep period, it was believed that views during
crew sleep period #5 would be representative of all lighting conditions for all STA opportunities. The
lighting analysis was applied to the actual STA data acquisition views for each array tip plus the rotation
view.
Results indicated that, for each camera view, there will be periods of good lighting and periods of
unacceptable lighting in which the sun will shine directly into the camera or unacceptable specular
reflection off the HST will shine into the camera. In general, the lighting was poor (i.e. excessive
reflection or direct sun shining into cameras) at sunrise and near sunset with periods of 20 to 50 minutes
of good lighting in between. Since the lighting conditions will vary it was suggested that the camera
aperture control be set on manual and adjusted real time by Mission Control's instrumentation and
communication officer.
See appendix A for a detailed assessment of the lighting for each view.
SAMA Views
Vernier Reaction Control Subsystem (VRCS) SAMA
A lighting analysis was performed for acquiring imagery for the VRCS SAMA, which occurs during
crew sleep period #3 (MET 02:08:55 to 0:09:30). Overall the lighting conditions were considered
acceptable for use in measuring the solar array motion. The lighting was very similar to the camera B
view for the STA.
See Appendix B for a detailed assessment of the VRCS SAMA views.
Potential SAMA for solar array slew to 0 deg at MET 02:02:25 to 02:03:25
Due to a solar inertial orbit and a fairly tight field of view, all views had fairly constant lighting. The
views were acceptable for use in measuring the solar array motion.
See Appendix B for a detailed assessment of the SAMA slew views.
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HST Survey Views
+ V2 Survey after 1st extravehicular activity (EVA) day at MET 03:01:10 to 03:01:55
Views were obtained for an entire daylight pass from cameras A and D. Both sets of camera views had
poor lighting at sunrise. The view from camera A continued to have poor lighting until about 15 minutes
after sunrise, while the view from camera D had good lighting at sunrise + 10 minutes. Lighting for both
camera views was generally good from about 15 minutes after sunrise until sunrise + 55 minutes. (Note
that the view from camera D at sunrise + 5 minutes exhibited specular reflection.) Both camera views
had unacceptable lighting conditions at sunset.
See Appendix B for a detailed assessment of the +V2 survey views.
-V3 Survey just after berthing at MET 02:00:45 to 02:01:50
Views were obtained from an entire daylight pass from cameras A and D. The lighting remains fairly
constant for both views and is sufficient for conducting the survey. However, the position of the Earth
relative to the Orbiter does change, causing a good deal of earthshine reflection to move across the HST.
There is no direct sunlight shining into either of the camera A or D lenses.
See Appendix B for a detailed assessment of the +V3 survey just after berthing.
Night Lighting Analysis
A night lighting analysis was performed for the STA views and the flight support structure (FSS) pivot to
85 deg. The night lighting analyses followed the constraints in the STS-82 flight rules for using the
payload bay lights. For this lighting assessment, the mid payload bay lights were turned off (According
to the flight rules, these lights are to remain off at all times.) and the port forward payload bay light was
also turned off since its use will be restricted during the mission. The aft payload bay lights and the
starboard forward payload bay light were turned on since there are no constraints on their use. The night
lighting using payload bay lights was generally considered unacceptable for measuring the positions of
the solar array tips. The primary reason for the night views being unacceptable was low contrast and the
presence of excessive noise (especially for color television cameras, or CTVCs) for views of the array
tips. Although the entire STA data acquisition cannot be performed at night, the lighting should be
adequate for collecting the following data at night using payload bay lights:
• STA rotation from camera D or A
• Setting each cameras pan/tilt to the 0 deg position
• Initial camera positioning; the cameras could be positioned at night to view the first set of array tips
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Appendix A STA Lighting Analysis
Setup assumptions:
All views emulate an ALC setting of AVERAGE, with a gamma of NORMAL. All views demonstrate
the available lighting for an Orbiter attitude of -ZLV -XVV, and are representative of all of the daylight
passes of each of the crew sleep periods 3 through 7.
The following is a specific lighting assessment for each view from Lorraine Hancock:
Camera D rotation reference:
Lighting is very uniform for the middle part of the day (from about 20 minutes after sunrise to 20
minutes before sunset). Times near sunrise and sunset do not provide good lighting due to specular
reflection of the sunlight off of the HST and its various carriers in the payload bay.
Camera B view of tips A/B:
Sunrise to about 10 minutes after sunrise provides good lighting and good imagery of the spreader bar.
Times before the middle part of the day provide quickly moving shadows across the solar array. Also,
after terminator rise, the Earth provides the background to the spreader bar you're looking at. Mid
afternoon lighting is fairly uniform, however there is a bit of specular reflection off of the bistems that
may interfere with your viewing of the spreader bar. Very late in the day (10 minutes before sunset
through sunset), the sun will shine directly into the camera lens.
Camera D view of tips A/B:
There is direct sunlight shining into the camera lens at sunrise and for about 5 minutes after that.
Specular reflection of the sun on the bistems causes camera lens scattering for roughly 20 minutes, but
then there is good uniform lighting throughout the middle part of the day. At sunset minus 15 minutes
through sunset itself, there is a large amount of specular reflection of the sun off of the HST and its
various carriers in the payload bay, which will interfere with camera viewing. Again, as with most of the
scenes analyzed in this memo, the Earth provides the background against which you will be viewing the
spreader bar.
Camera B view of tips C/D:
Much of the lighting for this scene is quite uniform, with some specular reflection of the sun off of the
bistem. The Earth provides all of the background while the Orbiter is travelling between terminator rise
and terminator set.
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Camera A view of tips C/D:
For the first 20 minutes or so of the day, there will be so much direct sunlight into the camera lens or
specular reflection of the sun off of the HST body or solar array bistems that it is unreasonable to think
that the camera would even be on, because the monochrome lens assembly (MLA) camera is so sensitive
to sunlight. The middle part of the day provides nice uniform lighting, with a black backdrop for the
spreader bar you wish to view. The last 20 minutes of the day provide very harsh lighting conditions for
this MLA camera view because of specular reflection of the sun off of the HST or its carriers in the
payload bay; again, it would be most likely that the camera would be turned off to avoid burning out the
lens.
Camera C view of a'ps E/F:
Very uniform lighting throughout the whole daylight pass for this MLA camera view without direct
sunlight or harsh specular reflections. The Earth provides the backdrop for the spreader bar you are
viewing for travel between terminators.
Camera A view of tips E/F:
Some specular reflection off of the solar array bistems may interfere with the camera viewing of the
spreader bar very early and late in the day. Otherwise, there is uniform lighting for much of the middle
part of the day, with the Earth providing the background to the spreader bar.
Camera D view of tips G/H:
Very early in the day--the first 20 minutes or so--there is either direct sunlight into the camera or a lot
of specular reflection off of the HST body and its various carriers that will prevent good camera viewing.
Up until about 20 minutes before sunset, there will be fairly good lighting, but not necessarily on the
spreader bar you are viewing. That, plus the fact that that spreader bar is against a black background,
may make it a challenge to obtain good imagery of it. The last 20 minutes of the daylight pass allow for
too much specular reflection of the sun off of the HST and its various carriers to get any useful camera
viewing at that time.
Camera C view of tips G/H:
Very uniform lighting throughout the whole daylight pass for this MLA camera view without direct
sunlight or harsh specular reflections. The Earth provides the backdrop for the spreader bar you are
viewing for travel between terminators.
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Appendix B VRCS and Solar Array Slew SAMA and HST Surveys Lighting
Analysis
The following is a specific lighting assessment for each view from Lorraine Hancock:
VRCS FIRING TEST DURING CREW SLEEP #3:
Orbit 37 partial day pass: 02/09:15:53 - 02/09:50/55
Orbiter attitude is -ZL V -XVV
Eight scenes make up the views, starting at about 3V2 minutes after terminator rise, and ending at about
14V2 minutes after Orbiter noon. Both sets of views were created to emulate an ALC setting of
AVERAGE and a gamma setting of NORMAL.
Camera B view of solar array edge A/B for VRCS firing test:
The very first scene is against a black background because the terminator is not yet visible with the
camera tilt used in this particular view. Subsequent scenes show quickly moving shadows across the
solar array, with the Earth providing the complete background. The last 15 minutes or so do provide
fairly uniform lighting of the solar array and its spreader bar, with just a bit of specular reflection off of
the bistems.
Camera B scale reference for VRCS firing test:
Just about the first five minutes of this period provide good uniform lighting of the viewing area. This is
followed by a 5-minute period of quite a bit of specular reflection, and then by a 20-minute period of
good uniform lighting again. The last 5-10 minutes show quite a bit of specular lighting, which may
again hinder your camera viewing. The Earth provides the background for the whole period of this
particular camera view.
SOLAR ARRAY SLEW TO 0 DEG:
Orbit 33 day pass: 02/02:39:53 - 02/03:41:09
Orbiter attitude is a biased -XSI
Starting at Orbiter sunrise and ending with Orbiter sunset, 11 scenes make up the sequence of views,
with each scene about 6 minutes apart. With the exception of the view from camera B (which is noted
immediately below), all views were created to emulate an ALC setting of AVERAGE and a gamma
setting of NORMAL.
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Camera B view of solar array edge A/B for solar array slew to 0 deg.:
This is the one set of views that was made to emulate an ALC setting of NORMAL and a gamma setting
of NORMAL. This was done because it was determined that the ALC setting of AVERAGE caused too
much scattering of the light in the camera lens from the HST handrails. As expected from the inertial
attitude, the lighting remains fairly constant throughout the day. Near sunrise and sunset the image can
be viewed with a black background. At the other times throughout the middle portion of the day, the
Earth provides the background.
Camera B scale reference view for solar array slew to 0 deg.:
Again, due to the inertial attitude, the lighting is very uniform throughout the day and the viewing looks
good with the ALC setting of AVERAGE. About 20-30 minutes of the middle of the day will provide
the Earth as the background.
Camera C scale reference view for solar array slew to 0 deg.:
See comments for camera B scale reference view.
Camera B view of solar array edge A/B for solar array slew to 0 deg.:
See comments for camera B scale reference view.
Camera C view of solar array edge E/F for solar array slew to 0 deg.:
The image remains virtually the same throughout the day, with a constant black background. Viewing of
this activity with camera C should be excellent.
+V2 HST SURVEY AFTER 1st EVA DAY:
Orbit 47 day pass: 03/01:10:54 - 03/02:12:16
Orbiter attitude is -ZL V -XVV
The sequence contains 13 views each from camera A and camera D, starting at Orbiter sunrise and
ending with Orbiter sunset, with each scene about 5 minutes apart. Both sets of views were created to
emulate an ALC setting of AVERAGE and a gamma setting of NORMAL.
Camera A view of liST survey after Ist EVA day:
Direct sunlight into the camera at sunrise provides unacceptable viewing from this MLA camera at that
time. From just after sunrise to about 24 minutes after sunrise, there is a lot of specular reflection of the
sun off of the solar array bistems, causing unstable MLA operations at that time. About 25 minutes
around the middle part of the day provide uniform lighting. Sunset minus 15 minutes up until sunset
again finds a lot of specular reflection of the sun off of the solar array bistems, causing unstable MLA
operations. At sunset, there is a lot of specular reflection of the sun off of the HST body, which will be
unacceptable for MLA operations.
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Camera D view of liST survey after Ist EVA day:
Depending on the amount of the camera pan angle, you may get direct sunlight into the camera lens at
sunrise. We are using a pan of 9 deg inboard, which is allowing for the HST body to block the camera's
view of the sun. Until about 10 minutes after sunrise, there will be specular reflection of the sun off of
the solar array bistems that may interfere with your camera viewing due to the scattering of the light in
the lens. For the better part of the middle of the day, there is good uniform lighting, with the Earth
providing the background for the area that you are looking at. Starting at about 10 minutes before sunset,
the camera view of HST body becomes quite saturated. At sunset and just before, specular reflection of
the sun off of the HST body and its various carriers in the payload bay will interfere with camera
viewing.
-V3 HST SURVEY JUST AFTER BERTHING:
...............................
Orbit 32 day pass: 02/01:03:23 - 02/02:04:38
Orbiter attitude is a biased -XSI
Camera A view of HST survey just after berthing; camera D view of HST survey just after berthing:
Starting at Orbiter sunrise and ending with Orbiter sunset, 11 scenes make up these views, with each
scene about 6 minutes apart. Both sets of views were created to emulate an ALC setting of AVERAGE
and a gamma setting of NORMAL. Because this is an inertial attitude, the lighting remains fairly
constant over time. However, what does change is the position of the Earth relative to the Orbiter, and
thus to your camera views. The change in the position of the Earth causes much earthshine reflection
that moves across the HST body surface. There is no direct sunlight into either of the camera A or D
lenses during this daylight pass.
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Appendix F: Daily Mission Reports
F-I
2-13-97
11:00 p.m. CST
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Servicing Mission 2 (SM-2) Solar Array
Photogrammetric Analysis
Image Science & Analysis Group
Flight Day 3 (FD3) Analysis Status Report
Static Twist Analysis
Video data were obtained of all 8 solar array tips over a 3-hour time frame, from UTC (coordinated
universal time) 044:16:15 to 044:18:55. All camera views were obtained with the expected setups.
However, harsh and variable lighting required multiple camera gain settings. This increased the
selection time of analysis frames and delayed completion of the overall analysis. However, we do not
believe it had an appreciable effect on the calculated error. We have determined that some of the
alternate camera views obtained provided beneficial analysis data sets. Based on this, we plan to use the
following camera pairs for spreader bar acquisition on FD4:
Camera Pair SA Spreader Bar
D and B Port forward tip
A and B Port Aft tip
D and B Starboard Aft Tip
D and C Starboard Forward Tip
This updated acquisition procedure does not require multiplexed views on the aft tips or widening of the
deadbands.
One to four frames were analyzed for each tip. Estimates were made of the array tips in HST coordinates
with an associate root mean square error for each tip (see attached sheet). In addition, HST rotation was
measured to be - 1.4 deg, and camera pan/tilt positions were confirmed. The analysis took approximately
10 hours to complete.
Solar Array Motion Assessment
A one-minute sequence of video of the A-B solar array tip, taken from payload bay (PLB) camera B, was
analyzed from UTC 044:20:28:39.48 to 044:20:29:39.48. The video data were of very good quality, with
lighting and camera positioning as expected.
The analysis sample rate was 3 frames per second, for a total of 180 frames analyzed. The tip-to-tip
measured deflection was 0.8 inches, with a frequency of approximately 0.1 Hz (see attached sheet).
There was slight motion noted for approximately 3 minutes after the analysis interval. The analysis took
approximately 6 hours to complete.
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HST SM-2 Solar Array Photogrammetric Analysis
Image Science & Analysis Group
FD4 Analysis Status Report
2-14-97
8:00 pm CST
Static Twist Analysis
Video data were obtained of all 8 solar array tips in a single day pass from UTC 045:17:00 to 045:17:30.
All camera views were obtained with the expected setups. Lighting conditions were improved over FD3.
There was obstruction of the solar array A tip from PLB camera D by the extravehicular activity (EVA)
device mounted on the end of the remote manipulator subsystem (RMS). This meant the precise location
of the tip from camera view D had to be estimated from the position of the bistem and spreader bar.
However, we believe this did not have a serious effect on the analysis results.
The revised acquisition procedures and views, based on FD3 results, worked well, and will be used for
the remaining static twist acquisitions. We do not expect to require widening of the deadbands on
subsequent flight days.
Four frames were analyzed for each tip. Estimates were made of the array tips in HST coordinates with
an associated root mean square error for each tip (see attached sheet). The results were compared with
the FD3 results, which show a reduction in the uncertainty in each analysis case. (A negative value in
the spreadsheet indicates a reduction from the previous day's analysis.) In addition, HST rotation was
measured to be -1.3 +/- 0.5 deg, and camera pan/tilt positions were confirmed. The analysis took
approximately 8 hours to complete.
Video Survey
Video of the HST was obtained during a ground-controlled survey of the PLB video cameras. The
survey was conducted over six day passes from UTC 045:18:00 to 045:23:15. Good imagery was
obtained from all four PLB cameras, and additional video from the RMS elbow camera was obtained.
Several locations of minor multilayer insulation (MLI) damage and possible micrometeoroid/orbital
debris strikes were identified. The video survey objectives for the -V3 position have been achieved.
Additional video for the +V3 position will be obtained on FD6.
Solar Array Motion Assessment
No solar array motion assessment was required for FD4. Video data will be acquired during the vernier
reaction control subsystem (VRCS) reboost tonight, and will analyzed as required.
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HST SM-2 Solar Array Photogrammetric Analysis
Image Science & Analysis Group
FD5 Analysis Status Report
2-15-97
8:30 pm CST
Static Twist Analysis
Video data were obtained of all 8 solar array tips in two day passes from UTC 046:16:25 to 046:17:40.
All camera views were obtained with the expected setups, and lighting conditions were acceptable.
There was a slight obstruction of the solar array A tip from PLB camera D by the EVA manipulator foot
restraint mounted on the end of the RMS. This meant the precise location of the tip from camera view D
had to be estimated from the position of the bistem and spreader bar. However, we believe this did not
have a serious effect on the analysis results.
Between 3 and 6 frames were analyzed for each tip. Estimates were made of the array tips in HST
coordinates with an associated root mean square error for each tip (see attached sheet). The results were
compared with the FD4 results, which show a reduction in the uncertainty for tips A-B and E-F.
However, the uncertainty increased for the H tip, since the precise location of the tip from camera view B
had to be estimated from the position of the bistem and spreader bar. There also were difficulties
encountered in the analysis of the C-D tip, which is believed to be a result of the high camera tilt angle
(approximately 90 deg) during acquisition. After attempting four separate analyses, none of which
would converge, we notified HST Mechanical Systems of the problem, and they agreed to accept
analysis of 3 of 4 tips.
The HST rotation was measured to be 0.1 +/- 0.3 deg. Camera pan/tilt positions were confirmed and are
attached. The analysis took approximately 9 hours to complete.
Video Survey
Video of the HST was obtained during a ground-controlled survey of the PLB video cameras. The
survey was conducted over three day passes from UTC 046:18:50 to 046:22:50. Good imagery was
obtained from all four PLB cameras. Additional video from the RMS elbow camera was also obtained.
A significant portion of the survey was dedicated to obtaining detailed video of MLI damage on bays 5,
7, 8, and 10, and on the -V3 light shield. The video survey objectives for the -V3 position have been
completed. Video of the +V3 side will be obtained on FD6.
Solar Array Motion Assessment
No solar array motion assessment was required for FD5.
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HST SM-2 Solar Array Photogrammetric Analysis
Image Science & Analysis Group
FD6 Analysis Status Report
2-16-97
7:00 pm CST
Static Twist Analysis
Video data of the HST in the +V3 position were obtained of all 8 solar array tips in three day passes from
UTC 047:15:50 to 047:17:40. All camera views were obtained with the expected setups, and lighting
conditions were acceptable.
Between x and y frames were analyzed for each tip. Estimates were made of the array tips in HST
coordinates with an associated root mean square error for each tip (see attached sheet). The results were
compared with the FD5 results, which show .....
The HST rotation was measured to be x +/-y degrees. Camera pan/tilt positions were confirmed and are
attached. The analysis took approximately 8 hours to complete.
Video Survey
Video of the HST in the +V3 position was obtained during a ground-controlled survey of the PLB video
cameras. The survey was conducted over four day passes from UTC 047:17:40 to 047:23:00. All four
PLB cameras provided good imagery, including detailed imagery of the sun-facing side of the HST, with
particular emphasis on MLI damage. This completes the scheduled ground-based survey of the HST,
though additional survey may be required after the FD7 EVA.
Solar Array Motion Assessment
No solar array motion assessment was required for FD6.
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HST SM-2 Solar Array Photogrammetric Analysis
Image Science & Analysis Group
FD7 Analysis Status Report
2-17-97
6:00 pm CST
Static Twist Analysis
Video data of the HST in the +V3 position were obtained of all 8 solar array tips in four day passes from
UTC 048:15:50 to 048:18:05. All cameras views were obtained with the expected setups, and lighting
conditions were acceptable, though somewhat degraded from the previous days.
Between 3 and 4 frames were analyzed for each tip. Estimates were made of the array tips in HST
coordinates with an associated root mean square error for each tip (see attached sheet). The results were
compared with the FD6 results. For tips A-B, harsh lighting conditions limited the number of useable
analysis frames and increased the resulting analysis uncertainty. Increases in uncertainty for the C-D tip
may have been due to limited selection of reference points from the camera C view.
The HST rotation was measured to be 179.6 +/-0.1 deg. Camera pan/tilt positions were confirmed and
are attached. The analysis took approximately 6 hours to complete.
The sixth and final STA will be conducted on FD8.
Video Survey
A short ground-controlled video survey was conducted on FD7, focusing on views of bays 1, 2, and 3,
and views of the handrail along bay J. Required views were coordinated with SMM.
Solar Array Motion Assessment
No solar array motion assessment was required for FD7.
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HST SM-2 Solar Array Photogrammetric Analysis
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Static Twist Analysis
Video data of the HST in the -V3 position were obtained of all 8 solar array tips in four day passes from
UTC 049:15:50 to 049:18:05. All camera views were obtained with the expected setups, and lighting
conditions were acceptable.
Four frames were analyzed for each tip. Estimates were made of the array tips in HST coordinates with
an associated root mean square error for each tip (see attached sheet). The results were compared with
the FD5 results, which indicated similar tip twist values, with comparable or lower uncertainty. For the
G-H tip, there is potential for additional error which may not be reflected in the uncertainty. This was
determined by comparing +V3 to -V3 results.
The HST rotation was measured to be -0.8 deg. Camera pan/tilt positions were confirmed and are
attached. The analysis took approximately 6 hours to complete.
Video Survey
A short ground-controlled video survey was conducted on FD8, focusing on views of MLI repair from
EVA #5, and detailed views of the high-gain antenna. Required views were coordinated with SMM.
Solar Array Motion Assessment
An unexpected solar array slew of approximately 5 deg on the -V2 array was observed at approximately
049:03:12:44.052 UTC. HST Mechanical Systems subsequently requested a solar array motion
assessment, to be completed within 8 hours, to determine the displacement of the solar array tips.
A video sequence of approximately one minute (UTC 049:03:12:32 to 049:03:13:32) taken from camera
B of the -V2 forward solar array tip (G-H) was analyzed. Because of the low contrast of the spreader bar
in the image, the automated edge detection and line-tracking analysis procedure could not be used.
Therefore, all data points were taken by hand. Two analyses were performed by separate analysts to
minimize selection point bias. The analysis sample rate was 3 frames per second, for a total of 161
frames analyzed.
The results indicated a total slew at the tip of approximately 22 inches. After the initial slew, the array
was seen to oscillate at a frequency of approximately 0.1 Hz (see attached sheet). The initial peak-to-
peak displacement was measured to be approximately 7 inches, with the last measured peak-to-peak
displacement being approximately 5 inches. The analysis was completed in approximately 5 hours.
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Plots for Array Motion During Start of Rotation on Flight Day 5
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Plots for Array Motion During End of Rotation on Flight Day 5
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Plots for Air Lock Depressurization-Induced Motion on Flight Day 8
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Plots for Array Motion During Start of Pivot on Flight Day 8
Raw Data Plot of Absolute Pixel Position Prior to Pivot Correction
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Plots for Array Motion During Reboost on Flight Day 8
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